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Abstract
We investigate the full spatial statistics of the energy eigenfunctions on quantum graphs. The autocorrelation functions obtained for an individual quantum
graph exhibit an universal component, which completely determines a Gaussian random waves model, and a system-dependent deviation. This deviation
turns out to only depend on the graph through its underlying classical dynamics. Classical criteria for quantum universality to be asymptotically met
in the large graphs limit are then extracted from these formulae. We use an
exact field theoretic expression in term of a variant of a supersymmetric cr
model, and a saddle-point analysis of this expression leads to the estimates.
In particular, the second order autocorrelation functions are used to discuss
the possible equidistribution of the energy eigenfunctions in the large graphs
limit. When equidistribution is asymptotically realized, our theory predicts
a rate of convergence that is a significant 'refinement of previous estimates,
long assumed to be valid for quantum chaotic systems, agreeing with them in
some situations but not all. The universal and system-dependent components
of the second order autocorrelation functions are recovered by means of two
approximated trace formulae, drawing in this way a parallel between our field
theory and semiclassics.
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Chapter 1
Quantum Graphs
1.1

Why Quantum Graphs?

Since the seminal paper [54] by T. Kottos and U. Smilansky in 1997, quantum
graphs have become a paradigm for quantum chaos and universal interference effects which can be observed in the statistics of their spectra and of
their eigenfunctions. T. Kottos and U. Smilansky numerically showed that the
spectral statistics for a large class of quantum graphs follow the predictions of
the Gaussian random matrix ensembles up to finite-size corrections. In 1999
and in 2001, G. Berkolaiko, E.B. Bogomolny and J.P. Keating found in [10]
and [11] that some special graphs, namely, star graphs, exhibit intermediate
spectral statistics which do "not converge to any of the random matrix expectations. This discovery revealed the richness of quantum physics on graphs, and
it prompted the question as to when the statistical properties of the spectrum
are describable by means of random matrix theory. In 2004, S. Gnutzmann
and A. Altland answered this question in [40] and [41] by means of a nonlinear supersymmetric a model. These works provide a relatively complete
understanding of the eigenvalue statistics of quantum graphs.
Until 2008, substantially less was known about the eigenfunctions on quantum graphs. The eigenfunctions are however of major interest in quantum
chaos, since they are believed to distinguish between regular and irregular
1
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classical motions in a more subtle way than the eigenvalues do. They are
mainly supported on classical invariant structures ~3'2.\ such as tori in classically integrable systems [59] and are believed to be generically spread over the
configuration space in ergodic systems [62]. Moreover, in case of chaos, the
generic eigenfunctions have been conjectured to behave like Gaussian random
waves in the bulk of the system [16]. Hence, eigenfunction statistics enable to
distinguish between different types of underlying classical mechanics. But the
eigenfunctions also exhibit thinner properties of the dynamics when considered
individually. For example, in chaotic systems, some eigenfunctions are strongly
enhanced in the vicinity of unstable periodic orbits [46], a phenomenon known
as scarring. This phenomenon has been the object of many different works
such as [26], [68], [17], [63], [1], [37], [52), [72], [51], [49] and [35]. The scars are
different from the eigenfunctions living around stable periodic orbits in integrable systems [22, 23], or around marginally stable orbits in mixing systems
[58], in which case they are known as bouncing ball modes. In [50] and [60],
some quantum graphs are proved to contain scars.
In [16], M.V. Berry calculated the spatial two-point autocorrclations of a
typical energy eigenfunction 'ljJn of a chaotic system in the semiclassical limit.
For a planar billiard

n c R2, such a function satisfies the Helmholtz equation

D,:I/Jn = -en'I/Jn on the interior of n and Dirichlet boundary conditions on

an,

that is 'l/Jnlan = O. If the energy en is written en = k~ for some positive
wavenumber kn' Berry's result reads

provided rl and r2 are in the bulk of n. Here, Jo stands for the Bessel function,
and Sen is a small domain containing many wavelengths k:;;l, The crucial
observation is that the same formula is obtained if the genuine eigenfunction
'l/Jn is replaced with the random function

(1.2)
2
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where k~ are N wave vectors such that Ilk~11

= kn' and OJ

are N independent

random variables uniformly distributed on [0,1]. In the definition (1.2), the
number N of plane waves is considered asymptotically large, and the wave
vectors k~ cover the circle of radius kn in an isotropic way. It is not difficult
to check that the identity
(1.3)
is indeed satisfied in this large N limit. This equality suggests that all the
spatial autocorrelations of an eigenfunction 'ljJn might be reproduced by an ensemble average as in (1.3). The ability of such a random waves model to mimic
the spatial statistics of the true eigenfunction 'ljJn is conjectured in [16]. The
typical patterns of the superpositions of random waves (1.2) can be observed
in [57]. Notice that each energy en requires the introduction of an ensemble of
random waves.
The distribution N('IjJ) of the random function 'IjJ in (1.2) is a direct consequence of the central limit theorem. Indeed, the scaling JJj, which originates
from the normalization of 'IjJ, implies that 'IjJ is Gaussian distributed. Hence,
the distribution N( 'IjJ) of 'IjJ is of the form

(1.4)
where the parameter {J is equal to one if time-reversal symmetry is conserved, in
which case 'l/J is real, and is equal to two if this symmetry is broken. Moreover,
a Gaussian distribution is characterized by the two-point function it generates,
that is, by its covariance. Therefore, by (1.3), Berry's conjecture reads
(1.5)
This universal Gaussian random waves model is a remarkably good approximation in the bulk of the system, and it finds applications in various domains like
optics [19], mesoscopic physics [2], disordered media [7, 56] and quantum chaos
[25, 27]. However, the eigenfunctions 'l/Jn must vanisl,l on the boundary

3
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the billiard, and hence, a system-dependent correction must be taken into account near the boundary. A main concern is to know whether this correction
can still be incorporated into a Gaussian, yielding this way a non-universal
Gaussian model.
In 1998, S. Hortikar and M. Srednicki consider in [48] the function
n
'""""'
)
1 ) ~G (Tl, T2 I)
~ tPn (Tl )tPn"'( T2 )J€(e-e
_()
= ---=-(
e,

pe

n

trp e

(1.G)

where p(e)de is the mean number of energy levels in [e, e+de], which is actually
independent of e for a two-dimensional billiard, and G is the Green function

(1.7)
They suggest to replace the correlations (1.5) with the leading order of (1.6) at
small Ii. Notice that, contrary to the original random waves model, the modified model obtained in this way is system-dependent and satisfies the Dirichlet
boundary conditions on

an.

Moreover, a random function 'I/J with N('I/J)

still fulfills Helmholtz equation up to

f

>0

corrections. In the semiclassical ap-

proximation, G(Tl, T21e) can be expressed as a sum over classical trajectories
from r2 to Tl with energy e, as shown in [21] and [45]. This ansatz leads to
the sum over classical trajectories

where Sp is the classical action, vp is the Maslov index, and Ap is the stability
amplitude. It is shown in [48] that Berry's universal result (1.5) is precisely the
contribution of the direct path in (1.8). However, the decay of the stability
amplitude Ap with the length of the orbits does not compensate the exponentially growing number of these orbits, and hence, infinitely many classical
trajectories have to be considered in (1.8).
Four years after [48], M.V. Berry and H. Ishio adapt in [18] and [20] the
initial random waves model (1.2) to make it satisfy some fixed boundary conditions along a straight

lin~.

They deduce from this new model several statistics
4
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concerning nodal lines and nodal points, and they find unexpected long-ranged
boundary effects. Their construction is then generalized in [24] by W.E. Bies,
N. Lepore and E.J. Heller to wedge-shaped regions.
In [64, 65, 66J, J.D. Urbina and K. Richter reconsider Hortikar and Srednicki's Gaussian system-dependent model. Their main idea is to replace the
Dirac function with some energy window wand write the two-point correlation
(1.9)
Notice that, within the Gaussian model (1.4) defined from the two-point function (1.9), a random function ¢ with N(¢) > 0 satisfies the Dirichlet boundary conditions on

an but does not necessarily fulfill Helmholtz equation. This

situation is in this sense opposite to Berry's universal model (1.5). In the semiclassical picture (1.8), the effect of the energy window w in (1.9) is to damp
the contributions of the long classical trajectories so that the shortest ones already carry the main contributions. In [66], the numerics show that these short
trajectories reproduce the non-universal oscillations of the one-point function
near the boundary. Moreover, for large enough energy windows, it is shown
in [65] that only the straight classical path contributes, if it exists, and hence,
Berry's universal result is obtained. As smaller energy windows are considered,
boundary effects become visible, the system-dependent corrections obtained in
[18] and [20] are then recovered close to the boundary, and the authors claim
that the eigenfunction statistics found in disordered systems by means of the
supersymmetry techniques [39] follow from a diagonal approximation of their
semiclassical formula.
The implication of Urbina and Richter's waves model is better understood
if the random function

t/J, which is supposed to mimic an energy eigenfunction

tPn in the energy window

w, is decomposed in the basis {¢n} of Helmholtz

eigenfunctions, namely,
(1.10)
n

5
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It can be readily checked that the new random variables a

= {an}

are inde-

pendent and distributed according to
(1.11)
where
(1.12)
Therefore, according to Urbina and Richter's waves model, the autocorrelations of an energy eigenfunction t/Jn are well reproduced by a random Gaussian
superposition of eigenfunctions. In other terms, a single eigenfunction.,pn looks
like a typical linear combination

Em amt/Jm.

In particular, for a functional F,

one can expect
(1.13)
Such a statement would definitely be completely wrong for the eigenfunctions
of an integrable systems.
Quantum graphs are favorable systems to gain some understanding on the
possible validity of random waves models. Indeed, on one hand they are in
general easier to handle than most systems studied in quantum chaos, and on
the other hand, this class of systems contains a broad variety of quantum behaviors, since, as shown in [54, 11, 10,40,41], some graphs have energy spectra
well described by universal ensembles of random matrices whereas some other
graphs do not obey any of these universality classes. Here, without any prior
assumption on the nature of the classical dynamics, we can approximate all
the moments and all the autocorrelations of the eigenstate intensities, namely,
(1.14)
where

TI,"" Tp

are points on the graph. This has to be contrasted with

the previous approaches, which all assume the validity of a random waves
model. Our results express (1.14) as the sum of an universal component, which
obeys some universal Gaussian random waves model, and a system-dependent
6
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correction, which only involves the classical dynamics M on the graph. By
comparing these two contributions, we are able to estimate the deviation to
universality in terms of M, and to discuss the possible complete failure of the
energy eigenfunctions to behave like random waves, as in Neumann star graphs
for example [14].
In the case of quantum graphs, the two-point correlation function
(1.15)
can be exactly calculated. This suffices to completely define the Gaussian random waves model, and since the result happens not to depend on the graph,
one deduces that the only Gaussian random waves model that can possibly
occur on quantum graphs is universal. Hence, for quantum graphs, the systemdependent component found in (1.14) cannot be incorporated in a Gaussian
distribution, and the Gaussian random waves model is bound to exhibit a
boundary problem. At first sight, this fact seems to contradict Urbina and
Richter's guess. However, their empiric model actually remains compatible
with our results concerning quantum graphs since we are dealing with a different kind of system-dependent correction. The systems considered by Urbina
and Richter are precisely those expected to be described by some random waves
model, namely, the chaotic systems, and their non-universal corrections live
close to the boundary. In this work, the system-dependent corrections measure
how universal the graph under consideration is, and they can prevail over the
universal part, as in Neumann star graphs.
A major achievement would be to show that our result for the autocorrelations (1.14) in the case of quantum graphs also applies to other quantum
systems. If this is the case, the deviations from universality vanish in the
semiclassical limit in chaotic billiards, which explains why such deviations
have indeed never been found, whereas they must prevail over the universal
part in non-ergodic systems. For chaotic systems, the corrections would also
reveal the approach rate to universality as Ii asymptotically vanishes. Finally,
7
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if such a formula was found, its ability to describe systems with mixed phase
spaces should be studied and compared with the empiric results in [4] and [5].
The moments and autocorrelations of second degree play a particularly
important role in quantum chaos, since they suffice to measure the spreading
of the energy eigenfunctions, and they can be rigorously controlled. According
to A.I. Schnirelman [62J, the high energy eigenfunctions of a classically ergodic
system should become uniformly spread over the space, a property known as
quantum ergodicity. This claim has found rigorous proofs in (31], (30] and

[751 for example, where the authors consider compact manifolds with ergodic
geodesic flows, quantized ergodic maps and ergodic billiards respectively. The
main tool used in these works is an Egorov estimate, which, in the case of
quantum maps, reads
(1.16)
for J..[ a map,

f any smooth function on the configuration space, and

U and

Op(J) their quantized analogs. A version of (1.16) also holds for continuous
Hamiltonian systems. However, the Egorov method does not provide any
information on the rate with which quantum ergodicity is reached. This much
harder problem is investigated in [71, 73, 74, 33, 3, 61].
In fact, quantum ergodicity is surprisingly more difficult to tackle on quantum graphs than on other chaotic systems. The reason for this difficulty is
the non-existence of a deterministic classical map, and hence, of an Egorov
estimate. However, in [121, G. Berkolaiko, J.P. Keating and U. Smilansky can
prove quantum ergodicity for graphs related to quantum maps by using the
Egorov property on the underlying quantum maps. Besides, G. Bcrkolaiko,
J.P. Keating and B. Winn show in [141 that some graphs, namely star graphs,
are not quantum ergodic. Here, our result for the autocorrelation functions
(1.14) with p = 2 enables us to expound a criterion for graphs to become
quantum ergodic [421. Moreover, our method also yields the rate of quantum
ergodicity in terms of the classical dynamics, when quantum ergodicity docs
8
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occur. The result obtained is a significant refinement of the previous estimates
in [33].
The text is structured as follows. The rest of this chapter is devoted to the
definition and the basic properties of quantum graphs. In Chapter 2, quantum
ergodicity on graphs is defined, and a Gaussian random waves model is built.
An exact field theoretic representation of the autocorrelation functions (1.14)
is developed in Chapter 3, and in the following two chapters, two contributions
are extracted from this exact formula. The sum of these two contributions is
then analyzed in Chapter 6, where the main results are obtained, and Chapter 7
concludes and gives possible directions for further research. A great deal of
calculations has been put in appendices in order not to interrupt the main
guideline provided by the core of the text. Most of the material in these
appendices is not the result of original research but aims at summarizing some
necessary notions.

1.2

Definitions

In this section and in the next one, the notion of quantum graphs is introduced.
In the literature, two different definitions of quantum graphs can be found. In
[9], these two approaches are both introduced and compared. The point of view
adopted here is the so-called scattering approach. It has been developed for
the first time in [54] and is followed in most of the works concerning quantum
chaos on graphs. The review [44] offers an extensive introduction to quantum
graphs and to their spectral statistics. The second point of view, the Laplace
operator approach, can also be found in [29] and in [53], where it was first
introduced.
A metric graph G is a set of V E N points, called vertices, and of BEN
bonds of positive lengths L = (L 1 ,· •• ,LB ) linking some pairs of vertices. The

topology of a graph is univoquely determined once its connectivity matrix C
9
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is known. This V x V matrix reads
#{bonds connecting the vertices i and j}

Ci,j =

and is symmetric. If Ci,i

simple. The valency

Vi

= 0 and Ci,j

~

(1.17)

1 for all i, j E Nv, the graph is said

of a vertex i E N v is defined by

Vi

=

L:f=l CiJ .

A

point on a graph is specified by a couple (b, Tb), where b E No determines
the bond and Xb E [0, L b] determines the position of this point on b. Notice
that the parameter

Xb

naturally defines an orientation on b. However, these

orientations only originate from the parametrization of the bonds and they can
be arbitrarily chosen. They must not be confused with genuinely orientated
bonds, which serve as the building blocks of oriented metric graphs.
A quantum graph is a metric graph G that is turned into a quantum system.
In order to do this, the Hilbert space
B

1l = { \II = E91Pb l1Pb' 1Pb, 1P~ E L ([0, Lb]) }
2

(1.18)

b=1

is introduced, and its elements are referred to as wave functions. Here, the
scalar product is
(1.19)
for any tV, cI> E 1t. The number 1Pb(Xb) is interpreted as the value of the wave
function \II at (b, Xb) E G. One can define an operator II acting on 'H as
B

HtV

= EB( -iD + Ab}2.,pb,

(1.20)

b=1

where D is the derivative operator and Ab E JR. The formula (1.20) is the
expression of the Hamiltonian of a particle in a magnetic field in the absence
of scalar potential. Notice that the restriction of II on the subset 'Ho C 'H of
wave functions vanishing at the vertices is symmetric. A wave function tV E 1lo
is called Dirichlet wave function.
For k

> 0, the elements of 1t satisfying HtV = k 2 \I1 arc of the form

W=

EB

B

b=1

B

1!'b(Xb)

=

EB

e-iAb(Xb-Lb/2) (ab+eik(Xb-Lb/2)

+ ab_e-ik(Xb-Lb/2») •

b=1

(1.21)
10
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Not all these wave functions are physically relevant, and the space 1i has thus
to be reduced. Firstly, the wave functions are required to be continuous at
each vertex i E Nv . If r(i, out) and r(i, in) denote the sets of bonds b having
the vertex i at (b,O) and (b, Lb ) respectively, this continuity condition becomes
(1.22)
for some Wi E C, and for all b E r(i, out) and b' E r(i, in). Secondly, one must
ensure the conservation of the probability current
(1.23)
Any W E 1i conserves this probability current on the interior of every bond,
but in order to impose this local conservation at the vertices, namely

L

L

jb(O) +

bEr(i,out)

jb(Lb) = 0

(1.24)

bEf(i,in)

for all i E N v , boundary conditions have to be specified. These conditions
constrain both the set of possible wavenumbers k and the corresponding amplitudes {ab±} in (1.21). It is not difficult to check that the wave functions
(1.21) satisfying (1.24) are such that

L

L

laHI 2 =

bEr(i,out)

lab_1 2 ,

(1.25)

bEr(i,in)

Two famous sets of boundary conditions conserving (1.23) are the Dirichlet
and the Neumann conditions. The Dirichlet conditions impose to each function

'!f'b to vanish at the two extremities Xb

= 0 and Xb = Lb'

This completely splits

the quantum graph into B independent segments. The Neumann conditions
impose continuity and

L

(iAb

bEr(i,out)

+ D)Wb(O) +

L

(iAb - D)Wb(Lb)

=0

(1.26)

bEr(i,in)

at each vertex i E Nv. They are also sometimes referred to as Kirchhoff
boundary conditions.
In the sequel, all the magnetic flux Ab are set to zero. The consequence of
non-vanishing magnetic flux is discussed in Appendix A.2.
11
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1.3

The Evolution Map

The whole physics of quantum graphs is encapsulated in the wave functions
(1.21) which are continuous and conserve the probability current. There is in
general no explicit formula for these wave functions and for the corresponding
wavenumbers k, but it is still possible to extract valuable information about
these quantities. In the scattering approach to quantum graphs, these problems are tackled by means of an evolution matrix U(k).
Let us first consider, for each k > 0, the set of W E 1i as in (1.21), that is

where
(1.28)
On each bond, an element of A(k) is thus the superposition of two coherent
waves traveling in opposite directions. Any wave function W E 1i satisfying
H'I! = k 2 'I! for k > 0 belongs to the set A(k). Let us also introduce 2B

formal symbols lebd), where b E Nn and d E {+, -}, and let us consider the
2B-dimensional C-linear space,
(1.29)
The space A, called amplitude space, is endowed with the hermitian scalar
product defined by
(1.30)

It can be seen as the product Ab ® Ad of a B-dimensional bond space Ab and
a 2-dimensional direction space Ad. There is a natural way to associate an
element of A with each wave function in the set A(k),
B

W=

EB z= abdebd(k)

~

~1~±

la)

=L abdlebd),
~

12
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If WI

1--+

lal) and W2

1--+

la2), the scalar products of these elements in A(k)

and A are related by
(1.32)
where

at stands for the first Pauli matrix acting on Ad, and L denotes the

2B x 2B diagonal matrix containing the bond lengths on its diagonal, that is,
(1.33)
Therefore, length and orthogonality are not preserved by (1.31). Notice that
the wave function W can also be recovered from the amplitudes la) and the
wavenumber k, and we thus have a one-to-one map
B

(k,

la))

1--+

W-

ED L
b=1

abdebd(k).

(1.34)

d=±

The construction (1.31) enables to express the conservation of the probability current in a particularly simple way. For any W E A(k) and for all vertex
i E Nv , let us form the vectors la~ut) from all the numbers e-ikLb/2ab+ with
bE r(i, out) and e-ikLb/2ab_ with b E r(i, in). The vector la~ut) defined in this

way then contains the values of the waves emerging from vertex i at this vertex.
Similarly, we compose the vectors la!n) with all the numbers eikLb/2ab_ where

b E r(i, out) and eikLb/2ab+ where b E r(i, in). The vector laIn) then contains
the values of the waves incoming to vertex i at this vertex. The scattering
process at vertex i can now be described by a

Vi

x

Vi

matrix ai,
(1.35)

and the condition (1.25) for the conservation of the probability current implies
that a i must be unitary. In the sequel, we suppose that the V unitary matrices
a i are given, and that they do not depend on the wavenumber k.
The V vectors la~ut) can be grouped together to form a global vector of
outgoing values laout) E C2B, and similarly the V vectors la~n) define a global
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vector of incoming values lain) E C2B . \Vith these definitions, the V conditions
(1.35) can be written in the compact form
i

laout) = Slain) where

Sb'd',bd

ab'd',bd

=

0

-+

-+

i

-+

(b', d')

(1.36)

otherwise

{

Here, the notation (b, d)

if (b, d)

i -+ (b', d') means that following the bond b in

the direction d leads to the vertex i, and that following b' in the direction

-d' reversed to d' also leads to i. The matrix S

E

U(2B) is called scattering

matrix of the quantum graph. It is indeed unitary since all the matrices a i are
unitary, and it does not depend on the wavenumber k.
Notice that, by definition of the vectors la~ut) and latn), and if la) denotes
the vector obtained from 'l1 E A(k) by (1.31), then

(1.37)
where T(k) E U(2B) is defined by

(1.38)
and L is as in (1.33). A diagonal component of T(k) contains the phase acquired by a wave traveling along half a bond. This matrix is called propagation

matrix.
Finally, the equations (1.36) and (1.38) put ,together imply that

U(k)la) = la),

where

U(k)

= T(k)ST(k),

(1.39)

must be satisfied. The matrix U(k) E U(2B) is called evolution map. It first
propagates the waves along half a bond, then scatters the resulting waves at
the vertices, and finally propagates them one more time along half a bond.
Notice that for a non-trivial solution of (1.39) to exist, the secular equation

(1.40)
must be satisfied. This equation first appeared in [54] and is the starting point
for studying the properties of quantum graphs. It will be seen after (1.50) that

14
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the wavenumbers satisfying (1.40) form an infinite and diverging sequence of
non-negative numbers

o ~ ko < kl < k2 < ... < kv < kv+l < ... -+ 00

(1.41)

called spectrum of the quantum graph. It is well-known that the mean number

N(K) of elements in the spectrum which lie within the interval [0, K] is given
by the Weyl law
-

N(K) = Kd where d

= hm. -K1 max {vlkv-l < K}
K-oo

trL

= -2.

(1.42)

7r

The parameter d is called mean level density.
The B bonds of the graph are said to have uncommensurate lengths if

[n

E 'I.8

and

i; n.L.

= 0]

implies

n= O.

(1.43)

In this case, the spectrum of the quantum graph is generically non-degenerate.
In the sequel, only graphs with uncommensurate bond lengths will be considered and, for simplicity, their spectra will be assumed free of degeneracies. It
follows that there is a sequence
(1.44)
of normalized vectors in A. such that
(1.45)
and that each la"} is unique up to multiplication by z E C with

Izl

= l.

Moreover, for kv > 0, la tl } precisely contains the 2B amplitudes abd of the
wave function \lJV E 1i satisfying
(1.46)
For any k > 0, the evolution map U(k) is unitary, and hence, it exists an
orthonormal basis

{In, k} In E N2B }

of A and a set of real numbers {¢n(k) In E

N2B } such that

(1.47)
15
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One can order these sets by imposing the inequalities

and by requiring the 2B eigencurves k

1-+

¢n (k)' to be Coo. This smoothness

condition can indeed be realized since the map U(k) depends on k in an analytic
way. Taking a derivative with respect to k on both sides of (1.47) easily leads
to
¢~(k) =

(1.49)

(n, klLln, k).

In particular, this shows that

o < L min :5 ¢~(k) :5 Lmax < 00
where

L min

and

Lmax

(1.50)

denote the minimal and maximal bond lengths respec-

tively. Hence, the eigencurves k

1-+

¢n(k) are increasing and their slopes arc

bounded from below and from above. Everytime an eigenphase cPn(k) reaches
a value 27rp for some p E No, the quantum map U(k) has an eigenvalue one,
and thus k is in the spectrum. Therefore, the spectrum can be indexed by
ZI

=

(n,p) E

N2B

x No, and more importantly, the structure (1.41) of the spec-

trum follows. Notice that the spectrum is non-degenerate if and only if the
eigencurves do not touch each other on 27rNo. Numerics show that these curves
actually never touch each other and exhibit rather a rigid joint evolution.
Notice that the secular equation (1.40) and the resulting calculus take place
in the 2B-dimensional space of directed bonds {3

=(b, d)

E

Ab

X

Ad. One will

suppose that an order on the set of directed bonds is defined and write {3 E N28
for one element of this set. The privileged basis (1.29) of the amplitude space

A becomes {le,a)I{3 E N2B }. The origin o{3 of {3

E

N2B

denotes the vertex from

which {3 emerges, while its terminus t{3 is the vertex at which it terminates.
Besides, the reverse

iJ of {3 refers to the directed bond on the same bond as (3

with opposite direction.
A quantum graph is said time-reversal invariant if and only if its evolution
map U (k) satisfies

U(kf

=utU(k)Tut = U(k),
16
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where

at is the first Pauli matrix acting on the direction space Ad, and U(k)T

stands for the transpose of the matrix U(k). Such graphs form the orthogonal

symmetry class, whereas those which violate (1.51) form the unitary symmetry class. An account on time-reversal symmetry in quantum mechanics and
especially on quantum graphs is given in Appendix A. If no magnetic field is
considered, the orthogonal class is characterized by the condition
or S~,~ = S(3{3' for all

ST = S,

P, p' E N2B

(1.52)

on the scattering matrix S.
We finish this section with a remark on the second possible approach to
quantum graphs, namely the Laplace operator approach. This method consists
in finding all the self-adjoint extensions of H defined on ?to, that is, of the
Dirichlet Hamiltonian. It is found that a domain ?tsa making H self-adjoint is
composed of the functions 'II E 1-£ satisfying some conditions

AdW(i)] + Bdw'(i)] = 0

(1.53)

at each vertex i E Nv , where [wei)] E CVi contains the values of the Vi neighboring functions and [W'(i)] E CVi contains the Vi values of the outgoing derivatives
at vertex i. The matrices Ai and Bi lie in G L(Vi, C) and must satisfy some
conditions. Firsty, AiBl must be hermitian, and secondly the

(Ai, B i) must have maximal rank

Vi.

Vi

x

'l/Jb(X)

Wi

matrix

All the self-adjoint extensions can be

parametrized in this way. Suppose now for simplicity that rei, in)
can then consider the functions

2Vi

= 0.

One

= EBbEr(i,Qut) 'l/Jb with

= e- ikx + a~;,t_eikX

'l/Jb'(X) = a~!,~_eikX

for some b E rei, out)

(1.54)

for b' E r(i,out) \ {b}

In [53], it is shown that such a function Wi satisfies (1.53) if and only if
(1.55)
Therefore, the general self-adjoint boundary conditions (1.53) lead to unitary
vertex scattering matrices aKS,i which play the same role as the unitary matri-
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ces in (1.35), namely, they describe the wave behavior in the vicinity of the vcrtices. Then, it is also possible to define a global scattering matrix SKS E U(2B)
from all the aKS,i, and an evolution map UKS(k) = T(k)8 KS T(k) which characterizes the spectrum by a corresponding secular equation as in (1.40). The
major difference between the scattering and the Laplace operator approaches
is that, in general, SKS depends on the wavenumber k, as it can be seen on

(1.55). However, it is shown in [9] and [29] that any scattering matrix SKS
defining a self-adjoint Laplace operator admits a limit S!S as k tends to infinity, and moreover, it is argued in [9] that a scattering matrix SKS and its
limit S!S share the same spectral statistics. The coincidence of these statistics comes from the only fact that they are properties at asymptotically ]arge
wavenumber k. Hence, one can deduce that the eigenfunction statistics of SKS
and S!S also coincide for the same reason.
In the next chapters, the scattering matrix S always refers to the matrix
in (1.36) obtained from the scattering approach. It can be any 2D x 2D
unitary matrix such that 8{3'{3 vanishes if t{3 =f:.

0/3'. This class of matrices

contains all the asymptotic matrices S!S obtained from the Laplace operator
approach. There are however some scattering matrices that are acceptable
from the scattering point of view but not from the Laplace operator approach.
An example is given by the Direct Fourier Transform (DFT) graphs [44J, for
which the scattering processes at vertex i E Nv arc described by the

Vi

x

Vi

unitary matrix
.

I

_

(1{3'{3 =

r

r

Ut{3,i Uo{3',i

2 . n(J?)n{f!')
II

e 1rl

where n assigns to each directed bond {3 E r(i)

.,

(1.56)

= r(i,in)Ur(i,out) an integer

in {D,l, ... ,v; -l} such that n(/3) = n({3) and n(r(i)) = {O,l"",vi -I}.
\Vith these boundary conditions, the wavefunctions {W"} obtained from the
amplitudes {Ia"}} and the spectrum {kll} by (1.34) arc not orthogonal to each
other in 1-£. This clearly shows that the DFT boundary conditions arc not
self-adjoint.
A quantum graph is then specified by a pair (G, S) where G is a metric
18
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graph and S is a scattering matrix on G. However, by the remarks made in
the preceding two paragraphs, the results concerning the eigenfunction statistics in the Laplace operator approach can be recovered from the formulae in
Chapters 4-6 by substituting the k-independent asymptotic matrix S~s for the
original k-dependent one

SKS.

In the sequel, the metric graphs G considered are assumed simple. The
reason for this assumption is to considerably simplify some notations and calculations. However, if a graph contains a directed bond {3 such that o{3 = t{3,
a Neumann vertex can be added on the bond b supporting {3 to destroy the

loop b without modifying the quantum dynamics. Similarly, if the graph has
two directed bonds {3, {3' such that o{3

= o{3' and t{3 = t{3', a Neumann vertex

can be added on the bond b supporting {3 to destroy this parallel connection
without modifying the dynamics. Hence, any graph can be made simple by
adding sufficiently many Neumann vertices, and this process does not change
the quantum dynamics. One can thus assume the graph simple without loss
of generality.

1.4

The Classical Map

In this section, a classical dynamics on graphs is defined, and its main properties are exposed. A more complete treatment can be found in [44].
With any quantum graph, one can associate a classical map M defined by
(1.57)
where U(k) is the evolution map and S is the scattering matrix. The unitarity
of S implies that AI is bistochastic, that is

L
13

M{J(j'

=

L

M(3(3'

=

1.

(1.58)

13'

This matrix describes a Markov process on the graph, which is the classical
counterpart of the quantum dynamics defined by S. The equalities in (1.58)
19
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show that the uniform vector
1

11)

28

=v2B
. L lei3)
Inn

(1.59)

13=1

is an eigenvector of Af of eigenvalue 1, and that its hermitian conjugate (11 is
a left eigenvectors of M of eigenvalue 1. Besidcs, Perron-Frobcnius theorem
[47] ensures that the spectrum of AJ lies on or within the complex unit disc.

A quantum graph is said to be dynamically connected if and only if, for
any

/3, /3'

E

N2B , there is n E N such that
(1.(0)

In other words, a dynamically connected graph is such that there is a possible
transition between any two directed bonds

/3 and /3' in some discrete time n,

which depends on {i and {i'.
If the graph is dynamically connected, the eigenvalue 1 is non-degenerate,

and the graph is ergodic, which means that, for any normalized vector Iv) E .A
and for any classical observable

f : C2B

~

lR

(LuI)
Conversely, an ergodic graph is dynamically connected. Any non-ergodic graph

(G, S) is the union of several ergodic components, (G, S) = U:=l (Gi, Si)' The
eigenvalue 1 has degeneracy k, and the k vectors that are uniform on one
component and zero on the others form a basis of this eigenspace.
A condition stronger than ergodicity is to be mixing, that is

(1.62)
for any normalized vector Iv). The graph is mixing if and only if there is
n E N such that the inequality (1.uO) is satisfied for all directed bonds {J and
{i'. From the spectral point of view, this amounts to require that the eigenvalue

1 is non-degenerate and that no other eigenvalue lies on the unit circle.
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Lemma 1.1 Let AI be an ergodic 2B x 2B stochastic matrix, and let M =
DM

+ NM

be its Jordan decomposition into a diagonalizable part DM and a

nilpotent part N M commuting with each other. Let Aj E C, j E N2B , be the 2B
eigenvalues of D M , and let /j) E

C2B

be corresponding normalized eigenvectors.

Then, (1Ij) = 81 ,;, where II} is given by {1.59}.
Proof. The matrix M being stochastic, (11 is a left eigenvector of M of eigen-

value 1, and by ergodicity, this eigenvalue is non-degenerate. Moreover, since

M, DM and NM commute with each other, and since NM is nilpotent, (11 is
also a left eigenvector of DM of eigenvalue 1. Therefore,
(1.63)

o
This lemma shows that the classical map

:Af

can be viewed as the sum of an

uniform contribution Il}(ll and a remainder R', which satisfies (1IR' = 0 and

R'll) =

o.

This decomposition can be brought to the level of sums of classical orbits
on the graph. Let

:Aft =

e- 2E M for

€

> O. The sum of all classical orbits from

{3 to {3' followed with M t is nothing else but

(1 ~:v,tp = (M, H(;' + M: +

000) P',J' 0

(1.64)

These expressions turn out to be essential to tackle some properties of classical
graphs such as return probabilities. They are precisely the object of the next
corollary.
Corollary 1.2 Let Af denote an ergodic classical map, and let ME = e- 2E M
for some

€

> O.

Then

AfE
e- 2E
1- ME - 1 _ e-2t Il}(ll + R t ,
where R t is a 2B x 2B real matrix such that the massive component R

limt_o Rt exists and satisfies (11R = 0 and Rll) = O. In particular,
2B

trR=

L I-m
i=2
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where the masses mi

=1 - Ai, i

E N2BI

are the eigenvalues oj 11 -

DMI DM

being the diagonalizable part oj Al as in Lemma 1.1. The masses mj all lie in
the closed disc of radius 1 and centered at 1 in the complex plane, and the zero
mass ml
Proof.
{Ie,a)}

=

0 is non-degenerate.

By the preceding lemma, it exists a change of orthonormal bases
-+

B described by a unitary matrix U such that
1 -e -2£

o ...
*t E Mat(2B - 1, JR). (1.65)

o

The first vector of B is II}, so that the endomorphism defined from Ale by
replacing the matrix *c with the zero matrix is nothing else but (1-e- 2t )/I)(1/.
Besides, the eigenvalues of *(. do not vanish. Let us write (1.65) in the form
(1.66)
where the number before the direct sum refers to the coefficient in front of II) (11
whereas the endomorphism after the sum is the restriction of 1 - AI, onto the
subspace generated by 12), ... , 12B). For an analytic function

J : D C JR --+ JR,

the matrix valued function J(1 - AfE ) is defined by the Taylor series, and it
has the same block diagonal form as (1.65) once written in the basis B. Thus,
one has the decomposition
(1.67)
In particular
Afl.
1 - ME

-

e- 2E
1- *
C- 2E
1 _ e- 2( E9 *c (. - 1 _ e- 2t 11)(11 + Ru

where we have defined R( = 0 E9
that R

=

(1.68)

Besides, it is straightforward to check
*.
limE_o RE fulfills all the properties enounced in the corollary.
1-*,.

o
Notice that if a quantum graph (G, S) is time-reversal invariant, that is if

S fulfills (1.52), then its classical map satisfies Af = AfT =
22
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Chapter 2
Statistics of the Eigenfunctions
2.1
2.1.1

Quantum Ergodicity
The Wave Definition

The definition of quantum ergodicity requires the prior introduction of some
notations. Let G be a metric graph with B bonds. An observable on G is a
family

(2.1)
of B real functions li(x) defined on the bonds of G. The mean value V of an
observable V is defined by

-

2
V=trL
Notice that

t;L =

lEI) V=-L
2 B
G

trL

l

b=l

0

Lb

li(x)dx.

(2.2)

J~ 1 is the volume of G. In the sequel, the observables that

are constant on each bond will be particularly important. If an observable V
is constant on each bond, one can merely write V = (li)bENB with li E JR.
The mean value of such an observable reads

V = 'E~=1 liLb
'E~=1 Lb

and is invariant under a global scaling of the bond lengths.
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Suppose now that S E U(2B) is a scattering matrix on G. The quantum
graph (G, S) is quantum ergodic if and only if it exists a subsequence i ..... v( i)
of density 1 such that

. (\lIV(i) , V\lIV(i)}
_
hm
.
. =V
i-co (\lIV(l), \lIV(l»)
for any observable V. In this definition,

\lJv

(2..t)

= EB~=l

tPt denotes an eigenfunc-

tion of H of eigenvalue k~.
The left-hand side of (2.4) represents the mean value of the observable V
in the eigenstate

\lJv(i).

A straightforward calculation shows that

(2.5)
for the wavefunction \lIv with wavenumber kv

> 0 and amplitudes ab+ and 0b_

as in (1.34). Since the observable V is assumed continuous on each bond, and
since lab~ab+1 ~ 1, the second term in the right-hand side of (2.5) is of order

O(k;;l) as kv becomes asymptotically large. Hence, this second 'term docs not
affect the left-hand side of (2.4) where the high energy limit is taken. Moreover,
the first term in the right-hand side of (2.5) remains unchanged if the observable V is replaced with the observable IV defined by IVb

== L;1 JOLb Vb(x)dx.

These two remarks imply that, in the definition (2.4) of quantum crgodicity,
it is actually sufficient to only consider observablcs that arc constant on each
bond, and this will always be done in the sequel.
Moreover, if the equality (2.4) holds for any observable of vanishing mean

V=

0, then it also holds for any observable ~V. In order to sec this, it is

sufficient to observe that tV -

tV

has vanishing mean and to apply (2.4) t.o

this new observable. Hence, without loss of generality, one cnn restrict our
attention to observables V with

V = O.

If the identity (2.4) is satisfied for any subsequence of eigenfunctions, the
quantum graph is said quantum unique ergodic. In

24
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short closed cycles, like the triangle f31 -. f32 -. {33 -. f31 for instance, support eigenfunctions with arbitrarily high energies. These eigenfunctions, called
scars, break quantum unique ergodicity. Hence, this stronger property cannot

be expected on quantum graphs in general, and only quantum ergodicity will
be investigated in the sequel. However, it is possible to build graphs where the
shortest periodic orbit without back-scattering has period of order log V [28],
V denoting the number of vertices. For such graphs, the scarring phenomenon

weakens as V becomes large, and the quantum unique ergodicity issue could
also be investigated.
It will be seen in Chapter 4 that quantum ergodicity cannot be expected

to be realized on a finite quantum graph. This notion has thus to be replaced
with a weaker one called asymptotic quantum ergodicity. Let us consider an
infinite sequence {(G" S')}'EN of quantum graphs with increasing number of
bonds B, < B ,+1. We also suppose that the bonds of any G, have lengths
in [Lmin • Lmax], where 0 < Lmin < Lmax <

00

are independent of l. Such

a sequence will be called increasing. We always assume that either all the
graphs (Gt, S,) are time-reversal invariant, or they all break this symmetry.
The eigenfunctions of (G,. Sl) are denoted by

'liz, and similarly, all the quan-

tities introduced in Chapter 1 are indexed by l. Besides, a sequence {\talEN'
where

Vz is an observable on G" is said acceptable if and only if the two con-

ditions
lim,-+oo ill

= if

00

exists.

(2.6)

o < IVz,bl < Vmax
are fulfilled. Then. an increasing sequence {(G,. S')}lEN of quantum graphs is
asymptotically quantum ergodic if and only if

1·1m 1·1m

l-+oo i-+oo

(

Wll(i) V;WIl(i))

" ."

.

(wll(t) wll(t))
, , l

_

(2.7)

= V;00

for all acceptable sequence of observables {Vl}zEN. The limit l -.

00

plays the

role of semiclassical limit for quantum graphs.
For the sequences of graphs satisfying (2.7), the rate of convergence is also
25
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of particular interest. Therefore, we will work with a single finite quantum
graph at a time, and come back to convergence and rate considerations at the
very end.

2.1.2

The Amplitude Definition

A calculation similar to (2.5) shows that, for an observable V on G constant
on each bond, one has

(WV, VWV) _
where

(a" IV L(1 + sin~~~L») Ia~)
(aVIV LlaV) + O(k;l),

(2.8)

laV) E A is the vector of amplitudes defining q,V through the construc-

tion (1.34). In order to get the second equality, lab~ab-' ~ 1 has been used.
Hence, the expectation value of an observable V in the eigenstate q.,v becomes
(2.9)
There is in (2.8) and (2.9) a slight abuse of notation. In the left-hand side
of (2.9), V is an observable constant on each bond, whereas in the right-hand
side V is the square matrix of size 2B such that

Vbd,b1d l

= ab.b,ad,d' \.'b, where v"

is the value of the observable V on bond b.
The definition (2.1) of observable on a metric graph G and the equality (2.9)
induce what an observable must be in the amplitude framework. An observable
on A is a real diagonal matrix V = diag(VJ3)J3E N2B which is independent of the
direction, that is Vt3
mean value

= V{3 = Vb, where b is the bond supporting f3 and /3.

The

V of V is
(2.10)

There is an obvious correspondence between observables on G that arc constant
on each bond and observables on A. The construction is precisely the one given
at the end of the last paragraph. The formulae (2.3) and (2.10) show that the
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mean value of V does not depend on whether V is seen as an observable on G
or on A.
The relation (2.9) between expectation values in the wave and in the amplitude contexts enables to express the quantum ergodicity condition (2.4) in
the amplitude space A. Indeed, a quantum graph (G,8) is quantum ergodic
~

if and only if it exists a subsequence i

.

(V L)V(i) _.

ihm
..... oo ()
L v(i)

= ihm
..... oo

1I( i) of density 1 such that

(av(i) IV Llav(i») _ (a V (")l IL Ia V C))
- V
l

(2.11)

for any observable Von A.
The two reasons for which the equivalence between the wave and the amplitude definitions (2.4) and (2.11) of quantum ergodicity holds are, firstly,
because quantum ergodicity is a property at high energy, and secondly, because the discrepancy in the expectation values (2.9) vanishes at high energy.
In the amplitude formulation, the acceptable sequences {VzhEN of observabies are those satisfying the two conditions in (2.6). Asymptotic quantum
ergodicity for an increasing sequence {(Gl , 81) hEN of quantum graphs becomes

· 1· (VzLI)I,v(i) - 1· 1· (a~(i)IVzLzla~(i») - V11m
1m ( )
= 1m 1m
(0)
(0)l ..... ooi ..... oo
Ll I,JI(i)
l ..... ooi ..... oo (a~ l ILlla~ l )
for a subsequence i

~

(2.12)

lI(i) and for all acceptable {VzhEN.

In (2.11) and (2.12), one can always restrict our attention to iT = 0 without loss of generality, in the same manner as with the corresponding wave
formulations.
Moreover, it is clear that quantum graphs that are not ergodic cannot be
quantum ergodic. Indeed, suppose that a graph (G, S) is the union of two
components (Gl, 8 1) and (G 2 ,82 ) with

Bl

> 0 and

B2

> 0 bonds respec-

tively. Then, the spectrum of (G, S) is the union of the spectra of (G l , 8 1 ) and
(G 2 ,82 ), and one of these components, say (G l , SI), supports a subsequence

of energy eigenfunctions i ~ lI(i) of positive density. For some Va > 0, let us
choose V,a = B 2 Vo for (J in G l and V,B = -Bl Vo for (J in G2 • Then, the mean
value of V in any eigenstate lav(i») is B 2 Vo, which does not reach iT = 0 in the
limit i

-+ 00.

Hence, only ergodic graphs will be considered in the sequel.
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2.1.3

Local Weyl Law and Fluctuations

On the way to tackle asymptotic quantum ergodicity on graphs, one is
fronted to two difficulties. The first obstacle is that, in general, no

COIl-

(~xp1idt

formula is known for the amplitudes la") of the eigenfunctions. \Vhcn such a
formula does exist, as in [14] for example, a direct analysis then lends to the
conclusion. The second apparent difficulty is that one has no information on
the location of the scars in the spectrum. In other terms, there is no obvious
candidate for the convenient subsequence of density 1 of eigenfuIlctions. A general method to overcome the second difficulty, used in [75) and (3) for example,
is presented in this subsection, and the Green matrix formalism developed in
Section 2.3 takes care of the first obstacle.
One can extract from the quantum ergodicity property (2.11) n weaker
statement, known as local Weyl law, which reads
_.
1 ~ (VL)"
Av = J~oo N(J() ~ (L)II = V

(2.13)

k"SK

for all observables V. In (2.13), the high energy limit considered in the definition (2.11) of quant.um ergodicity is replaced with an average over all the
eigenfunctions. If quantum ergodicity is fulfilled, then this average merely
takes the value of the high energy limit, and the local Weyllaw is then satisfied. However, the sequence

_ {VL)II XII = (L)II - V
can oscillate around zero so that Av =

(2.14)

ii and not converge to zero. In order

to tackle the quantum ergodicity issue, (2.13) has thus to be complemented
with a statement about the fluctuations of the sequence x = {XII },.'EN for any
observable V on A. For any real sequence Y = {YII }"eN, and for mEN, one
introduces the real number

(2.15)
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Then, if M{y) denotes the limit of Mm(Y) as m

= 0,

the local Weyllaw reads Af(x)

where x

-+ 00

when this limit exists,

= {XV}IIEN

is given by (2.14).

Notice also that the sequence x is bounded. Indeed, for all v E N, one has

IXvl

~

L;}n VrnaxLrnax + V. The following lemma, proved in [67], enables to

relate quantum ergodicity to the fluctuations of x.
Lemma 2.1 Let x = {xv }VEN be a bounded real sequence. Then the two fol-

lowing assertions are equivalent.
• It exists a subsequence i
i -+

1-+

v(i) of density 1 such that XII (i)

-+

0 as

00.

This result can be applied to the sequence x = {Xv}vEN defined in (2.14). It
implies that quantum ergodicity, as defined in (2.11), is fulfilled if and only if
the fluctuations

Fv =

lim
K-+oo

1 ~ ((VL)v _
N(K) k,,$K
~
(L)II

V)2

vanish for all observables Von A. Notice that the fluctuations

(2.16)

Fv do not refer

to the possible problematic sequence of scarred eigenfunctions anymore. Similarly, an increasing sequence of quantum graphs {( Gll Sl) hEN is asymptotically
quantum ergodic if and only if the fluctuations

_.

A,v,
decay to zero as 1 -+

=
00

J~oo

1
N1(K)

~ ((VtL1)1'1I

kl~K

(LC)I,v -

_)2

VI

(2.17)

for all acceptable sequences of observables {VthEN'

In particular, the fluctuations of an observable V of vanishing mean on a
single graph (G, S) read
p, = lim

v

~ (VL)e

1

K-+oo

N(K) k~K (L)~

(2.18)

"-

It will be seen in Section 2.3 that the quantity

:r; - lim
1
~ 2B I )2
v - K-+oo N(K) k~ trL(L)v \VL v
"___

__

.::,:2~c

UNIVERSllY
OF BRISTOL

LIBRARY

(2.19)
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can be expressed in terms of Green functions, and is thus easier to analyze
than the original fluctuations (2.18). Besides, since by ll..'Isumption the bond
lengths lie between

Lmin

and

L max ,

L min p,

<;:, <

L max v -

Lmax p,

v - L

min

v,

(2.20)

and therefore, Fv = 0 if and only if Fv = O. One deduces that an increasing
sequence {(Gz, SZ)}IEN of quantum graphs is asymptotically quantulll ergodic
if and only if
lim F"V, = 0

1-00

(2.21)

for all acceptable {V,}'EN. Moreover, in the case of osymptotic quantulll ergodicity, Fl,\II and .1i,\II have the same convergence rate.
In Section 2.2, several statistical quantities arc introduced. In order to
make the notations used for quantum ergodicity compatible with this more
general setup, the fluctuations (2.19) are written

2B)2 2B
2
2
Fv = ( trL P~l (VL)/J(VL)/J,(lapI Iap,1 ).

(2.22)

By comparison with (2.19), (2.22) implicitely defines

<lapI2Iap'12)
The surprising factor

= J~ NtJ()
2;(f)1I

L: 2;~~)/lla~12Ia~'12.

(2.23)

kllSK

in (2.23) can be given a precise menning. In-

deed, the next theorem claims that performing an average over the spectrum
of the quantum graph in presence of this factor, such os in (2.23) for example,
amounts to average the same quantity over all the eigenfunctions In, k) of U(k)
and then to integrate over all k E (0, (0). The reader can refer to [15] for the
proof. In the following, the notation (O)n,k = (n, klOln, k) is used.
Theorem 2.2 Suppose that the bond lengths are uncommcnsurate. Then, for

any observable 0 on A, and any m > 0,
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From the preceding theorem with m = 1, the average Av in (2.13) becomes
.

Av

-

~

1

= J~ N(K)

trL

L..J 2B{L}v

kv~K

(2B
\
trL V L v

t t.

R!?OO~ 2~ Gr~ VL )

I

n,k

trVL
trL - V.

(2.24)

Therefore, the local Weyllaw (2.13) holds for any finite graph. Two alternative
proofs of this result are given in 2.1.4 and in 2.3.2.

2.1.4

'Irace Formulae

The question of quantum ergodicity can be addressed by means of trace formulae, that is, by means of periodic orbits on the graph. In this subsection,
an alternative proof of the local Weyllaw is given, and then, the fluctuations
:Fv in (2.19) are approximated.

Let

f

> 0, and let us introduce the matrix-valued function on lR+
2B

QE(k)

= :Lln,k)(n,kl·8E,27r(¢n(k)),

(2.25)

n=l

where

8(,27r

stands for
(2.26)

Both the average Av in (2.13) and the fluctuations :Fv in (2.19) can be
written in terms of Q((k). Indeed, one has
(2.27)

Av = lim 27r (tr(Q((k)VL)) ,
£--+0 tr L
k

and
. (27r)22Bf (
2)
:Fv =!~ (trL)2
[tr(Qf(k)VL)]

k'

(2.28)

where the spectral average (.. ')k is defined by

(.. '}k

. 11K

= K--+oo
hm K
31
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... dk.

(2.29)
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\Ve prove here the identity (2.28), the previous one being easier to obtain. One
starts with the observation

- ;f 1 L
2

K

2U

00

L (VL)n.k(FL)m.k

o n.m=O J'l.q=O
. J((¢n(k) - 27rp)J((¢m(k) - 27rq). (2.30)

Then, the fact that the distribution 27rf . J(x)J(y) tends to zero ns
x

=f y and to

f -+

0 if

J(x) if x = y can be used. This identity between distributions

shows that only the terms with n = m and p = q contribute to the right-hand
side of (2.30). Notice that this conclusion relics on the non-degenerncy of the
spectrum. Similar ideas are commonly used to tackle the distribution of matrix
elements [70]. Now, if the equation (2.30) is divided by
if the limit

f -+

J given in (1,42), and

0 is taken, one obtains

Here, the notation k n .p refers to the characterization of the spectrum exposed
after (1.50), and the last equality comes from the identity (1.49). Finally,
multiplying (2.31) by the factor

?/L, and taking the limit ]( -+ 00 terminates

the proof of (2.28).
The main step to obtain trace formulae for Av and Fv is to npply the
Poisson summation formula to the matrix 9(k). This formula gives

(2.32)

This result is now plugged into the definition (2.25) of gil nnd the mean part
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q = 0 is separated from the oscillatory part q =f O. This yields
2B

9E(k) =

2B

00

2~ Lin, k) (n, kl + 2~ Lin, k){n, kl L
n=l

n=l

(ei¢n(k)q

+ e-i</>n(k)q) e- Eq

q=l

(2.33)

Second Proof of the Local Weyl Law
In this paragraph, a proof of (2.13) using the representation (2.33) is presented. Let us first introduce some terminology. An oriented path

iJ is a list

(f30, f3I, ... ,f3n) of consecutive directed bonds on the graph. The topological

length of such a ii is

Iiii

= 11.,

which corresponds to the number of vertices

traversed by ii. The set of all oriented paths having topological length n is
written Cn . The subset of Cn consisting of closed paths is denoted by C~, and

UnENC~

=Co. The metric length of il is

(2.34)
Only half the lengths of f30 and f3n are included in the definition of I (fj) since the
oriented path ii is imagined to start at the middle point of f30 and to terminate
at the middle point of f3n. The origin and terminus of ii are respectively

oil

=f30 and tii =(In' \Ve also define the stability amplitude
n-l

Ap =

II 8/3.+1,/3,·

(2.35)

i=O .

By (2.33), one can write

tr(V L) 1
--'----'+ -R ~ e-Eqtr(UqVL)
00

27f

-

tr(VL)
27f

7f

~

1

~

q=l

+ 7f R ~ e

-Eq

q=l

-

tr(VL)
27f

1 L: e- Eq
+ -R
7r

~
~ (V L)/3oU/3o,/3q-l ... U131,/30
!3,=(b"d,)
i=O ... q-l

oo

q=l

33
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~

PEq

V

.

-

_e,kl(!3) A-.

o{3

f3

(2.36)
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Since all the path lengths l(ff) arc positive for

Iffl ~ 1, and since (e'u),.: = 0 if

1 =I 0, only the first term in the last expression survivcs the sprctrnl a\'rrngc.

Then, multiplying by the suitable factor shows that A l , ill (2.27) is given by

Av = ~lim(tr(gt(k)VL)) = tr(VL)
trL t-O
k
trL

(2.37)

which is precisely the local \Veyllaw.
Long Diagonal Orbits

The fluctuations :Fv can be expressed in terms of closed paths hy menns of the
formula (2.33). In this paragraph, one will only retain a subset of the whole
collection of closed paths that contribute to this expression. The strategy here
is strongly inspired from [33). The resulting formula predicts the dt'CaY B- 1
for :Fv as B

-+ 00.

\Ve suppose that

V

= 0, so that the first term in (2.36) vanishes. The

second term of this formula can be written in terms of periodic orbits prather
than in terms of closed paths iJ. A periodic orbit can be seen as an equivalencc
class of closed paths whose sequences of directed bonds differ from each other
by cyclic permutations. In the sequel, the value Op of an observable 0 on the
periodic orbit p denotes the number obtained by cumulating the valucs Oil of

o along p.

The formula (2.36) is then represented by the sum over periodic

orbits
(2.38)
Here, the repetition number rp is the number of times p retraces itself, and
the notations

Ipl,

lp and Ap are inherited from the closed path terminology

exposed in the previous paragraph.
The square of (2.38) admits the spectral average

~ (VL)p(VL)qn(A A*)e-(Clpl+lql).
( [tr(Y(VL)]2) k =_1
211'2 L.J
r r
p q
p,q:l,,=lq
pq

(2.30)

In the terms p =I q, the real parts fluctuate considerably around zero. Dy contrast, in the terms p = q, these real parts are always positive, and hence, these
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terms bring a systematic contribution. Moreover, if time-reversal invariance is
conserved, the stability amplitudes of an orbit p and of its reversed p coincide.
Therefore, in this case, the pairs (p, fi) also contribute. The diagonal approximation consists in only keeping the pairs q = p, and q = fi in the time-reversal
invariant case. It yields
g

([tr(geVL)]2):ia

=

2:2 L

p,q:lp=lq

where

K,

[(V~)p]2IApI2e-2€IPI,

(2.40)

P

= 1 if time-reversal invariance is broken and K, =

2 if this symmetry

is conserved.
The formula (2.40) is then approximated further. The orbits for which
rp

> 1 are rare, and we will thus only keep the primitive orbits, namely those

with rp = 1. Vie also take the long orbits approximation [33]. Suppose that a
periodic orbit p is represented by the closed oriented path iJ

!3n = !3o, and for k E Z, write (VL)p(k)
is such that j(k)
2

[(VL)p] =

=k

=(!3o, /311 ... ,!3n),

=(V L)Pj(k>' where j(k) E {O, .. , ,n-1}

(mod n). With this notation, one has

n-l

2:: (VL)p(k)(VL)p(l) = I)VL)p(c+L\)(VL)p(c- ~),

(2.41)

c,~

k,I=O

where we set k = e + L\ and l = e - L\. On the right-hand side, the sums
over

C

and ~ have to be constrained such that each pair (i(c + L\),j(c - ~»)

is represented exactly once. The last expression can also be written as a sum
over possible point c
(2.42)
c

of correlations between values of (V L)p at points with midpoint c, that is

ep(C)

=I:(VL)p(c+ L\)(VL)p(c - ~).

(2.43)

~

For orbits that are long compared to the size 2B of the graph, one can typically
expect that all the possible pairs of values of V L enter Op(e) as L\ runs from 1
to its upper limit. In this case, only the term L\ = 0 brings a systematic contribution since, by assumption, trV L

= O.
35
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leads to Cp(C) '" (V £)p(c?, which, together with (2,41), implies that

(2.4.1)
The last relation is also part of the long orbits approximation. It amounts
to replace the value of (V £)2 along the orbit by the mean value of (V L)2
multiplied by the length of the orbit. Besides, the stability amplitude is known
to behave like l44)
(2..15)

where a is the topological entropy. This parameter also characterizes the
number Ipl-leQlpl of periodic orbits of topological length

Ipl.

\Vith all these

approximations, (2.40) generates the integral

and multiplying both sides of this relation by the suitable number, the formula
(2.28) generates the expression
.-1iag
.I" V

f'V

/'i,

tr(V L)2
(trL)2 .

(2.47)

The argument presented here tends to show that the fluctuations \'Il.l1ish like

B- 1 as B

--+ 00,

since V and L have bounded components and the denominator

in (2.47) involves one more trace factor than the numerator. Moreover, the
formula (2.47) also predicts that the approach to quantum ergodicity is twice
faster if time-reversal invariance is conserved than if it is broken. In fact,
(2.47) is a part of the result that will be obtained with the more elaborated

supersymmetry method. An additional system-dependent part of this rcsult

will leave the possibility for the fluctuations not to decay. This possible

nOIl-

universal behavior is due to short primitive orbits, which have not been taken
into account in this argument.
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2.2

Random Waves Models

2.2.1

Unitary Symmetry

Let us consider 2B complex random variables a{3, and let us investigate the
existence of a joint probability density <p(a) = <p(aI, . .. , a2B) satisfying
·
11m

K-+oo

1

N(K)

p

L
k/l~K

- 1,. D.
gap,

q

IT a IT a,
2B(L)1I
tr L

k=1

11*

II

13k

{3l

1=1

(2.48)

(2.49)

ap; lO(a) da'da,

for any choice of {31, ... , {3p, {3~, ... ,{3~ E N2B . Here, the measure da*da denotes
the product of the 2B fiat Lebesgue measures

da~da{3

in the complex plane.

Notice that (I) = 1, so that <p(a), if it exists, is indeed a probability density.
In order to see that, one can make use of Theorem 2.2 and write
.
hm

K-+oo

1

L

N(K)

~~K

trL.
2B(L)1I

1
=hmK-+oo

K

lK

-

1

2B

0

2B

(2.50)

L 1=1
n=l

Besides, the same theorem shows that the mean values defined in (2.48) with
the factor 2~(~)v correspond to averages over the set of eigenfunctions

In, k) of

U(k) with a subsequent integral over k E (0, (0). A main concern is to know

whether <p( a) could possibly coincide with the normal probability density

2B

2B

Nq(a)da*da

=IT Nq,{3(a{3)da~da{3 = IT
{3=1

for some well-chosen a

{3=1

= (al, ... ,(1'2B).

1
_~
47ra 2 e 2tr{3 da~da{3.

(2.51)

{3

If <p(a) exists and is equal to Nu(a),

the density Nu(a) provides us with a Gaussian random waves model that
enables one to describe the statistical properties of the eigenfunctions.
It is often more convenient to consider the polar random variables

(0,00) and

(}{3

E [O,27r) instead of a~

=

la{3le- iiJ{3 and a{3

=

la.a1 2 E

la{3le iO{3. The

corresponding Jacobian being one, one has

(2.52)
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In fact, it can be directly realized that such a Gaussill.ll model cannot
be exact for finite B. Indeed,
variance whereas

la

V

)

L.a la.a1 2

is a random variable with posit.ive

lies on the unit sphere 8 411 - 1 in C2 u, which implies that

the complex random variables a(1 cannot be totally independent. Similarly, the
modulus of an amplitude

lapl cannot exceed one, wheren.., Na,IJ(aJJ)

is positive

even for la~1 > 1. However, it is not impossible that, for 1 ¢: il and Jl+q
(a~l

«

il,

... a~pa~~ ... at3~) is well approximated by a Gaussian model, and that this

approximation becomes exact in the limit il

-+ 00.

Establishing the validity of a Gaussian model using the method of momcnts
would require the calculation of (2.48) for arbitrary products of amplitudes.
We concentrate here on the products of the kind
{2.53}
where n E N, q

f3

=

(q}, ... , qn) is a vector containing n positive integers and

= ({3}, ... ,(3n) is a list of n directed bonds. The quantities Ct3(q) will sub-

sequently be referred to as autocorrelation functions of the amplitudes. They

la.a1 2• An autocornot only depend on moduli laIJ1 2 or on

completely determine the statistical behavior of the moduli
relation of the type (2.48) that does

products of the type a~at3 can be expected to vanish since cach term 'k., contains additional phases that strongly fluctuate amI take part in the average.
This expectation is indeed realized in any Gaussian model of the type {2.51}.
In particular, this shows that one can restrict our attention to autocorrelation
functions (2.48) with p

= q.

In particular, the moments read

(2.5·1)
The degree of the autocorrelation function CI3(q} is
(2.55)
and corresponds to the number of factors
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Another notation for the autocorrelations C{3(q) turns out to be more appropriate for the subsequent calculations. One associates with the vectors

[a]

(3 and q as above the extended list

=[ao, ... ,

aq-l] of q directed bonds

defined by

as =

/31 if 0::; s < q1 - 1
/32 if q1 < S ::; ql + q2 - 1

/3n if

2:k=l1 qk < s ::; q n

-

(2.56)

1

and one writes

There are some statistical quantities which are not of the type C{3(q) and
which can be very easily obtained. Indeed, a slight variation of the calculation
(2.24) based on Theorem 2.2 implies
(2.58)
Notice that for /3 =I /3' this result is in agreement with any Gaussian model of
the type (2.51). Besides, (2.58) shows that the mean value of
1

la131 2 reads
(2.59)

M 13 (l) = 2B

for all f3 E N2B • This implies that the only random waves model of the type
(2.51) that could possibly be satisfied in the limit of large graphs is the one
with variances
(2.60)
Therefore, the only Gaussian model of the type (2.51) that really has to be
considered is
2B

N(a)da*da

=IT e-

2B !afj!2 d

13=1

(2B/al3/ 2 ) • d()l3.
2~

(2.61)

In this formula, all the directed bonds are treated in the same way so that
this Gaussian model is not system-dependent. The moments and the first
39
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autocorrelations of this function read

(I a{3 12q) N -- L
(2B)q
for any directed bonds {3

=f

and

(I ap 121 a/J' 12) N = (2B)2
1

(2.62)

(3' in N 2B • Here and in the sequel, the purpose

of the subscript N is to distinguish between the statistical quantities coming
from the Gaussian model N(a) in (2.61) and the quantities coming from an
actual calculation or approximation of (2.48). The predictions of the Gaussian
model concerning more general autocorrelation functions C/3{q) nre accessible
from the moments in (2.62) invoking the independence of the random variables

lafJI 2 and lafJ'1 2 for {3 =f:. (3'. From these two formulae, it is direct to check that
the joint probability density function (2.61) has the enviable property

/f lapl2)

\P=1

However,

as

mentioned above,

2: p lapl2

= 1.

(2.63)

N

is a random variable with positive

variance. Indeed, the two identities in (2.62) yield

/(f lapl2 _1)2)

\

P==1

=

2~.

(2.64)

N

Notice that this expression vanishes in the limit B -+

00,

leaving the possibility

for the Gaussian model (2.61) to be asymptotically satisfied in the limit of Jarge
graphs.
In fact, the identity (2.58) also shows that a system·dcpcndcnt Gaussian
model cannot be realized. Indeed, suppose that N q in (2.51) is replaced with
(2.65)
Then,
(2.66)
and a comparison with (2.58) shows that C(3{j' = 0 for all

f3 #- f3'.

lienee, C

must be diagonal and the preceding arguments show that the only possibility
corresponds to 2(1~

= (2B)-1

and C

= o.
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2.2.2

Orthogonal Symmetry

In the previous section, time-reversal invariance has not been mentioned, and
all the questions addressed there are sensible for both unitary and orthogonal
graphs. However, if time-reversal invariance is conserved, the random variables

ap and a{3 should not be independent from each other, contradicting the initial
guess (2.51). In this subsection, an universal Gaussian waves model is built
for the orthogonal symmetry class starting from the unitary Gaussian model
(2.61) and two intuitive expectations.
The first expectation is that the eigenvector statistics of a graph in the
orthogonal class should not discern an amplitude a/3 from the amplitude a/3
supported on the reverse directed bond. This claim is indeed verified in 2.3.2.
In particular, the equality
(2.67)
is fulfilled for any directed bond

/3 E N2B • The second natural expectation is

that an autocorrelation function (labldlI2 ... Iabqd q12) does not depend on the
symmetry class if the bonds bI, ... , bq are all different from each other. Notice
that (2.58) establishes this assertion in the case q = 1.
The two preceding expectations tend to show that, in the orthogonal case,
the eigenfunction statistics is better expressed in terms of the B random variables
(2.68)
representing the B intensities on the non-directed graph. Therefore, in the
orthogonal case, the goal is to investigate the existence of a joint probability
density function 4>( i) such that

1ft i~:)
\k=l

=

IT

r

ig: 4>(i) di

(2.69)

J[O,oo)B k==l

for any set of bonds {bI, ... , bn } and any ql, .. . , qn E N. The average in the
left-hand side of (2.69) is an average over the spectrum of the graph as defined
in (2.48).
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The natural candidate for the joint probability density function ¢( i) is thus
lJ

¢(i) =

IT e-

Dib

(2.;0)

d(Bib).

b=l

The moments and the first autocorrelation functions of ¢(i) rend
(2.71)
for any bonds b =f b'. More general statistical quantities as in (2.GD) em} be
obtained from the moments in (2.71) by indcpemlency of the \'nrjnb)~ ;/1 and
i b, for b =f b'.

The predictions (2.71) of the Gaussian model (2.70) for orthogonal symmetry have exactly the same form os the corresponding predictions (2.(2) of
the Gaussian model (2.(1) for unitary symmetry. In summary, the suitable
random waves model giving simple statistics as in (2.(;2) and (2.71) concerns
directed bonds in the unitary cose, whereas it concerns non-directed bonds in
the orthogonal case.
In fact, ¢( i) in (2.70) cannot be obtained os the rr,sult of an underlying
joint probability density function of the amplitudes

ab+

nnd

Ob-.

Indeed, in

order to get the wanted properties (2.(;7), and the mean values (la~12) as in
the unitary case, this joint probability density function should he of the form

IT (!)2

e- 2B (4 b+ 4b_ )(ll)(~:~)dab+dab+dab_dab_'

(2.72)

b=l

Each factor of this product contains the two complex nmplituucs living on some
bond b and should thus be integrated over C2. Let us consider one of these
factors, and let us introduce the real parts T ± = 31(obJJ nnd the imaginary
parts i±

= ~(ab±) in view of integration.

The factor b of (2.72) then becomes

(2.73)
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where
T+
T_

v=

M=

1

1

0

1,

1

1

i

0

j+

0

J-

-1,

(2.74)

-i 1 1

0

1 1

The differential (2.73) has now to be integrated over IR4. But this integral
diverges since the determinant of the hermitian matrix M is negative. This
shows that (2.72) is not a joint probability density function, and hence, the
random waves model in the orthogonal symmetry case cannot be written in
terms of amplitudes.

2.2.3

Predictions Concerning Ergodicity

'The unitary and orthogonal Gaussian models presented in the previous two
subsections both predict formulae for the fluctuations Yv of an observable V.
Suppose that the unitary Gaussian model is satisfied, then
21 2 ) _ 1 + 8/3,/3'
<la,a 1 a,a,1 - (2B)2 .

(2.75)

This leads to
:Fv

-

(t~Jl~(VL)P(VL)'" +2~(VL)/]

- (t:L)' [~(VL)p(VL)w + ~(VL)/l
_

(tr(VL))2
trL

tr(VL)2

(2.76)

+ (trL)2 .

In particular, if V = 0, only the second term survives. This result shows that
the unitary Gaussian model predicts that any increasing sequence of graphs
becomes asymptotically quantum ergodic as B

-+ 00.

Moreover, it agrees with

the prediction (2.47) of the long diagonal orbits.
Suppose now that the orthogonal Gaussian model (2.70) is met. Then, the
intensities satisfy
. ')
1 + 8bb,
(ZbZb'
=
B2 ' .
43
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Therefore,

:Fv

Renee, ii the obervable V L is traceless, tho fluctuntions Fv nrc twice Inrger

in the orthogonal case than in tho unitnry c~c:;e, which also ngrt,('S with the
prediction (2.47).

2.2.4

Obstructions to the Universal Gaussian lVIodcIs

The universal random waves models (2.61) nnd (2.70) cannot bo exnctly realized on a graph. Indeed, as already mentioned, the norm of the random
variable a E ((;2B has positive variance, wherens the amplitudes In") E C'D of
any eigenvector lie on the unit sphere S4n-l. Moreover, there is also a discrrpancy between the random variables

lapl'

and the corresponding nmplitudes

la~12 since the first are not restricted to lie in the unit disc. Bowevrr,

size of the graph increases, the probability for

M

the

lapl' to be lnrgcr than any fixed

8 > 0 decreases exponentially. lIenee, it is possible that, for any given {J and
q, the autocorrelation function CI3(q) tends to the Gaussian predictions in the

limit of large graphs.
There is another obstruction to the random waves models (2.61) and (2.70).
The boundary condition at vertex i impose some correlntion betwccn the amplitudes supported on the neighboring bonds. This type of local and systemdependent correlations is ignored in the universal Gaussian models (2.61) and
(2.70). The most striking example consists in adding n Neumann vertex on
some bond b of an ergodic graph. By doing so, the bond b is split into two new
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bonds b1 and b2 , which can be oriented such that (bI,+)
Neumann boundary condition imposes

labl+1 2 =

-+

(b 2 ,+). Then, the

lab2+12 and

labl-12 = lab2_12.

These strong correlations contradict the predictions (2.62) and (2.71). Hence,
a necessary condition for the universal Gaussian models (2.61) and (2.70) to
be fulfilled in the limit of large graph is that all the valencies tend to infinity.
This situation is similar to the chaotic billiards where the universal Gaussian
waves model discussed in Section 1.1 provides accurate predictions while violating the Dirichlet boundary conditions. In this comparison with billiards,
the vertices have a double role. They are similar to the boundary of the billiard, but, at the same time, their required infinite valencies play the role of
the infinite possible directions for the wave vectors, which lead, by the central
limit theorem, to the Gaussian models.

2.3
2.3.1

Green Matrices
Product of Green Matrices

The Green matrices defined below and their products constitute the main tool
that will enable us to tackle the eigenfunction statistics introduced in (2.48)
in the forthcoming chapters.
First, for

€

> 0, the sub-unitary evolution map U((k)

= e-(U(k) is intro-

duced. It is sometimes convenient to let the scattering matrix S carry the

€

factor, in which case one writes

(2.79)
The retarded Green matrix G(k) is the matrix-valued function on lR+ defined by

G(k) =

(1 _U. (k))-l = L~ 1 In,
k)(n, kl
_

ei(</> .. (k)+ie) •

e

(2.80)

n=l

Notice that this matrix has poles at ¢n(k) = 27rp - i€, P E Z. The advanced
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Green matrix Gt(k) is the hermitian conjugnte of G(k), thnt is

=" 1 _In, k)(n, kl
28

Gt(k) = (1 _ Ut(k») -1
(

It has poles at cPn(k)

= 2rrp + ie,

C-i(~,,(k)-IC)

L.,
n-l

.

p E Z. The gonl is to mnke

(2.81)
U~

or th~

matrices to express the quantity (2.48) with p = q, which can be rewritten

There are actually several ways to achieve this goal, but n pnrticulnrly com'cnient way is given by the next theorem. Similar methods hnve also brcn used
to study eigenfunction statistics in disordered systems [38].

Theorem 2.3 Let q E N, with q

~

ap~) =!~

(aBl .,. aBq apl'"

2. Then,

(2e)q-l
2B

q-l

(IT G(k){JJ{1J . Gt(k)t3,,,~)

Ie

i-I

Besides, for any permutation (J of q elements, the equality stililtolcIs if, in the
right-hand side, all the indices {3' are swapped according to (1.
Proof. This theorem easily follows from the definition (2.80) oC G(k), the
formula (2.82) and the next lemma. The fact that the spectrum or the qunntum
graph is assumed non-degenerate is crucial for the theorem to hold.

o
Lemma 2.4 Let e > 0 and let D( denote the Junction

Dt(x)

=

1_

1

'( +'It )'

el Z

\:Ix E JR.

Then, for any integer q ~ 2, we have the weak limit

lim

(-0+

(2e)q-l
2

rr

D,(x)q-l D,( -x)
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Proof. Let f(€, x) be in Ll(JR, dx) for all

€

> 0 small enough, and let tp(x) be

a test function. By Plancherel-Parseval,

where j and tjJ denote the Fourier transforms of f and cp respectively. Hence,
if V2iij(€,~) ~ ei{a as

€

~ 0, then f(€,x) ~ 8(x - a). Therefore, to prove

the lemma, it suffices to show that
(2.85)
In the integrand defining I(€, ~), the factor D€( -x) brings poles at x; = 211"p+i€
for allp E Z, and the factor D€(x)q-l brings poles at x; = 211"p-i€. For ~

> 0,

Cauchy's residues theorem can be applied, and I (€,~) is determined by the
residues at

x;. This yields
I(€,~)

=

(2€)q- 1i

L Res (ei{xD€(x)q-1D€(-x)jx:)
pEZ

-

x - x+
i""
lim
L- (1 _ e- €)q-l
1 - e-i(x-i€)
ei {(27rp+i€)

(2€)q- 1

pEZ

~

Le

2

p

+

X-+Xp

i {27rP ,

(2.86)

pEZ

as

€

~

0 as wanted. Now, using the same integration method for ~ < 0, the

residues of the integrand in (2.85) at the poles

x; enter into play. These poles

are of order q - 1. The residue formula gives

For all real

€,

the first factor in the square bracket can be continued at the

points x = x; yielding an analytic functions on the balls B(xp , 211"). Hence,
taking a derivative with respect to x on this first factor does not increase the
degree of singularity at

€

= O. By contrast, taking a derivative on the second

factor D€( -x) does increase the degree of singularity at

€

= O. Therefore, in
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the limit

f -+

0, I(f, x) is completely determined by the term of (2.87) ",hrre

the q - 2 derivatives are performed
lim
«:--+0

_ ·q(2 )q-l
t

f

011

the second fnctor. One finds

~ ei{r,.( _1)q-2(q _ 2)1

(q - 2)! LpeZ

(. -1(.r,.-iC»)q-2
Ie

1

(1 _ e-I(.r,.-If»)q-

(2.88)

as wanted.

o
In fact, this lemma can easily be generalized to the following result. For
any n r , na E No, the weak limit

(2.89)
holds. The proof is completely similar to the one performed above for the cnse

= 0 in the lemma. Different choices for the naturnl numbers n,and na with nr + na = q - 2 leael to different representations of tlw lcft-hnnd
nr

=q-

2, na

side of Theorem 2.3 in terms of products of G and Gt.

2.3.2

Alternative Trace Formulae

The Green matrix G(k) can be expanded os the geometric series

(2.90)
Together with Theorem 2.3, this expansion easily generntes formulnc for the
autocorrelation functions C.a(q) in terms of classical orbits on the graph. In
fact, different permutations

CI

in Theorem 2.3 provido different orbit cxp/\n-

sions. For example, it is not difficult to check that the autocorrelation functions
of degree 2 can be written

<lapI2Iap/12) = ~~ ~

L L

e-(IPI+1P'l)b'($),t(p/)ApA;,

peCO /i'eCO

oP=/1 oli'=p'
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or, if the permutation a = (1 2) E 8 2 is preferred,
- - A -A*
e-~(I,6I+I,6'I)..u l ({3),I({3')
{3 Ii'.

(2.92)

Besides, if the variable f3' in (2.91) and (2.92) is summed over N 2B , two expressions for the mean value

(la,B12)

are obtained. In general, showing the

equivalence between expressions obtained from different a E 8 q in Theorem 2.3
turns out to be a difficult problem. Moreover, it can be realized that the trace
formula in Subsection 2.1.4 precisely leads to the expression (2.91).
The influence of time-reversal symmetry on eigenvector statistics can be
observed on the exact formula (2.91). Indeed, if this symmetry is conserved,

iJ and iJr are reverse to each other, the stability amplitudes
satisfy A,6 = Apr. It follows that f3' and /3' lead to the same expression (2.91).
and if the paths

Moreover, it is easy to convince oneself that the same is true for autocorrelations of higher degrees. Hence, the eigenvector statistics of a time-reversal
invariant graph makes no distinction between an amplitude

af3

and the am-

plitude a p on the reverse directed bond. This argument confirms the first
expectation formulated in 2.2.2.
The orbit interpretation of the Green matrices easily leads to the next
following result, which will be of particular importance in the next chapter.

Theorem 2.5 Let mEN, and let f31, . .. ,f3m and f3L ... ,f3'm be directed bonds.

Then

Proof From the geometric series (2.90), one has

(rr

(3")

=

.r n G(k),B." ,

1=1

Since the length

k

(rrrn
~ e. L...J
3=1 n=O

m

- ,6t,B,{3,
- .A,B_eikl (,6) )
L...J 6o{3,,Bj

(2.93)

'"

PEen

leiJ) are positive if n =

k

1.81 > 0, the only term that survives

the average over the spectral parameter k is the term coming from n
49
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each factor j. This precisely gives

TIj aIJJ,{jj'

The other l~qunlity follows from a

similar argument.

o
Third "Prooi oi \.\"\e 1...oca\ W

c~\

Law

The equivalence between the various orbit fonnulntiol1s of the autocorrelation

functions can be explicitly checked for the menn vnlues (Iatll'). The expression
(2.91), which originates from

CJ

= id E 52 in Theorem 2.3, is t.he storting point

of the second proof of the local \Vcyllnw pr('~o;cntcd in Suhs(~tiol1 2.1..l. \\'c
will now compute the mean values (laIJI') by menns or (2.D2). Estal,1ishillg thc
equivalence between the two orbit formulae in this pnrticulnr c,n."'c provides nt
the same time a third proof of the local \Veyllnw.
First, notice that the expression (2.D2) slimmed ov(!r {3' rnnblC!i to write
the mean value (laIJI') as
co

2: e-c(n+m)Q(n, m),

<laIJI'} = !~ ~

(2.!1l)

n,m-!

where the function Q(n, m) is defined by

Q(n, m)

= L

Plt ... ,!3n-l,fJn

Sp,{h ..• Spn-l,f3.r. S'P,lJl ... Sif"'_l,I'n b'(fl),I(Sf')'

(2.D5)

Pi ,.."P:"- l
In the right· hand side,

ii and ii' stand for the paths (P, Ph ... ,Pn-l, Pn) and

((3, (3i " . (3:n-tl {In). It is easy to see that Q(l, 1)
I

Q(1, m) vanish if n, m > 1. In (2.05), the

Sllm

= 1, nml thnt Q(n, 1) nnd

over tho vnrinblo fln can be

performed, and, by unitarity of S, it generates n. fnctor 6,1,,-1,,1:"_1' Therefore,

if n > m > 2, Q(n, m) also reads

Q'(n,m)

= L

SIJ.131·" SfJn-2,fJn-1 Sp,{Jj ... SZ:"_2,JJ"-lb'(tJ),I(ih'

(2.96)

IJl, ... ,P,,-2.1J,,-1
13~ ,... ,P:"-2

i1 and il'

(P,P1,'" ,Pn-2,Pn-t)
and ({3,/31,· .. ,i1:n-"f3n-l). By induction, this shows that, for n ~ m ~ 2,
where now, in each term, the paths

Q( n, m)

= Q( n -

refer to

1, m - 1) = Q (n - m + 1, 1) = bn,m'
50
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Besides, the same result is obtained for m > n ~ 2, and hence, Q(n, m) = bn,m
for all n, m

~

1. This result enables to express (2.94) as
-2€

00

1

e
(I afj 12) = re~ BE "~" e-2m = re~ BE -1---e-2::e = 2B·

(2.98)

n=l

Finally, the local Weyllaw (2.13) follows from (2.98) and

2B 2B
Av = trL ~(VL)i3(lafjI2).
fj=l
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The Generating Function
3.1

Definition and Principles

The Green matrices introduced in the previous chnpter can be obtained ns
derivatives of some determinant. In order to do that, one needs the n:tanlcd
and advanced source supermatrices defined by
Jr(j1')

-

Ja(ja) -

1 + En ®i1"

(3.1)

B(1'),

1 + En ®ia' E(a),

(3.2)

where En is the projector onto the bosonic sector, and

io
j=

c:) =

Eoo,no

il

E=

(

E(') )
B(1')

EOI,n l

(3.3)

-

=
En,-I,n,-I

iq-l

for some integer q > 2. An introduction to the Dose-Fermi spnce and to supermatrices is given in Appendix B. The numbers ill, .. ,iq-l and

io, which nrc

contained in if' and ia respectively, arc called retarded and advanced sources.
They are all required to lie within the unit disc in the complex plnne. The
number q - 1 of retarded sources corresponds to the number of matrices ~J,oJ
contained in

E(1'),

so that the product in (3.1) makes sense. These mntrices

are defined by (EOI,OI')/1/1'

=6

6

0 •13 Q ',13"
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The generating function is defined to be

The subscript [a] refers to the list of directed bonds [a]

= [ao, all' .. ,aq-l]

contained in the source supermatrices, and the variables j are the sources
j

= (ja,jr) =

(jo,iI,··· ,jq-l).

It will be seen in Chapter 4 that the generating function strongly depends

on whether time-reversal symmetry is conserved or broken, and hence this
symmetry will play a key role in the forthcoming calculations. It is thus
convenient to introduce the time-reversal space T R described in A.2.2. The
time-reversal doubling of a matrix EOl,a in (3.3) reads

~,.)

(3.5)
TR

This operation and the resulting algebraic rules are exposed in Appendix A.2.2.
We write

&(a)

for the time-reversal doubling of E(a), and

£(r)

for the column

vector containing the time-reversal doublings of the matrices in

E(r).

The

time-reversal doublings of the source supermatrices then become
Jr(jr)

-

Ja(ja)

1 + EB 0 jr . £(r),

(3.6)

1 + EB 0 ja . £(a),

(3.7)

and the generating function reads

Here and in the sequel, the arguments of the source supermatrices are not
explicitly written. Notice also that I n J a and their time-reversal doublings
are indeed invertible since the sources have moduli smaller than one. It is
indeed straightforward to check that
J-l( • )

r

3r

-

1- E8 <8>

t

ik.

k=l

J-l(
a Ja. )

-

1 - EB 0

1 + Jk

Ea"a, = J, (

Ja EaG,aa -

1 + ja
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-ik. )

1 + Jk

( -ja )

Ja 1 + ja .

,

(3.9)

kEN"

(3.10)
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The functions ~(a)(j) generate the autocorrelation functions of the amplitudes

qa)

defined in (2.57) through their derivntiv('s

6~[a)

q-l

D

=IT
if""~[aJ(O).
.=0

(3.11)

'J,

This is precisely the purpose of the next theorem.
Theorem 3.1 Let [0]

= [00,

QIt ••• ,

Then, the autocorrelation function

qa)

.

qa)

Oq-1]

be a list of q

~

2 dirrcicd bonds.

can be written

(2()q-l

= !~~ 2B(q _ l)ltS~(()).

Proof Let us first compute the derivative of the advnnced 5upcructcrminant in ~[al' By the definition (2.81) of the matrix Gt(k), this dcrh11ti\'c can

be written
~a(ja)

8 sdet ( 1- JaUl(k) )-1 = -8.
D det ( 1- iaE'o,nO(G'(k) = -8.

la

la

1)

)-1 .
(3.12)

Making use of Theorem C.I, ~a == ~a(O) becomes

The same operation has now to be performed on the retarded supcrdetcrminnnt
of ~[a). One gets

(3.1-1)
The quantity ~r

= Llr(O) is obtained as previously by applying Theorem C.I

to the last expression. It reads
q-l 2D

!:1r =

L .=1.,.=1
II L [EO.,O. (G(k) -

UESq-l

1))

L.

'Y'(')

q-l

- L IT (G(k) <7ESq _l.=1

1)0.,0,(.)

(3.15)
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One is now ready to bring the advanced and retarded parts together and
compute the limit

E -+

0 of

By Theorem 2.5, a product of components of C(k) -1 has a vanishing spectral
average, and similarly with a product containing elements of Ct(k) - 1 only.
This implies that the matrix C t - 1 in (3.16) can merely be replaced with ct.
This also implies that the term coming from choosing the matrix -1 in each
of the q - 1 factors G - 1 does not contribute. Let us now consider a term
of (3.16) containing Gtao,ao and p components of G for some 1 ~ p ~ q - 1.
Theorem 2.3 states that the spectral average of such a term has a pole at
€

= 0 and that the Laurent series starts with c p •

vanishing

E,

Therefore, in the limit of

the prefactor €q-l in (3.16) kills all the terms containing less than

q - 1 components of G, and one remains with

(3.17)
Theorem 2.3 also claims that, in an expression of this type, each permutation

u contributes exactly the same amount. Hence,
(3.18)
Moreover, the same theorem also gives the result of such a limit. It reads
.

(2€)q-l
!~ 2B(q _ l)!t5~[a] =

2)
\[! laa.. 1 .
jq-l

(3.19)

Finally, notice that the right-hand side of this chain of equalities is nothing
else but the definition (2.57) of Ora]. This concludes the proof of the theorem.

o
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Property 3.2 For all ja and if'

= 01t ... ,jq-l) in a sufficiently small ,leigh·

bor-hood of the origin,

Proof. \Ve show here that €[o](O,if')

= I, the proof of the f;(\cond equality being

totally similar. From the definition (3.4) of e[alt it is obvious that e[o) (0, 0) = 1.
Besides, the function

only has point singularities for if' E Cq - 1 and cnnnot have polt's accumulating

at the origin since the limit if'

--+

0 exists. Therefore, e[n)(O,ir) is analytic

in a neighborhood of the origin. It is thus sufficient to show that, for aU
p

= (pl. ... ,Pq-t) in Nr1,
(3.21)

if P =

Er:! Pk ~ 1. But, it is easy to sec that Ap can also he written
(3.22)

= [0'0' O'~, ••• ,O'~] is the list of directed bonds obtained from the
initial list [a] = [0'0, O't, ••. , Oq-l] by rcpeating each clement a, in (a) 1', times

where [a']

for all s E

Nq-l.

Hence, 6 p is nothing else but the quantity 6

r

dcfiJl('(i in

(3.14), and the formula (3.15) applied to [a'] yields

~ (TIP (G(k) -

D.p = L...J

u€Sp

1) u.,Q.,(.)
, , )

(3.23)
A:

.. =1

Then, Theorem 2.5 ensures that Ap vanishes. This proves the property.

o
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3.2

Diagonal Approximation

In the subsections 2.1.4 and 2.3.2, the autocorrelation functions O[o,o'J of degree
2 have been written in terms of classical orbits on the graph. In particular,
the formula (2.47) for the fluctuations :Fv has been obtained from a diagonal
approximation on the set of long primitive orbits. We show here that taking
the diagonal approximation on the generating function and then computing
the derivatives as prescribed in Theorem 3.1 leads to a different formula.
The first step is to notice that, by definition of ~[o,o,](ja,jr)' and by Theorem 3.1, the autocorrelation functions 0[0,0'] of degree 2 can also be written
0[0,0'] = lim BE
t: ..... 0

a~'Jr a~'Ja 3[00,](0,0),
'

(3.24)

where the function =[o,a'J (ja, jr) introduced reads

3[a,0'I(ja,jr)

= (logdet (1- Jr(jr)BBU~(k)) logdet (1- Ja(ja)BBU!(k))) k
(3.25)

and Jr(jr)BB and Ja(ja)BB are the Bose-Bose blocks of the supermatrices in

(3.1) and (3.2) built from the projectors E(a) = Eo,a and E(r) = Ea',a'.
The formula log det = tr log enables to write the new generating function

(3.25) in terms of closed paths on the graph. Indeed, expanding the logarithms
gives

(3.26)

with the modified stability amplitudes At:,i3(jr) and A f ,i3(ja) defined by
n-l

At:,i3(jr)

= I: [Jr(jr)BBS~]/3Hl,l3i

n-l

and

At:,i3(ja)

i=O

for any classical path

= I: [Ja(ja)BBSe] PH},l3i
i=O

jJ = (!3o,!3h ... , !3n).
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(3.27)

In terms of periodic orbits, the
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formula (3.26) becomes

(3.28)
Then, the diagonal approximation is taken on tho lnst (!xpf($'\ion, nnd the
non-primitive periodic orbits arc neglected. The diffusion gCJlernting function

2~~f (ja, jT) is defined by only retaining the pnirs of Jlt'riodic orbits

I' == P

in (3.28), and the cooperon generating function 2j~~!;f(jo.jr) is drfinro by

p.

considering the pairs p' =

This terminology is motivntrd hy nn nnalogy

with the results found in Chapter 5. The dingonnl npproximntion thus )rnds
to the formulae
=<1iag
.... [0

oil

(j

2f~~!~f(ja,jr)
.

.) _ {

a,JT -

,

....dlag.DU

'::'[a,tl'J

.)

adr

+=(rl,rl'J

-dl""OU

')

adr

(U)
(0)

(3.29)

for the unitary (U) and orthogonal (0) clas,<;cs. Ul'.Siucs, one ron come back
to expressions in terms of closed paths and write
-diag.DU·

.::.{a ,a'J

.)

al Jr

'" A

= L...J

(,'I'

(. )A' (j ) _ ' " A"ifU,)..A;,iJUa ) (3.30)
J, t,p '"
L...J

=t!7!:fU"j.) =

L:A ...(j,)A;",(j.)

fir

= L:

A (j) 1- (j)
.,J

'1~l'a.

•

(3.31)

i1eCO

p

where

1m

DECO

P

denotes the reverse of

p.

Finally, the Iormulnc in the right-hand

sides can be interpreted as the trace of logarithms of somo mntrices. For this
purpose, let us introduce the diffusion and coopcron modifi(\d c1nssicnl maps

Af[1Ua,jr) and ftf;(jalj,) by
Aff(ja,jr )PItfh

-

[JrUr )nn S.] /11./13 [Ja(ja) lJIJS;] PI "'a

-

J,(j,) 8n.~ltfl Ja(ja) nn,J31i91 A[c,fflJ'-~

Af~(jaljr){Jl,/13 -

(3.32)

(Jr(jr)DDS(L~It/1;l (Ja(ja)nuS;ltlaJl
Jr(jr )88,/11(11 JIlUahJD~~~~Afc,ff1fl~
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(3.33)

3.2. Diagonal Approximation

In (3.33), S7

=

S has been supposed. This can be done since the cooperon

quantities only occur in the time-reversal invariant case. With these definitions, (3.30) and (3.31) become
~diag,D(.

.)

-

-logdet (1- MfUa,jr))

(3.34)

~diag,C(.

.)

-

-logdet (1 - M:Ua,jr))

(3.35)

Ja, Jr

=-[a,a']

Ja, Jr

'::'[12,12']

The derivatives with respect to the sources jr and ja can now be performed
on (3.34) and (3.35). Let us first take the derivative with respect to ja. By
Theorem C.4, one gets
8-::diag ,o

(0 .) t
,Jr = r

...... [12,0:']

8ja

for

0

(MOf,a (0 ,Jr.) 1 _ M~(O,jr)
1
)

(3.36)

E {D, C}, where M;'a stands for the derivative of M: with respect to

ja.

Then, the derivative with respect to jr yields
82-::diag,o

...... [a,o:')

8jr8ja

(0 0) - t
' - r

(Ae 1 _1
£,r,a

AIE

ol. °
+M
f,a 1 _ Aff Aff,r 1 -

1)

(337)
.

Aff

where all the matrix-valued functions in the trace of the right-hand side are
evaluated at Ua,jr)

= (0,0).

Besides, the definition (3.32) gives

MD
- 812,12' Ea,uMf '
f,r,a -

MOf,r

= Ea',a'M

o = Ea,uM
M E',a
f·

f'

(3.38)

Therefore,

a23~~!;f (0 0) = 8
8jr8ja'

Mf) + ( M€)

,(

0:,0:

1 - Af€

1 - Af€

0:,0:

a,a'

(M€)
.
1 - Mf

The last step of the calculation consists in multiplying (3.39) by
extracting the lowest order terms in

E.

(3.39)

a',o:

ii and in

This procedure generates C:.~:~~. By

analogy with (3.24), one expects this quantity to have a positive limit as f. ~ O.
One can make use of Corollary 1.2 in order to extract the small
of the matrix Mf(l -

M€)-l

f.

dependency

in (3.39). Indeed, this corollary expresses this

matrix as a sum of an uniform contribution 11)(11, which contains the whole
singularity in

€,

rr<iiag,D

V[o:,a'l

and a massive part R. After some algebra, one gets

1 [8

= (2B)2

a,a'

1(1 )]

+ Ro:a' + Ro:/o: + 2B
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.

(3.40)
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The last term in the square bracket hns n non-cxp<,ch·d Njn~tlll1rity nt t = O.
This divergence originates from taking tho uniform part 11)(11 of .\1,(1- .\If)-t
in both factors of the second term in (3.30).
If the graph is in the unitary symmetry elMs, the coopcron (IUl1ntitics nrc

not taken into account. However, if the graph is timc-rcv('rsnl iuvnrinnt, rcpc1l.ting the procedure above with the coopcron quantities yields nn nutocorrelation
c:.~:~;j similar to (3.40) with Q replaced with n. The pr<~('ding formulae show

that, within the diagonal approximation scheme pf(~cflt(!d in this s('Ction, the
fluctuations of any observable V rend

~iag

_

v

-

[

£)2] + 2~

tr(V
00 + K. (trL)2

En,o'

[V L· n· V I"}n.o
(trL)2
.
l

(3..11)

Here, the symbol 00 refers to the diverging term of (3 ..10). In fact, in nddition
to this divergence, the universal term in the squilre bmckcts is not rc.n-listie at
all since, for an observable with ii

:I 0, the first term should be (trl'L)2 ns in

(2.76). It is important to notice that this universal term is compo~l of all the
contributions obtained from (3.37) by systematically replacing A/((1 - 4\1ct

1

with its uniform component 11){11. \Ve deduce that this approximation docs
not handle the component 11){11 of A-f((1 - !l1,t l properly.
Notice that the diagonal long orbits in Subsection 2.1,01 lends to wcllbehaved universal fluctuations. In the chapters 4 and 5, the more elaborated
supersymmetry method will show that both these diagonal approximations
capture a part of the truth. The universal contribution to the fluctuations is
indeed given by the long diagonal orbits formula, whcrCM the first systemdependent corrections arc those obtained in (3.41).

3.3

Nonlinear Supersymmctric

(J'

Model

In this section, an exact representation of the generating function {(Or)(;) in
terms of a O-dimensional nonlinear supcrsymmctric a-model is built. The
approach follows in the main lines the derivation in [40] and [.11] or n similar
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model used for the investigation of the eigenvalue statistics on quantum graph.
By the results exposed in Appendix D concerning determinants of block
matrices, the retarded and advanced factors in (3.8) read

(3.42)
and

(3.43)
In these expressions, the square root of a matrix is obtained by keeping the
same eigenvectors and by taking the square roots of the eigenvalues. In this definition, it is important to always keep the same convention for the square roots
of the eigenvalues. One can for example choose the eigenphases in (-7f, 7f), fixing in this way the half-line singularity of the square root to (-00,0]. Then,
it is not difficult to see that this definition leads to the natural properties

VAVA = A and v'Af = vAt.

These two properties have been used in order

to obtain (3 . 42) and (3.43). Besides, if A is the time-reversal doubled of A,
then

VA is the time-reversal doubled of vA.

Lemma 3.3 Let Ar(jr) and Aa(ja) denote the supermatrices in the right-hand
sides of {3·42} and {3.43}. Then,
• ForiE IRn+l sufficiently close to the origin, the eigenvalues of the BoseBose blocks ArBB(ir) and AaBB(ia) all have positive real parts .
• Ar(jr) and Aa(ja) are obtained from their components (j, j) in timereversal space by time-reversal doubling.

Proof. \Ve give the proofs concerning the supermatrix Ar(jr), the arguments

for Aa (ja) being identical. In order to prove the first assertion of the lemma,

it is sufficient to prove the wanted property for the matrix ArBB(O). Then,
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one concludes by continuity. The characteristic polynomial of A r fUl(O) rends

_

det (1- ,\)2 - Uc)2 .

(3.4·1)

To obtain the first equality the results exposed in Appendix 0 have bC'C1l used.

If 8j {k) denote the 2B eigenphascs of U(k), this polynomial becomes

(3.45)
which vanishes if and only if it exists j E N2D such that (1 _ .,\)2 =

ciOJ(k)-"

that is

(3.46)
Since f > 0 by assumption, the eigenvalues of Ar all have positive real parts.
The second point of the lemma is straightforward since 3r is obtained from
Jr by time-reversal doubling and since

VS; is the time-doubled of $,..

o
One can make use of the formulae (3.42) and (3.43) and of the last lemma
to express the generating function {[aJ(j) as n Gaussian supcrintrgrnl. Appendix B provides a short introduction to these techniques. This procedure
requires the prior introduction of a D-dimensional complex Grassmann algebra.

A, where D = 8E is the dimension of the C-lincar space V == A ® RA ® X. In
this notation, X stands for the auxiliary space introduced in (3.42) and (3.43),
and the retarded-advanced space, denoted by RA, originates from melting t.ogether the retarded sector in (3.42) and the advanced sector in (3..13). Doth
these spaces are 2-dimensional C-linear space. The formula. (3.8) for {{al (j)
can then be written as
{[aJ(;) = 5dot- 1 JrJo. •
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J

dl/J (e-s1qJ))k'

(3,47)
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for some quadratic form 8['11]. The integration is performed using Berezin's
rules on the Grassmann envelope

(V E9 V) (A).

The integration variable

'I/J

in

(3.47) is thus a supervector containing 8E commuting complex components,
each of which is integrated over the whole complex plane, and 8E anticommuting ones, integrated according to Berezin's rules. The symbol '11 refers to
the time-doubled of 'I/J, and Wrefers to its dual, that is

w=

_1 (

- V2

'I/J )
af'I/J*

and

ll/

= ~2 ('l/J
Y

t

'l/JafafF).

(3.48)

£,

More details about time-reversal doublings of vectors and matrices and the
resulting calculus are given in Appendix A. The function 8['11] in the formula

(3.47) reads
8['11]

(3.49)
In this definition and in the sequel, for any expression involving the RA space,
the indices r and a indicate the retarded and advanced components respectively. The indices 1 and 2 refer to the first and second components in the
auxiliary space X. The function S can be decomposed as the sum S

= So+Sc/,

where

(3.50)
is the k-independent part, and

Sc/[w]

= ll/rl VS;TW r + ll/r2TVS;Wrl
2

-

,'Tr
iStTt Wa2 + wa2T
t;c;-t
+':l'al
y.:>€
yS€ Wal

(3.51)

2ifJ r1 ~TWr2 + 2ll/a2 Tt vs:-tWal.

(3.52)

is k-dependent. To get the last equality, the invariance of T and
the generalized transposition defined in (A.51) has been used.
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The next step consists in performing the spectral nvcrnge. III [6], it is show11
that, provided the bond lengths {LbhENo nrc incolJlmcnsurnt.c, the idcntity

(f( kL }, ... , kL»
• B

k

=

1

[0,2,..)0

holds for any integrable function

drpl(2)U
... d'hJ f (CPl, ... ,'PI1)

(3.53)

1T

f on the B·torus. As a cons('C)tlCl1CC, the

exponential of Sc/[w] in (3.52) has the spectrnl avcrnge

(3.5·1)
where

S~/[Wb; Cf'b] = 2 L

d=±

[(~rl~)

bd ci'Pb\llr2;lHl

+ 'ii a2 ;bd C-'''· (

vs: '1'01) ,J
(3.55)

Let us state a general theorem, called color·fll\vor transformntion, provcd
by M.R. Zirnbauer in [76]. Let ¢t, ... , ¢4 be four supcrvcctors in (U' ® H'){A),
where tV =

cn ® Cm •

For n E N4 , <Pn,Q denotes the supcrvcctor in AIII con-

taining the components (i, a) E Nn x Nm of ¢n, nnd the summation convention
over repeated indices j E Nn or a E Nm is adopted, Then, if dllll stands for
the Raar measure on U(n), the color·flavor identity rends

1

oJ
dPH (U) e-I/>;J uJ'''I/>~.,0 -1/>3 ufJ'.I/>..,0
,~

,Q

U(n)

-J

d(Z, Z)sclet(l -

ZZ)e-I/>;1QZQ'''~'I'-I/>;~Qio'l't/>t,.

(3.56)

Z nrc in

L(C'"\C'"),

In the right-hand side, the supermatrix variables Z nnd

and the integration is performed over all such supermntriccs sntisfying
(3.57)
and such that the eigenvalues of the positive hermitinn mntrix Zl1DZIJlJ nrc
less than unity.
The color-flavor transformation (3.56) cnn be applied to replace tho nn'rage
over the B·torus in (3.54) with a superintegrnl with respect to a supcrmntrix

3.3. Nonlinear Supersymmetric (j Model

field. Indeed, the integration measure in (3.54) is B times the Haar measure
on U(l). Hence,

II Jd(Zb, Zb)sdet(l B

(e-sC![IJI))k =

ZbZb)e-s~![lJIbjZb,Zbl,

(3.58)

b=l

with

-

2~

L..-J

d=±

+2

(~rl /5:) bd Zb-dd'
'

L

(VS;tWal)

bd'

~a2;bdZb,dd'Wr2;bd

(3.59)

d==±

Each matrix Zb or Zb lies in L(Ad@TRIAd@TR), where Ad is the 2-dimensional
direction space. In order to simplify the notations, one can introduce the new
supermatrix fields
B

and

Z = E9Zbl

(3.60)

b==l

which belong to L(A @ TRIA

@

TR). It is easy to check that Z and

Z still

satisfy the color-flavor requirements (3.57). Then, the formula (3.58) becomes

where now, in addition to the color-flavor conditions (3.57), the measure

d( Z, Z) also imposes to the variables Z and

Z to

be diagonal in the bond

space A b , and

2~rlVS;Z~tWal +2Wa2ZWr2

Scj[WjZ,ZJ =

~ rl .;-s;Z .;-s;t Wal + ~ al vs;t zr .;-s;Wrl
+ ~a2iwr2 + ~r2zrWa2'

(3.62)

The formula (3.62), together with the k-independent part (3.50), enables
to write the generating function as

~[al(j) =

sdet- 1 JrJa

J

d(Z, Z)sdet(l - ZZ)
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d'lj; e-S[lJIjZ,Z),

(3.63)
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with

S['lJ; Z, Z]

(3.6-t)
The effect of the spectral average and of the color-flavor transformation is basically to replace (3.49) with (3.64). Notice also thnt both the mntrices in (3,49)
and both the matrices (3.64) are invariant under gcncrnliz('(l trnnsposition.
The integral over the supcrvcctor

t/J, which is still gaussian, CAn now be

performed. One gets

(3.65)
Then, applying the formula for superdetcrminnnts of blocks mntrices in Appendix D yields the following result.
Theorem 3.4 The generating function defined in (3.4) has the supcrsymmet-

ric nonlinear (j model representation
e[o:j(j) =

J

d(Z, Z) sdet(l- ZZ) sdet- 1/ 2(l - ZS! Z''' Sf)
sderl/2(1 - .:J,.ZT :JGZ),

The formula in the next corollary turns out to bo the right
consider to perform a saddle-point analysis.
theorem by using the formula sdet
Corollary 3.5

e[a)(j) =

d(Z,Z)
66

t.o

It is directly found from t.he

= exp 5tr log.

J

expr~ion

e-S[Z,Z),

3.3. Nonlinear Supersymmetric a Model
where the function S[Z, Z] is called action, or exact action in order to distinguish between S and its subsequent approximations, and is defined by
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4.1
4.1.1

The Zero Mode
Description

As the retarded and advanced sources are both set to zero, the exact action
StZ ,21 in Corollary 3.5 becomes

So[Z, Z]

=

-str 10g(1 - ZZ) +

~str log(1 -

ZS!

z,. Sf)

1
- Z).
+2strlog(1
- z,.

(".1 )

The goal here is to exhibit the subset of supermntriccs (Zo, Zo) nround which
the action So is stationary. This particular subset of mntrices is called mc.an
field mode, or zero mode. \Ve arc thus interested in the equntion

DwSo[Zo,Zo]

= 0,

for all

IV E L(TR®AITR®A).

(4.2)

Here, DwSo stands for the variation of So in the direction IV, nnd its exact
definition is given in Appendix E. The equntion (4.2) is solved in the same
appendix, and the mean field mode is found to consist in the set of matrices

Zo = 1.,4 ® Y and Zo
with Y, Y E L(TRITR)
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= 11.,4 ® Y,

such that

Y = Y".

(4.3)

4.1. The Zero Mode
Moreover, Y and

Y must

be diagonal in time-reversal space if time-reversal

symmetry is broken. Of course, the color-flavor relations must still be satisfied, that is, the identities

YBB =

yJB and

YFF

= - yJF are fulfilled, and the

eigenvalues of yJB YBB must have moduli smaller than one.
The set of all supermatrices Y satisfying the relations presented above
parametrizes a supermanifold. Sometimes, other coordinates for this geometric object turn out to be more convenient to work with, and the transition
between several useful sets of coordinates can be better understood in terms
of Q matrices. In order to define these Q matrices, one starts by reintroducing the retarded-advanced space RA =

((:2

already used in the derivation of

Theorem 3.4, and one defines the supermatrix R and its inverse by
and

R- 1 =

(

l-~Y
-

1

-yl=YY

-Y

l-~Y )
1

'

t=YY

(4.4)

RA

These supermatrices belong to L(RA ® T RIRA 0 T R). Then one sets

(4.5)
where ufA stands for the third Pauli matrix in retarded-advanced space. These
supermatrices are precisely the object of Appendix F. It is explained in the
section F.l that they span a Lie supergroup, the so-called Efetov's u model
space. However, the main point here is to relate the supermatrices Y and Y to
the components of Q in retarded-advanced space. It is not difficult to obtain
the following correspondences,

+ 1 = 2(1 -

Qrr - 1 = 2YY(1 - yy)-l

,

Qrr

Qaa + 1 = -2YY(1- yy)-l

,

Qaa - 1 = -2(1- yy)-l,

Qra = -2Y(1- yy)-l,

YY)-l,

(4.6)

(4.7)
(4.8)

(4.9)
In Appendix F.2, the Q matrices are parametrized by means of polar coordinates. These coordinates are the ones that will subsequently be used to
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perform the explicit calculations. The definitions of these coordinates will not
be written here since they involve cumbersome expression.t;. The render interested in carrying out the whole of the forthcoming calculations by himsclf can
refer to this appendix.

4.1.2

The Mean Field Generating Function

Let us now turn back to the generating function {[a)(i) introduced in Chnpter 3, and let us define the mean field gcncmting junction {tc!f(j) by the formula in Theorem 3.4, or equivalently in Corollary 3.5, where the illt('grnls are
restricted onto the zero mode (Zo, Zo). \Ve will merely write dQ for the corresponding measure when the integrand is expressed iu terms of Q IllntriC(~.
\Vith these definitions, the mean field generating function can be expressed as

(4.10)
where Si)lF is the source-free action (4.1) restricted onto the zero mode and
p[aJ(j) is a supersymmetry breaking factor. In the sequel, the Q matrices

and the sources jT

=

(ja, jrT) will always enter the formulae through the

combinations
and

A1{a] (j)

=(

j . E(r)
r 0

'
Ja

;(Q)) .

(4.11)

RA

In particular, the Bose-Bose block of the supermntrix Qwill pIny n particularly
important role, and we shall use the simpler notation

(4.12)
The starting point of all the forthcoming mean field calculations is the two
formulae given in the next theorem.
Theorem 4.1 In the linear approximation in

action S/fF reads
MF

So

Be
,.
= -strQ.
2
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f,

the mean field source-free

4.1. The Zero Mode
Moreover, a possible supersymmetry breaking factor P~(j) satisfying the identity (4.10) is given by
1

PraJ(j)

= det

[li - ~M(aJ(j)QB ]-2

Proof. It is straightforward to see that the exact action S as written in Corol-

lary 3.5 restricted onto the zero mode reads
SMF

=

-str log liA ®

(1 - YY) + ~str log liA ® (1 - e-2€yy)

+~strlOg (1-.1r Y .JaY) .

(4.13)

As the sources jr and ja are set to zero in (4.13), or equivalently as the sourcefree action (4.1) is restricted onto the zero mode, one finds

Sr

F

-

2: str [log

-

2BE str

(1- e- €yy) -log (1- yy)]
2

yy

(4.14)

_ + O(E2).

1-YY

The supermatrix involved in the last expression can directly be written with
the retarded-retarded component (4.6) of the Q matrix. To get the expression
as in the theorem, one first uses the invariance of the supertrace over cyclic
permutations and writes

slt F

=

BE str (

-

BE
'"2str

YY _ +

1- YY
RA

0'3

Y~

1- YY

)

+ O( E2)

Q + O(€ 2 ).

(

4. 15)

The last equality is easily obtained from the formulae (4.6) and (4.7) for the
components of the Q matrix in retarded-advanced space. Let us now turn
to the remaining part of the mean field action, that is the term containing
the sources. \Ve have here to use the identity str (log A + log B) = str log AB,
which holds for any supermatrices A and B so that these operations make
sense. Then, from (4.13) and (4.14),
SMF _ SMF

o

=~

2

strlo 1- JrYJa Y
g
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1- YY

(4.16)
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et!F, one hils

By Corollary 3.5, and by definition of

~t!f(j) =

J

dQ

e-s~F Fia)(j),

where l'tn)(j) =

The formula (4.16) enables us to express

l'!n)

C-(SMF-S~IF).

(.1.17)

in terms of Q mntrict'S. Indeed,

(1 - .:JrY.:JaV)
sdet-! (1- YV)

sdet-!
p[a](j) =

_ sdet-! (

Y )

1 _ .:Jr
.:JaY 1

(~

}') -1

(4.18)

Y 1

where the retarded-advanced space has been reintroduced in the last exprcssion. :Making use of the explicit formula. (4..1) for Il-l nnd performing the
matrix product yields

.:JrYV) l-~Y (.:Jr - 1) Y l-~Y
1
(.:Ja- 1)Yr:yy (l-.:JaVY)l_~'Y

d t-! ( ( 1 .)
Pi[a] (J = s e 2

Then, the relations (4.6)-(4.9) relating Y and

)

(4.19)

.

V to the components of Q in

retarded-advanced space lead to the new expression
sdeC! [11

+ ~ ( 1-.:Jr
2

0

0 ) (Qrr -1
Qra )]
1 - .:Ja
-Qar -Qaa - 1

(.t20)

for p[a). Moreover, the definitions (3.1) and (3.2) of the source sllpcrmntriccs

Jr and Ja imply that
p[a](j)

= sdet-l1

[

En
1 - -2

(jr.

e(r)

o

0

)

((]~lItQ - 1)

] .

(4.21)

iac(a)

IlA

Finally, the formula for p[a) given in the theorem follows from the definition
of a superdeterminant, and from the definitions in (4.11).

o
Property 4.2 For all ja and j .. = (it, ... ,jq-l) in a sufficiently small neighborhood of the origin
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This property states that Property 3.2 remains fulfilled at the mean field level.
The proof can be found in Appendix FA.

4.2
4.2.1

The Mean Field Autocorrelation Functions
Principles

The mean field generating function provides formulae for the statistical quantities one wants to compute. Indeed, one can define the mean field autocorrelation functions

Cf;!F by substituting the mean field generating function for

the exact one in Theorem 3.1. In other words,

C2E)q-l

MF _ .

MF

= ~~ 2B(q _1)!8~[a).

C[a)

(4.22)

The calculation of these mean field quantities is precisely the object of this
section. Let us just make here some general remarks about the procedure that
will be used. The derivatives 8 defined in (3.11) and the superintegral in (4.10)
are commuted. This leads to the formula

(2E)q-l

MF - '

C[a] - ~~ 2B(q _ I)!

J

dQ e

-SlfF

(4.23)

8P[a] ,

where 8P[a) denotes the derivatives

q-l

8P[a)

a

=IT
a:-P[a] CO).
s=o Js

(4.24)

This formula implies that the determinant defining the supersymmetry breaking factor

p[a)

in Theorem 4.1 has to be differentiated

a E 1R and any permutation

(J'

q

times. First, for any

of q E N elements, one writes

Po. ((J')

=

anumber of cycles in

(4.25)

q.

Then, by Theorem C.l,

L

1
Plea)
2q qeS 2
q

L

[E &

a OI
O,o.°QBB]XO,X(7(O)

xo, ... ,Xq_l=r,a

~~~
t t

'Yo, ... ,'Yq-l eN2B

0, .. (0)

to, ...tq_l =i,!

(4.26)
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Notice that the permutations (J E Sq act here on the set {O, ... ,q - I}. This
formula can be seen as a sum over all possible configurntions of the type

E N2Uq and t E {l,!}q. Howcver, most of

(x",t,O") where x E {r,a}q"

these configurations do not contribute to 6Iln). For exnmplc, the projectors

ET and Ea imply that a configuration (x, '"Y, t, 0") docs not contribute unless
Xo

=

a

and

Xj

= r for all

j E Nq _ 1 • Consequently, «Silo) can actually be

seen as a sum over configurations of the simpler type {'"Y, t, (J). Furthermore,
only a few choices for, yield non-vanishing contributions, nnd the set of these
possible choices depends on the list of directed honds [Q] in (2.5G), that is
on the autocorrelation function one wants to compute. In fnct, in a term

(" t, el) of (4.26), the matrices

coJoCli

nrc the only objects influenced by '"Y.

They are however diagonal in time-reversal space and have no structure in
retarded-advanced space. One can thus write (4.26) n.c;

(4.27)

where

(4.28)

is the (a]-dependent factor, and

(4.29)

contains the product of Q matrices. The definition oC 1t'(t, (J) shows that, in
principle, we should distinguish between the permutations (J in (4.27) which
leave the element 0 unchanged and those moving this clement. This point will
be clarified in the sequel. The formula (4.28) can easily be simplified. Indeed,
with the notations

T[,6]

=,B

and
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! [,6]

=

fi,

(4.30)
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the factor F[n) (t, CJ) becomes
q-l

L II

=

F[n](t, CJ)

O')'j ,tj [aj) O')'".(j) ,tj [aj]

-yE(N2B)Q j=O

q-l

- L II

O')'j,t,[aj)O')'j,t"._l(j)[a"._l(j»)

-yE(N2B)q j=O
q-l

- II

(4.31)

Otj[aj),tcr(j)[acr (;))'

j=O

Hence, F[n)(t, CJ) is either equal to 1 or to 0, and any choice for the list of
directed bonds [a] selects a corresponding set of contributing configurations
(t, CJ).

The expression (4.27) for
lation functions

oP[n)

enables to write the mean field autocorre-

Cf;!r given in (4.23) as
Cf;!r =

L

L

P!(CJ)

where, for any t = (to, ... , tq-l) in {T,

I 1T (t, CJ)

(4.32)

F(n)(t,CJ)I1T (t,CJ),

tE{j,n q

uESq

nq, and for any CJ E Sq,

=~~ 4B(q _ I)! JdQ e-so
.

€q-l

MF

(4.33)

n(t, CJ).

This last expression is a mean field integral in the small

€

regime. These

integrals are precisely the object of Appendix F.3, and their values depend on
the symmetry class.

4.2.2

Unitary Symmetry

The goal of this paragraph is to compute the mean field integrals (4.33) in the
unitary symmetry class. For this purpose, the components of Q matrices are
expressed in terms of the polar coordinates described in Appendix F.2.2. They
are written
AB

Qrr AB

Qaa AB

Qra AB

Qar -

e

+ UIBFU 2F i sin eFV2FVIF B
-VlBB V 2B sinhOBu2BUlBB + VlBFv2FisinOFu2FuIFB.
-UIBB U 2B sinh BV2B'ihBB
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The supermatrices

UI, UI, VI

and

VI

involve 4 anticonnnuting variable'S which

are contained in two matrices,

The even combinations of Grassmann variables

(4.36)
are of particular importance. Making use of the formulae in Appendix F.2.2,
the decomposition (4.34) can be made explicit. It rends
~B

Qrr
AB

Qaa
~B

Qra
~B

-

1) . lTlt

(4.37)

- (IKI2coshOI-4KiKlCOSO-1) ·l TR

(4.38)

-

Qar Here, Bl E lR.+, B E

(ITJI2 cosh 01 + 4TJrTJl cos 0 _ITJIIKlei~l1fR sinhO l

-

47JtKC'ct>l1fR sinO

-ITJIIKle-i(UfR sinh 01 - 4Kt71e-'ct>ufR sinO

[0, 7r), and [., ¢ E [0, 2rr) denote the four

(4.30)
(4.40)

real coordinates.

In Appendix F.3, it is found that, among all the terms in (.1.37)-(4.40),
only the leading ones as Al

== cosh Bl

-+ 00 nrc relevant and determine

the

value of (4.33). Two expressions having the same lcndi~g terms nrc snid to be
equivalent and this relation is denoted by ~, os in (F.07). For example,

(4..11)
Therefore, the components (4.37)-(4.40) of QU can bo considerably simplified,
and one can consider instead

(.1..12)
with

(4.43)
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Let us now express the product 7r(t, a) defined in (4.29) by means of the polar
coordinates. Making use of (4.29), (4.42) and (4.43), it can be readily checked
that

7r(t, a)

1

qrr-

2
rv

j=O

{

8tj ,tIT(j)

xaax~;-l

if a(O) = 0

q-2'..
xarxraxrr
If a( 1,) = 0,1,

(4.44)

E Nq -

1

q-l

11J1 2(q-l) 1,. 1 2 ·)..i· II 8

~

tj ,tIT

w.

(4.45)

j=O

As "a consequence, in the unitary mean field integrals (4.33), there is no need
to distinguish between the permutations leaving the element 0 unchanged and
those moving this element.

It is also explained in Appendix F.3 that the terms of 7r(t, a) which do not
involve all the four anticommuting variables cannot contribute to the mean
field integral lw(t, a). Retaining from (4.45) only the monomial of highest
degree in the anticommuting variables yields
q-l

7r(t, a)

_2 (q - l)1J~1JI"'~"'1
4

rv

·)..i . II 8

tj ,tIT (j)'

(4.46)

j=O

Here, the symbol

rv

stands for the equivalence relation defined in (F.I00).

Once this formula is plugged into the mean field integral (4.33), one finds

lw(t,a)

q l
= limt
0
£ .....

with

-2 3

fq(Q)

= 2B(

_ 2)!
q

fd Q e-sl;1F fq(Q).

(4.47)

q-l

·)..i . 7]~7]1,..~,..1 • II 8tj ,t

IT (j)'

(4.48)

j=O

The expression (4.47) for 17r(t, a) is exactly of the form (F.88) with n = q.
Indeed, fq(Q) in (4.48) has the wanted properties (F.86) and (F.87). By the
identity (F.88), the result reads

1
lw(t, a) = (2B)q

n
q-l

8tj ,tIT (j)'

(4.49)

3=0

Formally, the use of the identity (F.88) requires to check beforehand that the
term of 7r( t, a) containing the 4 Grassmann variables contains a factor killing
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the discontinuity (AI - A)-2 in the measure dQ. This can easily be done
using the exact formulae (4.37)-(4.40). However, this short calculation is not
reproduced here.

4.2.3

Orthogonal Symmetry

\Ve now have to compute the mean field integrals (4.33) in the orthogonal
symmetry class. The components of

QD

arc expressed in terms of the polar

coordinates described in (F.2.3). As in the unitary cnse, these components nrc
decomposed as
AB
Qrr

UIBB U2B cosh OnU2nUwn

-

An

Qaa AB

VIBB V2B cosh OnV2D'ihDB

+ UWFU2F cos OF U2F UU-'O -

+VWFV2FcosOF~Fvu-'n-l

+ tilDFtL2Fi sin OFV2FVIFO
Q:r - -VWB V20 sinhOBihoulBo + VIBFV2Fi sin OFU2FUIFD'
Qra

1

-tLIDB tL 2B sinh ODV20VlBB

-

The supermatrices tit, iit,

VI

(4.50)

and ih involve 8 nnticommuting variables, which

are contained in the two matrices

71

= (71i

712)
712• 71 1 TR

and

K= (Ki

(4.51)

/'i,2)

r·
1~1
~2

TR

•

The even combinations

1711 -

1/'i,1 -

+ 71~712) + 1271i71171;TJ2,
1 + 2(Ki Kl + K2K2) + 12Ki/'i,1/'i,2K2
1 - 2(71~71l

(4.52)
(4.53)

of anticommuting variables will be of particular importance. In (.1.50), the
matrices cosh () B and sinh ()Bare
coshO B =

cosh 01 cosh O2 sinh 01 sinh 02 )
( sinh (}1 sinh O2 cosh 01 cosh O2

(4.5-1)
Tit

and
.
( sinh 01 cosh O2 cosh 01 sinh 02
smh(}B =
cosh 01 sinh O2 sinh 01 cosh O2
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,
Tit
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with 01 , O2 E 1R+, whereas cos OF and sin OF follow from OF = 0 . 1L TR , where
(J

E [0,7T]. Five other real parameters are contained in the supermatrices

U2, V2

and

V2'

U2,

Two of them, ~,X E [0,27T], span the set of matrices
(4.56)

Similarly to the unitary symmetry case, the relevant region in the small
t

regime of the orthogonal mean field integrals is where

).2

=cosh

(J2

).1

= cosh (h and

are both asymptotically large. Two functions of Q that have the

same asymptotics are said to be equivalent, and this relation is denoted by the
symbol ~ as in the unitary symmetry case. This property implies in particular
that, in the right-hand sides of (4.50), it is sufficient to retain the first term.
Moreover,

coshOB

~ sinhO ~
B

),'),2·

one(TR),

one(TR)

=(~ ~)

TR

(4.57)

A short calculation shows that

x

=).1).2' (

11712 -11711 KI)
-11711 KI IKI2 RA

(4.58)

which is the orthogonal analog of (4.42). The relations (4.58) enable to express
the function 7T(t, a) defined in (4.29) in a very convenient way. Notice first that,
for any

t/J, t/J' E [0, 27T], and for any t, t' E iT, H,

N(t/J, t/J')t,tl

=[ei1PuIR . one(TR) . e-i1PluIR] t,t' = e

i [s(t)1P- s (t')1P'l.

(4.59)

Suppose now that a E Sq is such that a(O) = O. Then, it is not difficult to see
that (4.29) yields
q-l

7T(t,a) ~ xaax~;IN(X,X)to,to

II N(~,~)tj,tCT(j) = Xaax~;I.

(4.60)

;=1

On the other hand, if a(i) = 0 for some i E N q , then
q-l

7T(t, a)

2
rv

XarXraX~;:2 N(X, ~)to,tCT(o)N(~, X)ti,to

II N(~, ~)tj,tCT(j)
j=1

#i

(4.61)
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But (4.58) shows that the right-hand sides of (4.GO) and (4.G1) nre identical,
and hence, there is no need to trent the permutations leaving 0 unchanged
separately from the others. The situation is thus completely similar to the one
we got in (4.45) concerning the unitary symmetry c1n.c;s. lIere, one merely have
(4.G2)
for all permutations a E Sq. Nonetheless this result is independent of (J, but
it is also independent of the time-reversal configuration t E

{i, Hq.

The mean

field integral /7r(t, a) in (4.33) can then be performed, or the result can also
directly be inferred from the unitary result (4.40) and the arguments presented
in 2.2.2. In any casc, onc finds

(4.63)

4.2.4

Explicit Formulae

From (4.31), (4.32), (4.49) and (4.G3), the mean field autocorrelation functions
take the form

MF __1_

C[a] - (2B)q

~
~

1

P!

{8'J,t ll (J)

() qrr- c5
tj[aj],t .. w[all(j)]

(J.

C1ESq
tE{T,!}q

1

(U)

(0)

(4.64

)

)=0

The first line stands for the unitary symmetry class, whereas the second line
stands for the orthogonal symmetry class. This formula can also be written
eMF
[aJ

= _1_

~

(2B)q ~ P!

1

() qn- {c5 t j ,t,,(j)c5Orj ,(lIl(j)

aESq
te{f,1}9

(J

;=0

c5tj [ojl,tllu) [a.U)l

(U)
(

0

(4.65)

)

This is the most general formula for the mean field autocorrelation functions.
It can now be specialized to several particular cases.

The Moments
The mean field moments read

Al~F(q)

= (la~12q)MF.
80
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The corresponding list of directed bonds [0] introduced in (2.56) is
O:j

=(J,

for all

°: ;

j

< q - 1.

(4.67)

With this choice, the general formula (4.65) becomes

MJtF(q)

=

(2~)q

n

q-l

L

p!(a)

uESq

(4.68)

8tj ,ta (j)

3=0

tE{i,n q

independently of the symmetry class.
In (4.68), the product of Kronecker symbols imposes to the permutations

a to commute the integers j fo'r which tj =j together. Let us consider a
configuration t E {j, l}q and let n E {O, ... , q} be the number of indices j with
tj =j. The configuration t is characterized by the two increasing functions

ff : Nn -+ {O, ... , q - 1} and h: Nq- n

-+

{O, ... , q -1}

(4.69)

satisfying the condition
ti

In fact,

h

={

j

if j E Range(Ji)

1

if j E Range(h)

is completely determined by

f(j)

={ ftU)

hU -

(4.70)

ff. Then, the formula

if 1 < j < n
n) if n < j < q

(4.71)

defines a bijection from Nq to {O, ... , q - 1}. The set of such bijections is
denoted by Fn,q-n and the disjoint union of these sets, for

°

~ n

< q, can be

seen as the set {j, l}q of all the possible time-reversal configurations t. Then,
for some time-reversal configuration

f

E Fn,q-n, the permutations a E Sq

that contribute to the mean field moments (4.68) are the ones fulfilling the
condition
(4.72)
The set of such permutations is denoted by Sn,q-n [f], and we simply write
Sn,q-n for Sn,q_n[id]. The formula (4.72) shows that, for all

f

E Fn,q-n,

(4.73)
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Moreover, it is easy to convince oneself that this conjugation leaves the cyclic
structure invariant. In particular, the P factor is not affected by this conjugation. Putting al these definitions and remarks together, the mean field
moments (4.68) become

(4.74)
In the last equality, the binomial factor corresponds to the cardinality of Fn,q-n'
Finally, Lemma C.6 yields
MF
q!
Mp (q) = (2B)ql

(4.75)

which holds for both the unitary and orthogonal symmetry classes.

Autocorrelation Function of Degree 2
Let us consider the mean field autocorrelation functions
(4.76)
where a =F a'.
If a =F

a', it is easy to see from the general formula (4.05) that the unitary

and orthogonal symmetry cases are given by the same expression, which reads
1

MF

Gla,a')

Suppose now that a

= (2B)2

= a'.

~

.

~ Pi (ld)

teO.!)'

1

= (2B)2'

(4.77)

In the formula (4.(l5) for the unitary case, the

identity permutation is still the only one to contribute. The result is therefore
also given by (4.77). The situation is howevpr changed in the orthogonal
symmetry class. The identity permutation also brings the contribution (4.77),
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but the transposition (0 1) brings an additional term
(4.78)
Notice that in this last formula, only one of the two components to, tl is free
and summed over since (j = (0 1) forces to and tl to differ from each other.
In fact, it is not by chance that (j

= id and (j = (0 1) yield the same contri-

bution. Indeed, the number of free components tj to be summed over {1,

n

corresponds to the number of cycles in (j, and hence, the sum over these free
components, providing a factor 2 number of cycles exactly compensates the factor
P! ((j). Finally, we found that, for
2

MF

Cla,a'l

=

Q

f. d,

1 {I +

(2B)2

1

(U)
8a ,&,

(0)

(4.79)

Other Autocorrelation Functions
Let us finally compute the most general mean field autocorrelation function.
It is convenient to come back to the notation used in Section 2.2 and write
MF ( )
- C(3
q,
(I alh 12ql . •. 1apn 12qn)MF =

(4.80)

where fi1, ... ,fin are n different directed bonds. One can proceed by analogy
with the first autocorrelation functions (4.76).
If the graph is unitary, the contributing permutations (j in (4.65) are those

commuting the first q1 elements together, the next q2 together, and so forth.
These permutations can be factorized into a product of n permutations, and
the factor P!2 ((j) factorizes accordingly. This yields

C MF (
f3

) _

rrn

q;!

q - ;=1 (2B)qj'

(4.81)

This result also holds in the orthogonal case if there is no couple of reversed
directed bonds in {3. However, this formula is modified if such couples exist in
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{3. \Vithout loss of generality, one can suppose thnt
{3

=

(f3 1,···, {3m, i3m+1,'" ,{3n) ,

(4.82)

{ q - (ql"'" qm' qm+l,···, qn)

for

a~

m ~ n, and that the directed bonds in {3 nre

supported by the

110t

same bond unless it is clearly indicated. Now, the contributing permutntions
are those which can be factorized
(.a.83)

Here, the notation (a, a'l, where

(J

E

Sn and

(J'

E Sn" stnnds for the permutn-

tion in Sn+n' where the first n clements nre permuted with a nnd the Inst n'
elements are permuted with a ' . The generalization of this notntion to n longer
list of permutations, as in (4.83), is then obvious. The factorizntion (4.83)
induces a corresponding factorization of the p factor in (4.05), and thus
m

C,a(q) =

n

IT C,aJ(qj) IT
;=1

(4.8.1)

CpJ(qj).

J=m+1

Then, the key point is to realize that all the possible choices for a permutation
(Jj

in (4.83) contribute exactly the same amount to C.a(q). The argument is

totally similar to the one explained after (4.78) in the cnse q = 2. Indeed, if
one permutation (Jj in (4.83) involves exactly k cycles, then there arc exactly k
free components

tj

that have to be summed over

{i, !} in the general formula

(4.65). These two factors cancel each other by 2- k 2k = 1. lIenee, for {3 and q
given by (4.82), we have, in the orthogonal symmetry cnse,

(4.85)

Integral Formulation
In this paragraph, an alternative way to compute the menn field autocorrelation functions is presented. The idea is to express CNF(q)
84

118

the derivative of
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some determinant. From Theorem C.l, a short calculation shows that

C~F(q) =

1
(2B)q

(nIT aa qk·qk )
k=l

[n

det 1 - Ljk N (f3k)

Jk

]-!

k=l

(4.86)
j=O

where, for J3 E N2B , N(J3) is the matrix acting on A 0 T R defined by

(U)

E{3,{3 ® :D.TR

N({J)

=

E{3,{3 E{3,(3)
. ...
( E{3,{3 E{3,{3

(4.87)

(0)
TR

Hence, the determinant in (4.86) generates all the mean field autocorrelation
functions.
In the unitary symmetry case, the matrix in the determinant of (4.86) is
trivial in time-reversal space. One can therefore remove this space and suppress
the power ~ of the determinant at the same time. The resulting determinant
is easily computed, and one finds

1
C{3 (q) = (2B)q
MF

rrn aqk
k=l

I

1
a,)·qk 1 - ' .
k

Jk Jk:O

=

rrn
j=l

qj!

(4.88)

(2B)qj'

which indeed coincides with the result (4.81) found with the permutation
method presented previously.
Let us now consider the orthogonal case, and let us suppose

f3

and q as

in (4.82). Since the matrices N({J) in (4.87) do not couple directed bonds
that are not supported on the same bond, CJtF(q) in (4.86) factorizes as in

(4.84). In this factorization, two kinds of quantities have to be computed. The
first, C~F(q), which actually corresponds to the moment MJtF(q), involves
a single directed bond. The corresponding determinant in (4.86) can then
simply be written as a determinant of a matrix acting on V ® T R, where

V

= vect(le{3}, lep}) denotes the subspace of A spanned by le(3) and le.s}.
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Here, the inner 2 x 2 matrices act on the T R space. Plugging this rcsult into
the integral form (4.86) then yields

aq

1

MF

1

C/3 (q) = (2B)q 8jq 1 - j

I

i=O

ql
= (2D)q

(4.90)

as wanted. The second kind of quantities that has to be computed is C~~%(q, q).
The integral formula (4.86) requires the introduction of two sources j and ],
and the corresponding determinant reads
1 1 0 0

det I - j

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

-]

0 0 0 0

0 0 1 1

1 1 0 0

= (1 -). -}~?.

0 0 1 1
0 0 0 0

v

(4.91)

v

Therefore, (4.86) gives
MF

A

1

{Jl

84

1

I

C{3,fJ (q, q) = (2B)q+4 8jq 8j4 1- j _] j=J=o

(q + 4)1

= (2B)q+4

(4.92)

From the factorization (4.84) of C~F(q), and from the formulae (4.90) and
(4.92), we recover the result (4.85) for the orthogonal symmetry class.

4.3

The Crossed Convention

In Section 3.1, the generating function {[a)(j) has been defined. The crucial property of this function is that its derivatives yield the autocorrelation
functions, as stated in Theorem 3.1. In particular, the first non-trivial autocorrelation functions read

For these autocorrelation functions, the generating function e[o,o'l(j'lIir) involves the source supermatrices
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The purpose of this paragraph is to introduce another function ~[:,a/l(ja,jr)'
whose derivatives also fulfills (4.93). Working with this new function instead
of ~[a,a/l(ja,jr) will bring some additional insights in the next chapter. Let us
first define
. ) - 1
. EB
Jax ( Ja
= + Ja

(is)

Ea,a'

JX
. ) -= 1 + Jr. E B
r (Jr

and

(is)

Ea',a •

(4.95)

The difference with (4.94) is that, in (4.95), the directed bonds a and a' appear
in both

J;

and Jrx • The writing (4.95) will then be referred to as the crossed

convention, and the usual definitions (4.94) as the parallel convention. If
and Jrx are substituted for Ja and Jr in ~[a,a/l (ja, jr), one gets

J;

(4.96)

The crossed generating function (4.96) satisfies the equation (4.93). In
order to check this claim, the steps in the proof of Theorem 3.1 can be followed.
First, ~[:,aIJ(ja,jr) is written

~[~,a/)(ja,jr) =

\ det [1 - jaEa,a' (Gt

- 1)]

-1 [1 -

jrEa',a( G - 1) ]

-1)

k'

(4.97)

and then, Theorem C.1 is applied and gives

8~[: ,a/)

= \/

(4.98)

[Gt - 1Ja,a [G - 1J a,a,).
k
I

This expression easily leads to the formula (4.93) for 8~[xa,aI)' Indeed, by Theorem 2.5, the spectral average of a product between components of G or Gt
only is regular at

€

=

O. Besides, Theorem 2.3 states that the places of the

right indices of G and Gt in (4.98) are irrelevant, and that this expression,
once multiplied by

€/ B

yields the autocorrelation function (4.93). In other

terms, one has

8~[~,aIJ = \ G~/aGa,a/) k

£

\

Gl,aGa/,a / ) k =

8~[a,a')

(4.99)

where the second equality sign holds up to terms that are analytic in € around
the origin.
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Let us emphasize that the two possibilities 6~rrr,rr/) and 6~(~,rr'l for the generating function correspond to the two possibilities (2.01) and (2.02) to express
G[a,a']

in terms of classical paths. For more general autocorrelation functions,

these various representations originate from the various choices of permutation
a in Theorem 2.3.

The argument presented above shows that the crossed generating function
~[:,a')

provides the same result as the original generating function ~lrr,oIl' It is

however not obvious that, when the integration domain in Theorem 3.4 nrc
restricted onto the zero mode, the resulting mean field generating functions

~(:~1 and ~~~'J lead to the same mean field autocorrelation functions e[~~~;
and G~~,). We will now check that the equality
xMF
C[0',0")

_ eMF
(0',0")

(4.100)

indeed holds, in both the unitary and orthogonal symmetry clnsscs. In fact,
in the expression (4.32) for C~,~/), the only quantity that is sensitive to the
parallel or crossed conventions (4.94) or (4.95) is the factor involving

Q

and

el, that is the factor f[a,a,)(t,t',a). Within the parallel formalism, this factor
is defined as in (4.28) by

(4.101)
However, if the crossed convention is preferred, tho projectors Ea,a and ea',Q'
must be replaced with the matrices EQ,a' and Ea',Q respectively. lienee, the
corresponding factor becomes

(4.102)
The last two formulae can be made explicit, and one finds

if (j

1

F(a,a/l(t, t', a) =

{

= t'

60',0"

if t

60',0'

if t # t'
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if (j

= id
= (0 1)

(4.103)

4.3. The Crossed Convention
in the parallel case, and
if a = id

80:0:'
,

F[~,o:,](t, t', a)

=
{

~Q,a

if t = t'
if t

=f t'

(4.104)
if a = (0 1)

in the crossed case. In order to proceed further in the proof of (4.100), the
unitary and orthogonal symmetry classes have now to be separately treated.
In the unitary case, the factor I 1T (t, t', a) in (4.49) forces t = t' if a =
(0

1), so that the Kronecker symbols

80:,&

in (4.103) and (4.104) never occur.

Therefore, the parallel convention leads to

(4.105)
whereas with the crossed convention

(4.106)
In each term of these two expressions, the p factor compensates the sum over
the free components in time-reversal space. This is precisely the mechanism
explained after (4.78). Finally, both conventions lead to the result
eMF

[0:,0:']

=

exMF

[0:,0:']

1

+ 80: cl

= (2B); ,

(4.107)

which agrees with the results found in (4.75), (4.77) and (4.79).
In the orthogonal case, the contribution of (t, t' , "( 0 1)) with t

=f t' has

just to be added to the unitary formula. Since from (4.105) and (4.106) this
contribution is the same in the two conventions, the final results still coincide,
and they read
CMF

_

[0:,0:') -

c xMF _ 1 + 80:,0:' + 80:,&'
[0:,0:'] -

(2B)2

(4.108)

which is also in agreement with the results found in (4.75), (4.77) and (4.79).
It seems that there is no particular reason for working with the crossed

convention since it provides the same exact results and the same mean field
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results as the parallel convention. In the following chapter, the exact formulae
are approximated beyond the mean field calculations. It will he sC'cn that, at
this higher level, the parallel and crossed predictions will then differ from each
other, and the crossed formulae will yield an cosier interpretation.

4.4

Mean Field and Universality

The mean field autocorrelation functions (4.81) and (4.85) for the unitary and
orthogonal symmetry classes only depend on the quantum graph through its
volume 2B, and are thus universal results. Moreover, it is important to realize
that these formulae agree with the universal Gaussian models (2.61) and (2.70),
which are built from heuristic considerations in Section 2.2.
In particular, the mean field theory predicts asymptotic quantum ergodicity
for any increasing sequence of quantum graphs. The mean field fluctuations
of an observable V with

V=

0 read
:F,MF = '" tr(V L)2
V

(4.109)

(trL)2 '

which also coincides with the fluctuations (2.4 7) coming from the long diagonal
orbits formula. They decay in an universal way like

n- 1 as n --+ 00, and they

are twice larger if time-reversal invariance is conserved.
In [14], it is shown that the increasing sequence of star graphs is not quantum ergodic. The star graph with B bonds is the simple graph with V

= B+ 1

vertices whose connectivity matrix satisfies C1,; = 1 and Ci,k = 0 for any
j, k E N v \ {I}. Besides, in [12], some increasing sequences arc proved to

be ergodic. These indications show that the quantum ergodicity issue is not
completely captured by the mean field theory.
In Chapter 5, the autocorrelation functions arc approximated beyond the
mean field level. The non-universal corrections obtained in this way give criteria for asymptotic quantum ergodicity to be met, or for the Gaussian models
to apply, in which case the increasing sequence of graphs is said fully universal.
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The Gaussian Correction
5.1

Beyond Mean Field Theory

In Theorem 3.4, or equivalently in Corollary 3.5, the exact generating function
C;[o:)

is represented as a superintegral over supermatrix variables Z and

Z. In

Chapter 4, a subset of the matrices (Z, Z), namely the zero mode, is isolated,
and the integral over this subset provides the mean field generating function

c;f!f in (4.10).

In the same chapter, the mean field autocorrelation functions

C~r are then obtained from substituting

c;f!r for C;[o:) in Theorem 3.l.

In this chapter, the exact generating function

C;[nJ

is replaced with a trun-

cated generating function

(5.1)
where the Gaussian generating function C;~) (j) is obtained from the exact
superintegral representation in Corollary 3.5 by a Gaussian expansion of the
action around the zero mode.
In fact, the Gaussian generating function is more easily obtained by first
performing the superintegral in Corollary 3.5 over the whole second order
action and then removing the contribution of the zero mode. This calculation
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strategy reads
G ( .)

{[a)

J

{~~(j)

(5.2)

= ~[a)
t'MF(2)( ')'
J

where the second order generating function is written

{~~(j) =
The action

S(2)[Z,

J

d(2)(Z,

Z) e- s (2)[Z,zl.

(5.3)

Z] is obtained by developing the exact nction 5[Z, Zj in

Corollary 3.5 to second order around the zero mode configuration (Zo, Zo) =
(0,0), which corresponds to Q = afA in terms of Q matriccs. It rends

S(2)[Z, Z] = str (ZZ -

~.7,Z' .7.Z - ~ZS!Z'

s,) .

(5.4)

Notice that a true second order expansion of the exnct nction 5(Zo + 6Z, 20 +

c5Z) in the fields (6Z, 6Z) orthogonal to the saddle-point mnnifold pnrametrized
by (Zo, Zo) would yield a decomposition SMF(Zo, 20 ) + 8('2) (6Z, 6Zj Zo, Zo). In
such an expansion, the second order action

S(2)

still depends on the sruldlc-

point (Zo, Zo) around which the second order is calculated. The calculation
scheme described in (5.1)-(5.4) then corresponds to shift (Zo, 20 ) -+ (0,0) in
S(2).

This is justified if the complete (Z, Z) manifold looks the same around

each mean field configuration (Zo, Zo), which we will assume. The mensure
d(2) (Z,

Z) is taken so. that the superintegrru gives one if all the sources nrc set to

zero. It is the product of the Lebesgue measure for each commuting component
and the Berezin measure for each anticommuting component. The s('Cond order
mean field generating function is obtained by restricting the integral in (5.3)
onto the zero mode, that is
(5.5)
with

SMF(2)[y] =

~str (2 - e- 2t )1I.,A ® YY - :JrY:Ja Y).

(5.6)

Then, by Theorem 3.1, the derivatives c5~[nlt defined as in (3.11), lead to
the formulae

C[a]

for the autocorrelation functions. Property 4.2 statcs that if

02

5.1. Beyond Mean Field Theory
the only source ja is set to zero, the whole function ~~r becomes identically
equal to one, and the same happens to be true for ~~ and ~~r2). Hence, if
the only advanced derivative is first performed
8 C (0 . ) _ 8 CMF(O . )
8 ,"(2)(0 .)
8 c MF (2)(0 . )
-8' "'[0] ,Jr --8' "'[0] ,Jr +-8' "'[0] ,Jr --8' "'[0]
,Jr'
Ja

Ja

Ja

(5.7)

Ja

When a first retarded derivative is performed on (5.7), all the terms become
singular at

€ -+

O. If sEN retarded derivatives are performed on the mean

field part of (5.7), then (4.32) and (4.33) show that the Laurent series start
with a

C

S

term. The same will be true for the second order and the mean

field second order generating functions. Hence, in the decomposition
~-

U~[o) =

all the terms behave like

~cMF

U"'[o)

€-(q-l)

~

(2)

+ U~[o)

-

~

MF(2)

U~[o)

(5.8)

,

if [0] is a list of q directed bonds. Together

with Theorem 3.1, this identity leads to the truncated autocorrelation functions

(5.9)
where the mean field autocorrelation functions

Ct!F are those obtained in

Chapter 4, and the Gaussian autocorrelation functions C~) are defined by
G _.

C[o) =

(2€)q-l

[(2)

~~ 2B(q _ I)! <5~[0]

MF(2)]

-

<5~[o]

•

(5.10)

In fact, the second order generating function ~~ will be decomposed even
further. The supermatrices Z and

Z introduced in

(3.60) must be diagonal

in the bond space Ab but do not need to be diagonal in the 2-dimensional
direction space Ai. The second order action 8(2)[Z, Z] splits as

8(2) [Z, Z] =

8(2)

(dd)

[zdiag zdiag ]
,

+8(2) [zdiag

(do)'

where

zdiag

and

zdiag

ZOff]

+ 8(2)
[ZOff ZOff]
(00)'
+ 8(2)

(od)

denote the modes in Z and

[zoff , zdiag] ,

(5.11)

Z that are diagonal in Ad,

and zoff and zoff denote the modes in Z and Z that are off-diagonal in Ad' In
Section 5.2, the off-diagonal modes, and hence the actions 8~!~), 8~~~) and 8~~),
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are discarded, and the integration (5.3) yields n generating function (~t(dJ)'
In Section 5.3, the full second order nction (5.11) is tnken into nccount, nnd
the result of the superintegral reads
,"(2)( .)

~[a)

,"(2)

(.)

J = ~[a).(dd) J

,",2)
(j) e(2) ( .)
"[01.(00)
• '(o],(da) J ,

(5.12)

where ~~t(oo) comes from only retaining the ofr·dingonnlmod('S

Zttff

and

ZofT in

the superintegral. The generating function e~t(JJ) contnins tl contrihution of
the zero mode that has to be removed. Dy contrn..c;t, the (00) and (tid) functions
have no mean field components since both Y nnd

Y in (5.G) nrc dingonnl

direction space. The Gaussian generating function (5.2)

ClUJ

in

thus be written
(5.13)

with

c

( .)

e(a}.(dd)

d 2)

J =

( ')

'Ia},(dd) J
,MF(2) ( .)

'[a]

(5.H)

t

J

and

e~),(oo)(j) = e~?(oo)(j), e~),(tlo)(j) = e~~l.(~I)(j).
\Vhen the derivative of e~)(j) with respect to the ndvnllccd source
formed and evaluated at

ia = 0,

(5.15)

;0 is per-

the contributions of the four Nccond order

generating functions involved in (5.13) arc ndditive as in (5.7). Desidcs,

if s

retarded derivatives are taken on the (dd) or on the (do) Gal1~ian gcncrnting
function, the result, evaluated at jr

= 0, hns n Laurcnt serics stnrting wit.h

c B • By contrast, taking retarded derivatives on the (00)
does not create any singularity at

f

gcncrnting fUllction

= O. IIcnce,

and
f

q-ht G
U~[a!,(dd)

= f q-l

[.1'e(2)
U~[a!,(dd) -

.1't MF (2)]
u'[a!

+ O( ~ ).

(5.17)

Together with the definition (5.10), the cquntion (5.1G) shows thnt the Gnussian autocorrelation also splits

(5.18)
D·l
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where
G
_.
C(o.),(dd) = !~

(2€)q-l [(2)
2B(q _ I)! 8~[o.),(dd)

8
-

MF(2)]

~[o.J

(5.19)

'

and
G
_.
C[o.),(do) = !~

5.2

(2€)q-l
(2)
2B(q _ 1)!8~[0.),(dO).

(5.20)

Diagonal Modes in Direction Space

5.2.1

Second Order Generating Function

In this section, only the modes Z and

.i that

are diagonal in the amplitude

space.A are considered. These modes are written zdiag and
for notation convenience, they are merely denoted by Z and

zdiag

in (5.11) but,

Z throughout this

section. The second order superintegral (5.3) restricted to the diagonal modes
then yields the generating function

et:J,(dd).

The diagonal modes

Z

and

Z are

parametrized in time-reversal space as follows,

(5.21)
and their generalized transposes read
and
The modes ZJ,
Let

K.

(5.22)

.iJ, Z3 and .i3 only exist if time-reversal invariance is conserved.

be the parameter such that

K.

= 1 if this symmetry is broken, and

K.

=

2

if it is conserved.
It is straightforward to check that the color-flavor requirements

and

.iFF =

.iBB =

Z~B

-ZtF imply that
(5.23)

for any i EN". Each block of these matrices is 2B x 2B and diagonal.
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\Vhen the parametrizations (5.21) nnd (5.22) nrc pluMed into (5..1), the
diagonal modes in time-reversal space, which nrc indexed by 1 nnd .1, nrc
coupled together, and do not mix with the orr·dingonal ones indexed by 2 and
3. As a consequence, the restriction of the second order action

S(2)

to the

diagonal modes can be decomposed as
(2)
S (dd)

(2)D
= S(dd)
+(~ -

)

(5.2~)

(2)C

1 S(dd)

where the diffusion action S~~ contains the modes indexed by 1 nnd 4 only,
whereas the cooperon action S~~f only involves the modes indexed by 2 and
3. Hence, the generating function {~t(dd) factorizes as
(2)D
(2)

~[o),(dd)

_
e[ol.(dd)
- { t(2)D d2)C

~[oJ,(dd)~[o).(dd)

where, for

0

= D, a,
t'(2)o

'I. [o],(dd)

=

J

d(2)o(Z
(dd)'

if ti, = 1

(5.25)

if /'i, = 2

i) e-s~~~)[Z,Z) •

(5.26)

In (5.26), the measures d~2)(Z, Z) arc

d~2f(Z, Z) =

IT (IT
/3=1

dZIBBfjdZjDDfj dZlFF(JdZJFFIJ)

'=1,4

7r

7r

.dZlBF/3dZ1FD/3dZlDF/3dZlFDP

·dZ~BFpdZ4FDfjdZ4BF{3dZ4FD /J
and

Z)
d(2)C(Z
(dd)
,

_IT (II
/3=1

(5.27)

dZIBDfjdZjDBIJ dZIFFfJdZJFFtJ)

'=2,3

7r

7r

.dZ2BF/3dZ2FB/3dZ;BF/3dZ2FDfJ
.dZ3DFfjdZ3FD(JdZ3BFfjdZ3FDfj.

(5.28)

After some algebra, the two actions S~~~f and S~~~f arc found to be

s~2f
(2)C

S(dd)

-

str (ZIZI

-

t -t
str ( Z2Z2
+ Z3Z3

+ zlil- JrZ!Jai l
-
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-

ZIS! Z!S()

- T -t
t Tt Z3 S()
JrZ3Ja
Z2 - Z2S(

(5.29)
(5.30)

5.2. Diagonal Modes in Direction Space
In order to perform the diffusion and cooperon integrals in (5.26), the
supertraces in (5.29) and (5.30) must be explicit ely expanded in Bose-Fermi
space. Besides, from the expressions (5.27)-(5.30), it can be noticed that the
cooperon second order generating function defined in (5.25), which only exists
if K

= 2, that is if sr = S, can be obtained from the diffusion one by replacing

Ja with J'[. It is thus sufficient to calculate ~~~~dd)' and the result for ~~~~dd)

will then follow from this correspondence. Let us define for each f3 E

N2B

(5.31)

The vectors ZIOP and ZIOP contain the commuting parameters of ZIP and ZIP
respectively, and the vectors

zlop and zlop contain those of zl/3 and zl/3. Sim-

ilarly, the anticommuting variables of the diffusion action are arranged in the
vectors
ZlIi3

= (ZlBF' ZlFB)/3 ,

ZlI/3 = (

ZlBF) ,
ZlFB

zlIi3 = (Z4BF ,Z4FB)/3 , zlI/3 = (
Collecting the 2B row-vectors ZlO/3 (resp.
row vector ZIO Crespo
from ZlOP and

z!o)·

~:BF
)
Z4FB

(5.32)
/3
/3

zlop) together, one can write a larger

The column-vectors ZlO and zlo are formed similarly

z!op, and one proceeds in the same way with the anticommuting

variables in (5.32). Let us introduce the 2B x 2B matrix s defined from the
Bose-Bose blocks of the source supermatrices Ja and JT by

(5.33)
This matrix has the properties

(5.34)
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and

(5.35)
A direct expansion of (5.29) in Bose-Fermi spnce th(,11 lrn(t" to
-

( 'U.J,.)

.(0,0) )

)

( .,
•0)

-,
:.0

1.4 ® 12x2

(5.36)

for the part of S~~ involving the commuting \'nrinbl(~, nml
S(2)D _ (t )
(dd)I ZlI, Z4I

1.4 ® (~1

(

A)

(,u •.

O) '(OJ ..

») ) (

:11 )

(5.37)

o-t
1.40(_tA)
=d

Af,01')(2

for the part involving the anticommuting vnriables. NotiC'(, thnt thr:>C fornmlac
depend on the scattering matrix Se

= e- cS ouly through tit(! c1nssicnl mnp

Af( = e- 2( Af it generates.

By (5.26), (5.27), (5.36) and (5.37), the supcrintcgrnl defining e~~~fJJ) l"
Gaussian. Therefore, the formula (B.30) for Gnnssinn 8ur)(~rintrgrnt"

CAn

be

applied, and the quadratic forms (5.36) and (5.37) lend to
(2)D

_

det (1.4 - s(ja, O)Af,) det (1,.4 - S(O,jr).\fc)

{[oJ (dd)

-

det ( 1.4 - Ale ) det ( 1.4 - s(ja,jr)J.I. )

.

(5.38)
•

The cooperon generating function {~~~d(l) is obtnined from (5.38) hy replncing

s with

SO

defined by
(5.39)

It reads
(2)0

_

{[oJ ,(tid)

-

det (1.4 -

sO (jell

(

0) .Me) det (1.4 - tl' (0, jr) .\1. )
)

(

)

det 1,.4 - A!, det 1,.4 - SC(j4,jr)}'/c

(5..t0)
•

From these explicit formulae, the following property is cnslly 6('('11 to hold.

and ir in a sufficiently small neighborhood of tilt.

Property 5.1 For any

ia

origin, and for any 0

{D, e},

E

~f!t(dd)(ja, 0) = {~l~(dtl)(O,jr) = 1.
. I
.
t
d 2 )C) t(2)C
In parl'tcu
ar, the same 1.5
true Jor
the prodtLct '[o).(tlcI)'rn).(d./)'
DS

(5..11)
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As a consequence, if the advanced derivative is taken on e~~,(dd) and evaluated
at ja = 0, one gets

a

(2)

(

.)

8ja e[o],(dd) O,Jr

8

(2)D.

)

8

(2)C

(

.)

-

8ja e[o),(dd)(O,Jr) + (K. - 1 8ja e[OJ,(dd) O,Jr

-

[Qt?:r],(dd) (jr) - Qt?:r),(dd) (0)]

+(K. - 1) [Q~l,(dd)(jr) - Q~l,(dd)(O)],

(5.42)

where the function Q[o),(dd) reads

-

-

eliA - SO(ja,jr)M
8ja det (]A - SO(O,jr)Af

-

tr

[~;: (0,jr)AfE1 _ sO(~,jr)MJ .

8 det

Q[o),(dd) (jr)

E)

E)

ja=O

(5.43)

The last equality is a consequence of Theorem C.4.

5.2.2

Autocorrelation Functions of Second Degree

The next step towards the calculation of the Gaussian autocorrelation functions C~),(dd) is to perform the retarded derivatives on (5.43). In this subsection, we only consider autocorrelation functions

C[a,a']

of degree two. The

calculation scheme presented here is then carried further to functions of higher
degrees in the next subsection. In Section 4.3, the formulae (4.94) and (4.95)
introduce two different conventions for the source supermatrices Ja(ja) and

Jr(jr), called parallel and crossed conventions. They are shown to provide the
same exact and mean field autocorrelation functions. In this subsection, the
Gaussian autocorrelation functions C[~,a,),(dd) generated by the diagonal modes
are computed with both these conventions, and it is shown that the resulting
expressions do not coincide.
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Derivatives of the Second Order Generating Function

In the case of autocorrelation functions of degree 2, there ili only one retnrdcd
source Jr' The derivative of (5.43) with respect to this sOllrce yields

Jd 2)o

"'[ar,ar'l,(dd)

{)

0

(

=

ajr Q[o,o').(dd) 0

-

t [Af,
r 1_

)

Af,8r 1 _Af,AI,8a + 1 _A/(Aft 8ra1,
0

0

where s~, s: and s~a respectively denote the derivatives of
jr, ja, and jr and

(5.44)

0

.'10

with respect to

Ja, all evaluated at ir = ia = O.

The functions s°{jr, ia) depend on the convention chosen. For the parallel
convention (4.94), the definitions (5.33) and (5.3D) of S°(jr,ja) }('rui to the
derivatives

o - EO,o

'S4 -

(5.45)

SD
- EoI.oI
r SD
ra = J o.ar,EO,o

sO
ra = urA.....a,Eo,n

If the crossed convention (4.95) is preferred, and if diag(X) denotes the ma-

trix obtained from X by setting all its non-diagonal components to zero, one
obtains
S:D = diag (Eo',o)

s:D

= diag (Eo/,o)

sxD
=
ra

s~o

= ding (E&I,&)

(SAG)

s:o = ding (Eal,a)

Ear'.ar

Let us first consider the diffusion generating function J~~~~~),((t.I). In the
parallel convention, (5.45) plugged into (5.44) provides

J ,(2)D

_

"'[o,a'l,(dd) -

J

I

ar,o

(

M()

1 - M,

O,Q

+ (Af,)
1 - 1.1.
(

0,01'

(Af')
1 - AI
(

0',0'

'

(S.47)

while in the crossed convention, (5.46) rather leads to

x(2)D

_ (

J~[o,a/l,(dd) =

M€ )

1 - AI.

(

a,a '

(Af')
+ Ja,Ol ( 1 -M()
M
1 - AI
( a,a
(

0,0

.

(S.48)

These formulae have a natural interpretation in terms of orbits on the graph.
However, these orbits, which are followed with the classical map AI, nrc different in the two formulae if a

=1=

a'. In the next subsection, the oIT-diagonal
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orbits will not modify the parallel expression, but they will add a contribution
to the crossed one.
The corresponding cooperon expressions are

6~[a,a'),(dd) =
(2)C

6&,a'

(

ME)

1_

M

f

••
a,a

+

(Mf)
(Mf)
11M.
f a,a'

M

(5.49)

• '
a',a

f

with the parallel convention, and

6~[a,a'J,(dd) =
x (2)C

_

6 a ,,&

(Mf)
1_
M

f

••
a,a

+ 6a,a'

(Mf)
(Mf)
11 - AI
M.
f
a,a

f

..

(5.50)

a,a

with the crossed convention.
It is interesting to notice that these results coincide with those obtained

from the diagonal approximation in Section 3.2. The calculation reported in
Section 3.2 uses the parallel convention, which is why the formula (3.39) coincides with (5.47) and its cooperon counterpart coincides with (5.49). However,
the same calculation with the crossed convention produces the results (5.48)
and (5.50).

Mean Field Contribution
According to the calculation scheme presented in Section 5.1, the second order
mean field generating function has to be calculated, and its derivatives have
to be subtracted from the previous second order formulae. Let us temporarily
allow for several retarded sources grouped in ir. The mean field modes satisfy

y

=

yr, and can thus be parametrized

Y=

YD Yo)
( YJafF Yi

(5.51)

in time-reversal space. If the graph is in the unitary class, the cooperon modes
Ycand Yc in (5.51) vanish. The second order mean field action (5.6) splits
into a diffusion and a cooperon parts,

SMF(2)

= SMF(2)D

+ SMF(2)C, where

SMF(2)D

_

str ((2 - e- 2f ) YDYD ®:D.A - JrYDJaYD)

SMF(2)C

_

str

((2 -

e- 2f ) YoYo ® :D.A - JrYoJ[Yo) .
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These expressions can be developed in Bose-Fermi space, and the supermatrix
in the resulting quadratic form has inverse 8uperdctcrminant
CMF(2)0 _

"'[0:]

(1 - e- 2( -

0») (1 - e- 2( - 0'°(0, ir))
(1 - e-2() (1 - e- 2( - O'o(ja,ir»)

-

0'0 (ja ,

(5.54)

where

. Jr
.) _= 2B
1 ""
.){3,/3'
a o(Ja,
L-.9 0('Ja,3r

-

1•

(5.55)

{3,/3'

and sD and se are the functions defined in (5.33) and (5.39). The sC'Cond order
mean field generating function is thus
MF(2) _

{(o:]

{~r(2)D

{

-

if K = 1

c MF (2)Dc MF (2)C

<"[0:)

if ~

"[0:)

(5.56)

=2

Notice that the expression (5.54) has the following property.
Property 5.2 For any

ia and ir

in a sufficiently small neighborhood of the

origin, and for any 0 E {D, C},
c M F(2)0(j 0) - c M F(2)0(0

'"(o:]

at

'10:)

-

t

3r. ) -- 1.

(5.57)

In particular, the same is true for the product e~r2)D e~r2)C.
Let us come back to autocorrelation fUllctions of d('grro 2, for which a
single retarded source has to be considered. Tho advanced and the retarded
derivatives can be taken on e~~~~)O t and one ensily gets
MF(2)o

o~[a,a')

=

(

1_

1

e-2( ) 2 O'rO'a.

+(

1
1 _ e- 2f )

CT ra ,

where the indices r and a denote the derivati\'(~ taken on

CT,

(5.58)

whicll arc all

evaluated at the origin. These derivatives read

O'~ = 2~

uf = 2~J

O'f

= 21

O'~ = 2~J

D
0'ra.

=

",
-!!&!!..
21J

C
6,
0'ra =..!!..!!..
21.1
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for the parallel convention, and
(jxD
a

=

00<,0/
2B

xD _
(jr
-

°2B,0<'

xD _
(jra -

2B

0

~[a,a']

_

_

= 00<,0<'

(jxe

=

2B

r

1

xC _
(jra -

for the crossed convention. Hence, for

ocMF (2)o

(jxe
a

0

E

oa,cx.1 (
1)
2B 1 - e- 2€
2e
Oa.cx.1 (
)
2B 1 - e- 2e

e-

00<,0/
2B
0&,0<'

(5.60)

2B

{D,G}, (5.58) becomes

1

+ (2B)2
+

1
(2B)2

(

1

1 - e- 2e

(e-e2e

1-

2e

)2

(5.61)

)2

1

(5.62)

+ (2B)2£ + 0(1)
with the parallel convention, and

O~XMF(2)O
[a,a']

_
_

Oo,D + oo,eo&,al (
1 )
2B
1 - e- 2e
2e
Oo,D + Oo,eO&.al ( e)
2B
1 - e- 2e
Oacx.1
(
+ (2B)2£ + 0 1)

oa,al (
1 )
(2B)2 1 - e- 2e
+ Oa.al ( e- 2e )
(2B)2 1 - e- 2e

+

2

(5.63)

2

(5.64)

with the crossed convention. The formulae (5.62) and (5.64), which are obtained from (5.61) and (5.63) by a Taylor expansion, will provide an interpretation of these zero mode results in the next paragraph.

Gaussian Autocorrelation FUnctions .
The mean field contributions (5.61) and (5.63) have to be subtracted from the
second order formulae (5.47)-(5.50). Let us first consider the parallel formulae.
In Corollary 1.2 the matrix ME (l - A1e)-1 is decomposed as the sum of an
uniform part 11)(11, which is singular in

E,

and a remaining regular matrix

R. Making use of this corollary and of the formulae (5.47) and (5.61) , a

direct calculation shows that the diffusion Gaussian autocorrelation functions

Gg:~/l,(dd) read
G,D
G[a,a'j,(dd)
-

-

2 )D
rE~ B€ [rcC
v~[a,cx./],(dd) -

rcMF(2)D]

u~[cx.,ct'J

Rcx.al + Rcx.1cx.
2
(2B)2
- (2B)3·
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Let us now make a couple of importnnt remnrks which provide n method for
computing the Gaussian quantities from tho second order om'S without hm'ing
to consider the second order mean field inh'grals. An ('xpn'.SSiull like (5.4i)
for 8~~~~J,(dd) can be seen as the sum of several contributions. One of these
contributions is obtained from choosing in ant! term of (5..17) the unifonn or
the massive components 11)(11 or R of AI,(l - .\1.)-1 in c.'nch factor ;\1,(1 Af()-l. Notice that such a contribution bchnv{!S like

(1~:~2.) n if the unifonn

contribution is chosen n times. The crucial point is that the contributions
where the uniform component is systemnticnlly ch()S(~n originate from the zero
mode, as it can be seen in (5.47) and (5.G2). IIl'llec, rrmo\'ing the mc.'Ul
field contribution kills all such tcrms. Among the rrmnining contrihutions to

8~~~~),(dd)! only the most singular on~ can slIrvivo tho limit (

-t

0 pro\;ding

the Gaussian autocorrelation functions (S.GS). 1'11('$0 coJltributions originate
from the term of (5.47) of second degree in .1\1,(1- .\1,)-1, and thcy nrc found
by choosing the massive component R exnctly once.

Th(~(~

()bscrvntions sct up

a correspondence between zero mode and uniform rompon<'llt of ;\1,(1- .lIc)-1
and provide at the same time n method to removo the contributions of the zero
mode without having to explicitly computo them.
There is however n small correction that h11." to be ndd('(l to the prc\'ious
construction, namely, the second ratio in {5.GG}. This nclcUtional contribution
comes from the last tcrm in (5.G2), which in turns is due to the filet that the
mean field second order integrals exhibit the uniform ('olllpuncnt of (1- .\1,)-1
rather than the uniform component of Alc(l- AI,)-I. This npplUl~ntly surprising conclusion originatcs from the relation

f' = }'" fulfi1l(~1 hy the zero mode.

Indeed, if this relation is relaxed, the corr<~p()nding sl'c(md urd('r mean firld integrals exhibit the uniform component of AI,(I- .\1.)-1. D(~ide:;, if the gcncInl
modes Z and

Z are constrained to satisfy Z = Z", tho IIlntrix occurring in the

formulae for the derivativcs of the gcnemting functions is not ,\I, (1 - .\1,)-1,
as in (5.47)-(5.50), but rather (1 - JUett. Notico howcv('r thnt the additionnl
contribution in (5.66) is of higher order in
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interested in asymptotically large B, this term is of minor importance. The
previous construction of the Gaussian autocorrelation functions can still be
modified in order to take this lower order term into account. From an expression for the derivatives of a second order generating function, the contribution
of the zero mode is obtained by systematically substituting (1- e- 2 €)-111)(11
for ME (l- M€)-l.
Let us now turn to the cooperon Gaussian autocorrelation functions in
the parallel formalism. If the graph is not time-reversal invariant, there are
no cooperon modes, and hence C[~:~'),(dd) =

o.

If the graph is time-reversal

invariant, (5.49) and (5.62) imply
•

cG,G

[a,a'l,(dd)

€

[r

(2)C

MF(2)C]

~~ B u~[a,a'l,(dd) - 8~[a,a'l

(5.67)

Roa' + Ra,o
2
(2B)2
- (2B)3'

(5.68)

It can be checked that this formulae also follow from (5.49) and the construction mentioned above. As in (5.66), the last term in (5.68) is of higher order
in B- 1 and is due to the fact that the second order mean field integral involves
the uniform contribution of (1 - Aff)-I instead of M f (l - Me)-I.
Let us now investigate these autocorrelation functions within the crossed
formalism. As before, the explicit formula (5.64) for the mean field derivatives

8~~~!~(2)O can be used to remove the mean field contribution from 8~[:~~~(dd)
in (5.48) and (5.50), or equivalently, this mean field contribution can directly
be spotted in (5.48) and (5.50) using the association between mean field and
uniform component of (1 - A/f)-I. With both methods, one easily gets
CxG,D

[a,a'J,(dd)

-

-

lim':" [8cX(2)D
_ 8 cXMF (2)D]
£--+0 B
~[a,Q'],(dd)
~[a,o:/]
8 2Raa
2
a,a' (2B)2 - 8a,a' (2B)3'

(5.69)
(5.70)

and, if the graph is orthogonal, the cooperon auto correlations read
cxG,G

[a,a'J,(dd)

-

!~ ~ [8~[:~!W(dd) - 8~[:~~(2)C]

(5.71)

8

(5.72)

a,a'

Roa+Rao
2
(2B)2
- 8a,cl (2B)3'
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If the graph is unitary, Ct:;Ztdd)

= O.

In summary, the expressions (5.66), (5.68), (5.70) and (5.72) imply that
the Gaussian autocorrelation functions C~'Q'J,(dd) read

eG

_

Ro:o:'

+ Ro:,o: + (K -

1) (RnQI

+ Rola)

(2B)2

lo:,o:'J,(dd) -

2~

- (28)3

(5.73)

in the parallel convention, and
xG
c [o:,o:'),(dd)
--

G
00,0' C [o,Q'J,(dd)

(5.74)

in the crossed convention.
The formulae (5.73) and (5.74) show that the predictions of the pnrnllel
and crossed conventions do not agree at the Gaussian level, at lcost if only the
diagonal modes are considered.

5.2.3

Autocorrelation Functions of lligher Degrees

In this subsection, the result (5.73) of the parallel convention is generalized to
autocorrelation of arbitrarily high degree. Let [a] ==
q non-necessarily different directed bonds, and let

i

[00, ... ,Oq-l] be n list of

= u,,,jlt .. . jq_t)T be the

vector containing the sources. In (5.42), the derivative with respect to j4 has
already been taken on ~~~~dd) for

0~(2)0
~[o),(dd)

0

E

{D, C}. One hns now to compute

q-l

-IT D{). QO

-

[0)

k=l

(0 ) ,

(5.75)

Jk

where Q[a) is defined in (5.43). Then, the corresJlonding Elutocorrela.tion function are given by the formula
eGo
[o),(dd)

r (2e)q-l O,Go
= (~ 2B(q _ 1)1 "'[o),(dd)

(5.7G)

where the Gaussian derivatives O~~J.(dd) arc obtained by removing the zero
mode contribution to 6~~?~dd)'
Let us now take the q - 1 retarded derivatives in (5.75). From (5.43), and

if Sk stands for the derivative of s(j) with respect to ik evaluated at the origin,
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an inductive argument on q shows that these derivatives satisfy
q-l
€

8~[a],(dd) =
(2)0

q-l
€

L tr [

Sa

M
1 _ M€ II
€

q-l

M]
1 _ M€ + r(€, M),
€

Su(k)

(5.77)

k=l

UESq-l

where r contains either G(€) terms or terms depending on M only through its
uniform 11}{11 component. Notice that the right-hand side of (5.77) contains a
diverging term in

Cl.

However, this term will be seen to come from the zero

mode, as in 5.2.2. Besides, the definitions (5.33) and (5.39) of the functions s
and

sO

lead to the derivatives
(5.78)

for any k E Nq-

l.

Let us first consider the diffusion quantities. Plugging the

diffusion derivatives in (5.78) into (5.77) then yields
q-l

2
),D
q-li"d
€
u"'[a),(dd)

= € q-l

""'

L...J

IT (1 _M€)
M

uESq

k=O

€

+ r (E, M)

(5.79)

(3k,{3cr(k)

transitive

Here, the sum is over the transitive permutations of Sq, namely the permutations having one q-cycle.
The zero mode contribution to (5.79) has now to be extracted from this
expression. From the observations made after (5.66), this contribution is found
by replacing all the factors AI€(l - M€)-l in (5.79) with (1 - e- 2 €)-lI1)(11.
Following this procedure, one gets
rcG,D
(2 € )q-l u"'[aJ,(dd)'=

(5.80)

(5.81)

Let us briefly comment (5.80). The first term is obtained from (5.79) by
choosing the uniform component of M€(l- M€)-l in all the factors. It contains
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the whole divergency hidden in (5.70). The fnetor (q - 1)' is the number of
transitive permutations in Sq. The last term or (5.80) ('()rr~ponds to taking the
massive part R of Af(1- .Af,)-l in exactly one fnetor of (5.70) nnd the unifonn
component in the q - 1 other factors. This term UdUl\,("~ like

C{q-l)

and is

thus the important one for our purpo:;cs. The fnetor ('I - 2)' is the number
of transitive permutations (j in Sq satisfying u(k) = I. for some ftxrd dements
k, I E {O, ... q - I}. Finally, the second term of (5.80) iii tIm rontriuution of

the zero mode to (5.70), which has to he rcmowd.
The diffusion autocorrelation functions can be <1('(lu('('<1 from (5.76) and
(5.81). They read
'1-1

GG,D
[ol.(dd)

1 "R

= (q _ 1)(2B)'I L.,

f/

(5.82)

nAn, - (2D)9+1

1.;.1-0

"~l

The corresponding cooperon autocorrelntion function is IlOIl-zero if nml only
if time-reversal symmetry is conserved, in which

rllS(!

the dcrimth1'S (5.7S)

indicate that it can be found by substituting 6 0 for 0'0 in the diffusion identity
(5.82). Notice that these results indeed spccinlizc to (5.73)

5.3
5.3.1

M

(1

= 2.

Off-Diagonal Modes in Direction Space
The Full Second Order GCllcrnting PUllction

In Section 5.2, only the modes Z nnd Z thnt nrc diogonnl in th(~ dirrction spnC<',
and hence in the whole amplitude spnce A, ho\'e

h('(~n

tllkcn into aC'COunt.

Here, this hypothesis is relaxed, and the possihle modifkntic>I1s of the previous
formulae arc investigated. One can keep the! parnlJ1{!trizntiull (5.21) of Z and

Z in time-reversal space,

and hence the fOrJImll\(,! (0.20) nnd (5.30) also hold

in the presence of off-diagonal modes. This implirs in particular thnt all the
cooperon formulae, which exist only if timc..'-ro\'enml in\'t\rionC'c is rol~;.;rnro,
can be found from their diffusion count(!rpnrts by replncing J.U.) with J.U.)T.
One can thus temporarily concentrate on tho diffusion
108
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the pure blocks Zjssl, s, s' E {B, F}, are in general not diagonal in the direction
space, so that the color-flavor requirement (5.23) has to be replaced with

Zj = (ZjBB ZjBF)
ZjFB ZjFF

and

Zj =

~JBB
ZjBtF).
_

( ZjFB -ZjFF

(5.83)

The idea is to distinguish between modes that are diagonal in direction
space and those that are off-diagonal. For this purpose, let us introduce the
convenient notations
g -

= Z /3/3

Z /3dia

and

= Z /3i3,

zoff -

/3

(5.84)

and similarly for Z. These definitions produce twice more modes, which are
now diagonal in A. The quadratic action couples diagonal modes with themselves, which is precisely the part treated in Section 5.2, off-diagonal modes
with themselves, and diagonal modes with off-diagonal modes.
The integration scheme used here is similar to the one that leads to the
explicit formula (5.38) for ~~~fdd) in terms of four determinants. Let us first
focus on the commuting components Zjss of the fields. The row and column
vectors defined in (5.31), whose purpose is to write the diagonal action Sf;~f
as a quadratic form, are adapted to the situation where the fields Z and Z are
doubled according to (5.84). Let us define
-

_

W/3 -

where

(-diag

tdiag

zHi , Z40

-off

toff)

,Z10, Z40

(5.85)

/3

z{6ag and zlgiag are formed with the diagonal modes of Z10 and zlo defined

in (5.31), and z~g and

zlgff are formed with the off-diagonal ones.

We proceed

in the same way with the column vectors and introduce
w = (zd~ag
/3

T

-t~iag

1 0 ' Z40

T

o!.f T

, ZlO

-toff T) T
, Z40
•

The supertrace of the diffusion quadratic action

(5.86)

/3

S(2)D,

which is given by the

right-hand side of (5.29), can be explicit ely written in Bose-Fermi space. One
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finds

Zlrn)
t
Z4FF

Scblda.~d:t
bl.dlda

. ( ZlDB ZlDr )
ZIFB

t

S'~t4.bldl

Z

IFF

J....

.,-~.

}

(5.87)

•

dJ d..

Here, the summation over repeated indices is implicit. The (~xprrssion (5.87)
is a complex quadratic form in the commuting components of the fields Z and

Z.

It generalizes the formula (5.36) for the dingonal quadrntic nction

S:;:.

Indeed, this diagonal action is recovered if only the modes dingonal in direction
space are retained from the full expression (5.87).
A careful inspection of (5.87) shows thnt the part S~2)1) c(mtnining the
commuting variables can be written
21J

S~2)D

=E

(5.SS)

1VI1BpIJ,U1(f'

11.11'-1

where the 16B x 16B matrix B is of the form

1,.4 ® 1 2x2

B=

_ ('UdJ~)

.(0,0)

)

0

-A{j",jr)

-}.!, ® 12x2

1,.4 ® 12)(2

-(i,

0

0

-D{jt"jr)

X

-C{j",jr)

-rt,

0

-IC.,

}'
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where A, B, C, 9£1 110 ICl , X and Y remain to be discovered, the function s
is defined in (5.33), and

ME

=

e- 2E M is the classical map. In particular, the

block (1,1) of B couples the diagonal modes together, and it indeed coincides
with (5.36). The other blocks involve the off-diagonal modes, and are still to
be calculated. In (5.89), some zeroes have however been anticipated in these
blocks. They partly come from the lack of coupling between z~6ag and z~g on
one hand, and between

zrg

and z~6ag on the other, in the quadr~tic action

(5.87). Similarly, the lack of coupling between

zlgia

g

and z15~' and between

zl;t and z!g~g, justify the other two anticipated zeroes in (5.89).
The matrices A, B and C live in End(A 0

([:2)

where ([:2 is the space whose

first component contains the Bose-Bose modes and whose second component
contains the Fermi-Fermi modes. A, Band C all come from the source part of
S(2)D,

that is the third term of (5.87), which occupies the third and fourth lines

of this formula. Notice that, since the source matrices on the third and fourth
lines of (5.87) are diagonal in Bose-Fermi space, the Bose-Bose components of
the fields are coupled together and the Fermi-Fermi components of the fields
are coupled together. Besides, the Fermi-Fermi couplings can be retrieved
from the Bose-Bose ones by sending the sources to zero. Indeed, the minus
sign coming from the supertrace in the fermionic couplings is compensated by
the minus sign introduced in the definition (5.31) of

zlo'

In order to discover

the matrices A, Band C, each block of B is separately investigated. The
results are obtained for any number q - 1 2: 1 of retarded components, and in
the case q = 2, the crossed convention introduced in (4.95) is also considered .

• A(ja,jr) couples z~6ag and

zlgff and can thus

be found considering the

terms on the third and fourth lines of (5.87) with d3 = d4 and d 1

= d2 •

The corresponding coupling between Bose-Bose components reads

(5.90)
where the sums over repeated indices are implicit. Therefore, the matrix
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(5.91) .
with

In order to get the last equality, we usc the fnct thnt hoth the parallel
and the crossed conventions for

E(o)

and

prt'tlict thnt a tcrm of the

E(")

type E~~~E::J, and its coopcron counterpnrt E~~/E~J. \,mish .

• BUa,i,.) couples i~g with i!~I'" and one hns

t1lU5 to ronsidcr d3 =

ct

and d1 = d2 on the third and fourth lim!8 of (0.87). The corresponding
Bose-Bose terms are

(5.93)
Therefore, the matrix DUo';,.) can he written

.) = ( bUtlti,.)
DUa'),.

o

0

b(O,O)

)

.

(5.9·1)

with

bUa,;,.)IJIJI -

sUa, O)~Js(O, ;,.)(1(1'

£ . l~(/I) + £
• BC
,,) + . E(II) • E Cr )
+ O(J{J'Ja
~IJ'~
0/f'/fJ,. ~{t/f' J.' (t'ftJr JJt;J'
- 6{J~/jaE~1 + 6tJluj,.E~fi.
(5.95)

-

~ £
°13'/JOfJlJ'

The last equality is obtained by the snmo nrgtllll('nt IL~ the olle pf('S('lltcd
for the matrix AUo,i,.).
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• C(ja,jr) couples zlBff with

zlBff so that one has to consider d3 = -d4 and

d1 = -d2 on the third and fourth lines of (5.87). The same procedure as
the one used for A and B shows that

(5.96)
where
(5.97)
The matrices Yf' 'Hf and /Cf also live in End(A ® C 2 ), but they come from
the scattering part of the action, that is from the fourth term in (5.87), which
occupies the fifth ad sixth lines of this formula. Let us calculate these matrices.
Notice first that, since the matrices Sand
the scattering part of

Sa

2

)D

st are trivial in Bose-Fermi space,

couples Bose-Bose components with Bose-Bose

components, and Fermi-Fermi components with Fermi-Fermi components, and
moreover these two types of couplings are the same, since the sign coming from
the supertrace in the fermionic couplings is compensated by the sign introduced
in the definition (5.31) of

zlo' Therefore Yf' 'H

f

and /Cf are trivial in (:2 and it

is sufficient to look at the couplings between Bose-Bose components .

• Yf couples zl~iag and z~K. Hence, it can be found by setting dl
and d3 =

d4 in the fourth term of (5.87).

= d2

The corresponding Bose-Bose

expression reads

(5.98)
and one readily gets

(5.99)
In order for such a matrix element to be non-zero, the graph should
be such that 0{3 = t{3' and 0{3 =
113

tiJ' = 0{3'.

These conditions can be
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simultaneously fulfilled only if {J' is l\ loop. Since we only consider simple
graphs,

o.

0, =
•

'l..J
I 1.(

coup1es

toft

•

Z40 WIt

h

diag

Z10

(5.100)

an(1can thus be found by M'tting til =

~

til

and

d3 = d4 in the fourth term or (5.87). The f('l<!\'llnt Dosc:'-Bosc c:,<prcssion

reads
- (Zlnn)bl.d1J, S,b1J"tn1t;, Z llllUr,.d.tds S,ttnd).b,dl
-

-

Zoff.

4UDb.J.

S

S·

,b,J1.lnelJ fblrll.lnrlJ

z,flllC

.I1UIl~JJ·

(5.101)

and the matrix 1t is thus
(5.102)

As previously, for such n mntrix clement to he m)Jl-zrro, (J should be a
loop, and hence,
1i(
• K,( couples

d3 =

=o.

(5.103)

z!oft with zfg nnd cnn thus ho found hy l\('tUng til = dl

d4 in the fourth

and

term of (5.87). ProcC('(ling M b('fof(~, one finds
(5.10.&)

where the matrix J( is implicitc1y ddhwd by tho lAst l'<lunlity. This is

tiJ' = oil. Sinco tho grnphs we consider

non-zero whenever t/J' = of) nnd

arc simple, one must ha\'e fJ = {J', so thnt
(5.105)

The matrices X and Y in 8 remain to be nnnlyz('(l. Th(".:'C two IllntriC'C'S
come from the first and second

t('WIS

of (5.H7) n'''IH'rtiVt'ly wJwu d =

J.

)n

these couplings, the Bosc--Dose components tlrc mbwd togcthc'r t\lul the Fcnui·
Fermi components arc mixed together, nnt! tht~! two typ~ of couplings are
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the same. The corresponding Bose-Bose term is

+ (zlBB)b,dd Z 4BBb,dd
""' zoff* zoff
+ zoff*
zoff
L....J lBBbd lBBbd
4BBbd 4BBbd·
(ZiBB)b,ddZlBBb,dd

-

(5.106)

b,d

Hence,

(5.107)
Finally, for any simple graph, the matrix B defining the complex quadratic
form

Sa2 )D reads
1.A ® 1I. 2x2

B=

-Mf ® 12x2
0

llA)

0

1.A ® 1I.2x2

0

-

(S(j)

-

(b(;)

0

0)

1I..A ® 1I. 2x2

0

-Ke ® 1I. 2x2

-

(a(j)

0)

0
-

( c(j)

llA)

(5.108)

1I..A ® 1I. 2x2

The determinant of B has to be investigated. Its diagonal blocks, mixing diagonal components together and off-diagonal components together, are
denoted by Bdd and Boo respectively. The block mixing the diagonal components of ill in (5.88) with the off-diagonal components of w is written Bdo , and
finally the block mixing the off-diagonal components of ill with the diagonal
components of w is Bod. If

Bdo

or

Bod

were zero, what they almost are, the

determinant of B would merely be the product of the determinants of the diagonal blocks, and there would be no interaction between diagonal modes and
off-diagonal modes, that is det B = det Bdd det Boo with

(II.A - Me) det (1I.A - s(i)Mf) ,

detBdd -

det

detBoo -

det (1I.A - Kf) det (1I..A - c(j)K€).

(5.109)
(5.110)

The actual situation is given in Lemma 5.4. In order to prove this lemma, the
next result is first needed.
Lemma 5.3 The matrix "K

= limf-+o K f

115

satisfies the following properties.
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2. Its spectrum C1(K) is Teal and contained in the r/oMd intcn'aI [-1.1].
9. If the quantum graph contains morc than one boud. and if no bond is
dynamically disconnected from the rest, then o(l{)

c

(-1,1).

Proof The first point is strnightforwnrd to dlC'('k fWIIl tlU' definition (5.105)
of K(. Since, from the first point of the Irlmnn, J(l i:; dingonal in the b..'lSis

{Iep}} PeN2B of the amplitude space, its 21J cigcum.)u<':'I cun din'Ctly be rend 011
this formula. They read J\/p/tA1~{J for /3 E N:w . 11<'11('(!, til<.! slwctnllll of }{ can
be "Titten C1(K)

= {rp}PEN2D' so that
(5.111)

for any /3 E N2D • Since ,,\I is histochnstic, nil its components nrc rr.ru nnd
contained in [0,1]. Therefore, (5.111) shows tllut tho ('ig('O\'nlu<'S rtJ nrc nl..;o

real, and Irpl

~ 1.

This pro\'~ the second point of tilt! Irl11mn..

In order to prove the third point of the Icrnmn, it sufficrs to show that,
for a dynamically connected graph, tho riglit-linuel fddo of (5.111) is smaller
than unity. Let /3 be a dircct(.'(l bond. If AI~lJ

<

1, then the ri&ht-hnlld

side of (5.111) is smaller than ono, which impli(~ tho wnnted rNiult. Suppose

now that A/prJ

= 1.

Then, for the dirc'ctcd bond b supporting {J not to be

dynamically disconnected, one must hn\'o J\la,J

< 1. IncJ{I('(J, suppo,.;c on the

contrary that A[pj = 1 is also satisfied. By nssnrnption, one cnn ronsidrx
another bond 1I =f:. band n dirccted bond {j' sUPJlort<'d on II. Then, it is easy
to see that (ep,IA/nl ep)

= 0 for nny n E N. This pWJl('rty holels for nny directoo

bond {3' supported on n bondY

f. b.

This pwcist'iy ilJlpli('S thnt the graph is

dynamically disconnected, which contrndicts the hyputhc'1lis.

o
Lemma 5.4 The determinant of the matrix LJ in (S.lOS) rrncu
deW = dctB",dctB..,dct (1 .. - M'l _

llG

'~)M. "(i)1,,\ _ ~)I\. b(j)).
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where the matrix valued functions s(j), c(j), a(j) and b(j) are defined in

(5.33), (5.97), (5.92) and (5.95) respectively, and the determinants of 13dd and

1300 are given by the formulae (5.109) and (5.110).
Proof One has to compute the determinant of a matrix having a 2 x 2 block

structure. Applying Theorem D.2 in Appendix D to 13 leads to

(5.112)
The first two determinants of the right-hand side are precisely the first two
determinants in the lemma, so that it is sufficient to investigate the last factor.
For notation convenience, the indices

€

and the sources j are not explicitly

written. From (5.108), the matrices Bdd and 1300 and their inverses read

Bdd=
Boo =

11.

-AI
11.

-K

-IE)

El~~E )

1

,

1
Bdd

=

I-EM

Ml_~M
1

C
-I )

,

1
B=
00

I-GK

Kl_~K

I-ME

(5.113)

C,~~C )
I-KG

where the unit matrices on the left-hand sides are 1I.A ® 1I. 2x2 , the matrix C is
defined by (5.96), and the matrix E is implicitly defined by comparison with
the block (1,1) of (5.108). Besides, the matrices
0
13do = ( 0

-A)
0

and

Bod =

Bdo

and

Bod

can be written

(0 -B)
0

0

(5.114)

'

where A and B are the matrices given in (5.91) and (5.94). Then, a direct
calculation leads to

(

0

I_~MAK I-~K

o

AII_~MAK l_~KB

)

(5.115)

Therefore, the determinant to be computed reads
det(1I. -13il13do13;; Bod) = det (11. - AI
117

1
AK 1
1 - E1\.1
1 - CK

B) .

(5.116)
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Besides, by definition of A, B,

a nnd E, the mntrix occurring in the determi-

nant of the right-hand side can be written
Af

1
AI(
1
B= (
1 - EAf
1 - CJ(

A/1_~Mal( 1_~l\b

00)

(5.1l7)

0

Hence,
det(1 - B;;clBdoB;,lBod) = det (1.4 - All _lSMn/( 1 ~

/(b) ,

(5.118)

which concludes the proof of the lemma

o
The full second order genernting function e~:~ can nctunlJy he infcrrcd from
the determinant of B given in Lemma 5.'1, and the rt:sult is cxpclS(.'t1 in the nc.xt
lemma. Let us first define, for

0

= D, a, the functions
(5.1l9)

(5.120)

and
(5.121)

where

N:(j)

= Ale 1 _ 8 01(j) AI, aO(j)/(: 1 _ c"l(j)/<:ll(j)

(5.122)

In these formulae, the cooperon quantities, indcx(!(l by C, nn~ defined by substituting Jo.(jo.)T for Jo.(jo) in their diffusion c()\IIll<·rpnrlR. Notice that e~~~cI.l)
is nothing else but the second order gcn(~rntlllg function found in (5.38) and
(5.40) by taking only the diagonal modes into nccollut. Ld
reversal invariance is broken nnd 2 if this syJlltll<!try Il'l
118

It

1..0 1 if time-

rOIlM'f\'('tI.
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Lemma 5.5 The second order generating function defined in {5.3} of a simple
graph factorizes as
(2)D(.)

~(2)(j _
[a]

) -

~[a]
{

3

C(2)D( ·)c(2)C(.)
"'faJ 3 "'[aJ 3

f

t

K,

=

1

if K, = 2
'J

Furthermore, the diffusion (0 = D) and cooperon (0

=

C) generating functions

can be factorized as
C(2)o ( .)
"'[aJ 3

=

c(2)o
(:) c(2)o
(.) c(2)o
( .)
"'[aJ,(dd) 3 "'[aJ,(oo) 3 "'[a],(do) 3

where these three functions are given by (5.119), (5.120) and {5.121}.

Proof. The factorization of ~~~ into a diffusion and a coo peron generating functions has already been discussed at the beginning of this subsection. Moreover,
S(2)D

can be obtained from ~~~D by replacing Ja(ja)

Ja(ja)T, which is exactly

-+

and

that ~~~c

it is clear from the expressions (5.29) and (5.30) for

S(2)C

how the cooperon formulae in (5.119), (5.120) and (5.121) are obtained from
their diffusion counterparts. It is thus sufficient to prove the factorization of
~~D presented in the lemma.

The contribution of the commuting varIables in

S(2)D

has been the main

focus in this subsection. In (5.88), these variables compose a complex quadratic
form S~2)D defined by a matrix B, whose final expression is given in (5.108), and
whose determinant obeys Lemma 5.4. The contribution of the anticommuting
variables in

S(2)D

remains to be unveiled. The matrix defining the quadratic

form 8 1 mixing these anticommuting variables together must be deduced from
the formula (5.87) for the action S(2)D, and its determinant has to be computed.
Then, the general formula (B.30) for Gaussian superintegrals implies that the
second order generating function reads ~~~D = det HI! det B.
There is however a more clever way to deduce ~~~ from detB, which does
not require any calculation. The matrix B is the matrix mixing the Bose-Bose
components of the fields together and the Fermi-Fermi components together.
119
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The formula (5.87) for the action S(2)D shows thnt til(! ('()upling bd\\l'Cll FcrmiBose and Fermi-Bose components is ootniuN) from til(' cotlpling h£'t\\'(,(,11 BoseBose and Bose-Bose components by setting jQ = 0 in tlw Inttt'r. Similarly, the
coupling between Bose-Fermi and Dose-Fermi

COIIIJlOlI('IlU;

is obtninro from

the coupling between Bose-Bose and Dose-Bose by sdting if' = O. In fnct, the
coupling between Fermi-Fermi and Fermi-Fermi C'ornpOIu'nts is nL.;;o found from
the coupling between Bose-Dose and Dose-Do:-iC COlllpoUl'nt.s if all the sources
are set to zero. From this last remark, and from 1"<'I11111n 5..1, the contribution
of the coupling between Bose-Bose and Dosc-Du:-iC compom'llt.s to dell> can
easily be recognized. It reads

S~1~BB

(1,.4 - c(j)/\.)
Ale 1 _ S~)A/c a(j)/(c 1 _ C~)I(. b(j») (5.123)

= det (1.4 - s(j).\I,) det
det (1.4 -

Indeed, it is easy to check that

det 8

(2)D
(j
= 8 oo-on

41

.) SI1I1_1II1
(2)D
(
0,0 ) .

Jf'

(5.12.1)

Hence, from this understanding of the different ('ouplingK in the qundratic
action

S(2)D,

one can deduce thnt
~(2)D =
(0)

det 8 [ =
det 8

S(2)D
(j 0)5(2)1>
(0')
11Il-III' at
1111_1111 ,Jf'
S(2)1)

(0

IJIJ -Ill)'

O)S('l)IJ

/Jil-11II

(j

')'
4' J,.

(5.125)

The factorization of {f!~D in the l<.mlltln then follow8 from using the formula
(5.123) in the four factors of (5.125).

o
The definitions (5.110), (5.120) nnd (5.121) nf the gl'l1crntil1g functions
show that the next property holds.
Property 5.6 Suppose the grnph sim1Jlc. For any j4 and if' in a $ufficknlly

small neighborhood of the origin, and for a"11

0

E {D,C} and any z E

{dd, 00, do},
&(2)0

'(ol.(z)

(j111 0 )

(0 ') 1
=e(:l)o
(nl.e,) ,J,. .. .
120
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In particular, the same is true for their products e~e and for the full second
order generating function e~~.

5.3.2

Gaussian Autocorrelation Functions

The derivatives have now to be taken on the second order generating function

e~~ (ja, jr) given in Lemma 5.5, and the contribution e~r<2) (ja, jr) of the mean
field has to be removed. The zero mode is diagonal in direction space, and
hence, the contribution of the mean field to the full second order generating
function e~~ (ja, ir) is still given by the formula (5.54) obtained in the preceding
section. Hence, if

K,

is the parameter equal to 1 if time-reversal symmetry is

broken and 2 otherwise, the Gaussian generating function reads
G
era)

IT

=

GD

e[~),(x)

XE{dd,
oo,do}

IT

(G e

e[~),(x)

) 11:-1 ,

(5.126)

XE{dd,
oo,do}

with
c(2)o
G,e
_ ':.[a),(dd)
e[a),(dd) = c MF (2)o'

cG,e

_

':.[a),(oo)

=

cC 2)o
':.[a),(oo)'

cG,o

c( 2)o

_

':.[a),(do)

=

(5.127)

':.[a),(do)·

':.[a)

for

0

E {D, C}. The cooperon quantities exist only for

K,

= 2.

Lemma 5.7 The derivatives of the Gaussian generating function of a simple
graph satisfy

8.Eg) =

L

8.E~i~x) + (K, - 1)

xE {dd,oo,do}

L

8e~i~xr

xE {dd,oo,do}

Moreover, if the graph is ergodic, then cq-le~)~oo) and cq-l.E~)~oo) are both of
order O(€) for any q > 2.
Proof. By the properties 5.2 and 5.6, taking the advanced derivative on e~J

written as in (5.126), and evaluating the resulting expression at

ia =

0, leads

to

8 G (0 .) _ 8 CG,D(O .) (
8 G,e .
-8' e[a) ,Jr - -8' ':.[a] ,Jr + K, -1)-8' e[a] (O,Jr),
'Ja

'Ja

'Ja

121

(5.128)
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and

a~ ~~lO(O, jr) = a~ ~~):(dd)(O,jr) + a~h ~~~~OO)(O, j,.) + iJDh ~~~~do)(O,jr)'
(5.129)
~

for

0

E

~

{D, C}. Therefore, Dae[:.J(O,jr) can be ~{'('Jl

IL;;

the

slIIn

of six tenns,

and the decomposition in the lemma follows. Mort'OV<'r, if the grnph is ergodic,
Lemma 5.3 ensures that

J(

has no eigenvnlue 1. TJu'f('forc, taking retarded

derivatives on a (00) generating function in (5.129)

do(~

not create any sin-

gularity at all since, as it can be seen on (5.121), tlac limits ( -. 0 of

th~

functions exist and arc ana.lytic in n. Jwighhorhu()(l of tIlt' origil1. This finish("S
the proof of the lemma.

o
\Ve are now ready to calculate the cxprc:'ision of the Gntls--dan autocorrela-

tion functions C[:'J defined in (5.10). \Vc first cOllsid('r the CIL"'C where the source
supermatrices JaVa) and JrUr) are definrcllJy (3.1)-(3.3). The corresponding
result is given in the next theorem.
Theorem 5.8 Suppose the graph simple and

C1!}()(JiC.

Then,

tJU!

Gaussian

autocorrelation functions read
n
,..,r;,D + (
1) ""Inl'
""n,c
C[0)
= (.;f;'J
K. -

where
d.!..D
[0)

=

CC •D

[o),(dd)

q-t

=

1
~I
q
(q _ 1)(2LJ)9 L." If'l.n, - (21J)9+1'
Ir,I-O

1f'

and

Ct::r is obtained from this fO"Tlula by substituU"!1 00 for

00·

Proof. In order to prove this theorem, it is 8uHicirnt to npply Lrmmn 5.7, ure
the result (5.82) found in the pnx:c<ling ~'CUOIl, and show tluat
cC2)o ( .)
"[ol.(do) J

(5.130)

= 1,
122
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These identities follow from the expression (5.121) for the (do) generating
function and the fact that the functions aO and bO defined in (5.92) and (5.95)
are always zero if the source supermatrices are defined as in (3.1)-(3.3).

o
Consider now two directed bonds a, c/

E N 2B ,

and let J: (ja) and Jrx (jT)

be the corresponding crossed source supermatrices, that is
(5.131)

as in (4.95). The crossed generating function

~1~,a,)(ja,jT)

defined in (4.96)

from J:(ja) and Jrx(jr) has a second order approximation ~~~2)(ja,jT)' which
induces a Gaussian autocorrelation function C[::~') defined from ~~~!~] (ja, jT)
by the formula (5.10). Notice that, apart from Theorem 5.8, in which the
writing (3.1) and (3.2) of the source supermatrices is explicitly used, the results
exposed in this section apply to this situation. The result is as follows.
Theorem 5.9 Suppose the graph simple and ergodic. Then, the crossed Gaus-

sian autocorrelation functions read
xG
a[a,a']

+ (/'i, -

XG ,G
1)G[a,a'J

-

GxG,D
[a,a']

-

(2B)2 2Rao + /'i, - 1) Roo + Roo

(ja,a' [

8 ,6.'
+/'i, (2B)2
0

((

)]

28a,a'
- /'i, (2B)3

[K
K]
Rao + R6.6.

where the back-scattering matrix RK is defined by
RK _ (
00'

=

K2 )
1- K2

Ma&.~AI&.o

aa'

= 80,0'1- M .M. .
aa

00

Proof. By Lemma 5.7,
xG _ a xG
a[:r,a']
c xG
[a,o'),(dd) + [o,a'],(do)'

(5.132)

The first term is given by the result (5.74) of the preceding section. It occupies
the first line of the right-hand side in the theorem. Besides, Lemma 5.7 claims
123
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that the second term of (5.132) factorizes os a diffusion ('omponent, and a
cooperon component if K. = 2. In order to

COlllpUl<!

this (do) nutocorrclotion

function, the two derivativcs on the (do) gellt'rnting fUllctiol1 (5.121) hn\'C to
be taken. By a calculation similnr to the one Imding tu (5..1·1). one gets

81,,[0,0
c(2)0/
),(00)

t [
1 N°
1 N°
r 1 _ N0 (,01 _ N0 t,l

-

(

f

+ 1 _1N0 N0]
.,01

(5.133)

•

f

where the function N,°(jo,il) is defined in (5.122), N.o d('l1ott'S its \nJue at the
origin, and

N~o,

N':l and N(:Ol stond for its d(~ri\'l\tiv(~ nt the ()rigitl. Since the

functions a and bO in (5.92) and (5.95) nrc both zero nt
O

th(~

origin, N., Nc•o

and N(,1 all vanish, and hence, the first term in the trnre of (5.133) \'unisbes

as well. Therefore, (5.133) becomes

~

(2)0

u~[o,«J,(OO)

_

-

tr

[(

(0

AI, )
1 _ ~\I(

I(

1.0

001 _ I{ul

°
+ (111

1\

_ /{

lO)]
'u
•

(5.13·1)

The functions aO and bO can be specialized to the cro."i."Nl coU\'('ntion (5.131).
One finds

aDUo,il)P{J' = aCUo,jl)IJ/J1 = jo6IJ./f16n,IJ 6n,(I, + j16jr,,6n'IJ60/ll
bDUo,jl)J3/J' = bC(jO,jl)J3!J' = jo8P,J3,6n,,6n(l,1 + i16/t',,8n'1J8n/lt

(5.135)

The corresponding (do) Gaussian nutocorrclntion functiuns nrc then given by
the formula (5.20). They read

C[~~,(oo) = K!~ ~6a'Q (1 ~/~I )
,

n(l,

[(1 ~(J') + (1 ~\r) 1 (5.136)
\

on

\

llt\

Then, by Corollary 1.2, this limit hccoul<!s
xC

C(o,«).(do)

=

K

6n ,(I,

(2ll)1

[(

K) + (I()]

1 - I(

0f1

1 - J( M

Finally, observe that the diagonal clements of J\"

\'fllll.;h

•

(5.137)

if fl is odd, and apply

Lemma 5.3

o
The fact that the Gaussian nutocorrclntion fUllctions C~.n'l dc-pend on the
convention chosen for the source slIlwnnntric('.M

fllioWI4

thnt our Gnu~"inu

Co"\:-

pansion scheme is not n S<lCond order (!xpIUlsiou in nllY intrinsic pnrRJn('t~r of
the quantum graph.
12,t
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6.1

Weak Conjectures

6.1.1

Gaussian Autocorrelations and Universal Models

The calculation scheme summarized in (5.9) leads to truncated autocorrelation functions, which are sums of mean field contributions obtained in Chapter 4 and Gaussian contributions obtained in Chapter 5. In this section; the
Gaussian quantities are considered to be those given in Theorem 5.8. The importance of these truncate~ autocorrelation functions is twofold. Firstly, their
Gaussian contributions, which are system-dependent, can be compared with
their universal mean field parts in the limit of large graphs. These comparisons
lead to conditions on the increasing sequence of quantum graphs {(Gl , Sl)}lEN
to asymptotically follow the universal Gaussian models introduced in Section 2.2. Secondly, for a class of increasing sequences larger than this universal class, the truncated quantities approximate the exact autocorrelation
functions.
The truncated moments ffo:(q) are obtained by summing the mean field
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contribution (4.75) and the Gaussian moments in TJH'orl'JIl 5.S. They rend

-2.!....

if ( ) =
oq

{

T1
---L+ -..!l...(21J)'I ~ Loa - (2LJ )'1+
1
~ + (2lJ)'I [Roo + Roo + 2(q - l)Uua ]

(28)'1
!

1\.=1

I ,

2q
-

(2IJj,,;I.

1\.=2
(6.1)

Similarly, if Q and 0' are two directed bonds, the corresponding approximat.ed
autocorrelation reads
,;=1
1\.=2

(6.2)

The expression for more general autocorrelntion fUllctiolls
found. Suppose that the clements in thc vector [0] =

CAn

nlso cnsily be

100 •... 10q-.1

set {.BI.' .. , .Bn}, and that .Bj appears qj E N tim~.s in [0] for 1 S j S

arc in the
Jl.

Then,

for K, = 1,

(6.3)

Suppose now that the bonds supporting the dir(~ctcd bonds in [0] form the set

{bI." ., bn } and that each bj , 1 < j S n, supports (~ E N clements, Then, for
K,=2,

+R&oo .. + R Olt60 )

+2

f

llnltn,] -

k.'-l
k~'

(2[)~q+l'

(6..a)

All these formulae asymptotically reduce to their menn field terms if and only
if R

-+

0 as B

-+ 00.

This motivates thc following conj<'Cturc.

Conjecture 6.1 An increasing sequence {(G" 5,) },eN of cfyoclic siml,lc gmphs

asymptotically follows the universal Gau!Jsian mwlom waves rn(H/d if and only
if the sequence of matrices {R,} leN conVCfYCs to zero, that is, if and only if all
the non-zero masses in Corollary 1.2 tend to one.

12G
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The rest of this subsection is devoted to empirically justify why the truncated quantities determine the behavior of the exact quantities. In Theorem 5.8, it is shown that only the modes that are diagonal in direction space
can contribute, and hence, the full second order action is given by S~~~f in
(5.36) and (5.37) if K, = 1, and by an additional cooperon action if K, = 2. The
result of the Gaussian superintegral, which is given in (5.38) and (5.40), shows
that the quadratic action can essentially be regarded as

for the part involving the commuting variables, and

for the part involving the anticommuting variable. Here the fields

VI, V2,

xi,

X2' Xl and X2 are some combinations of the fields in (5.36) and (5.37), and
the functions so, defined in (5.33) and (5.39), are such that SO(O,O) = 1.
Each block in (6.5) and (6.6) can now be diagonalized. This diagonalization
procedure provides new fields, say Wb

W2,

ept, ept epi and ep21 and each of their

components is associated with an eigenvalue

mj

of]A - M.

For example, the

vI - VI coupling in (6.5) becomes

(6.7)
where the numbers

mj

=mo,i(O, 0) are the masses introduced in Corollary 1.2,

that is, the eigenvalues of]A - AI. The other blocks in (6.5) and (6.6) generate
similar expressions. One can suppose that

mi

= O.

In this case, wI(I), w2(1),

epi(1), ep2(I), epl(l) and ep2(I) exactly correspond to the components ylBl ylFl
}rBF,

YFB , YFB

and YBF of the zero mode Y. In fact, the association between

zero mode and uniform component of

]A -
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(5.66) by comparing the results of the second order and mean field second
order superintegrals. The other components of the fields correspond to nonzero masses, and can thus be called massive modes.
The expansions of the three logarithms in the exact action in Corollary 3.5
as Taylor series lead to
8

=

8(2)

+ 8(4) + 8(6) + ... ,

where 8 2n is of order 2n in the fields Z and

Z.

(6.8)

The expansion (6.8) in turns

yields a series

C[0:] =

MF
e [0:]

e(4)
e(6)
+ C(2)
[a] + [a) + [a) + ...

(6.9)

for the exact autocorrelation functions, where each term of e~ contains 2n-1
components of R, that is 2n - 1 inverse non-zero masses. \Vithin this new
notation, the truncated autocorrelation functions (6.3) and (GA) read

C-[aJ =

eMF
[a)

+ e(2)
[aJ'

(6.10)

\Ve first define the series (6.9) and then give an argument concerning e~?
in the case of a single retarded source

iT' The same idea can then easily be

applied to the general case. From (G.8), the exact generating function can be
written

(6.11)
where

C(4)

is quartic in the fields,

the polynomials
exponential of

C(4), C(6), •••

8(2).

c(6)

come from

is of order six, and so on. In (6.11),
8 - 8(2)

and not from expanding the

The first term in the square brackets of (6.11) is the

second order part investigated in Chapter 5. It provides n divergent mean
field contribution, and an autocorrelation function involving one component of

R in each term. Now, by (6.7) and by Wick Theorem, n term in
two factors

c(4)

mfAia, jT )-1. The derivatives thus yield four factors

Theorem 3.1, these derivatives must be multiplied by
must then be taken, so that a term in which each factor
128

f

provides

1:.:,(.

and the limit
I-m"i
tn.,,(

f

By

-of

0

is chosen with a
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non-zero mass cannot contribute. On the opposite extreme, if the four factors
I-m.,i

me,1

are chosen with the zero mass me 1, the resulting term behaves like
'

c4,

which is too singular. Notice that the divergent contribution in Chapter 5
also comes from choosing all the masses to be

me,!'

One deduces that the

contributions in (6.11) containing the zero mode only diverge order by order.
However, in Chapter 4, the superintegral (6.11) restricted to the zero mode
is exactly performed and a finite result is obtained. Therefore, cancellations
have to happen in the series (6.11) restricted to the zero mode. If now, among
the four factors
me,}'

I-m.,i,
m(,i

the behavior is in

three or two factors are chosen with the zero mass
€-3

or in c

2

,

all, the exact autocorrelation functions

which is still too singular. Since, after

Orn] are well-defined, one expects these

divergencies to be compensated by other divergencies in the higher order terms
in (6.11), just as in the zero mode series. The relevant terms contain one factor
i
and three massive factors I-m
m, , that is three factors R. They form the
co~tribution C~? in (6.9). This argument indeed corroborates the general

I-m.,1
m~,l

claim (6.8)-(6.9).
The claim (6.8)-(6.9) shows that, if all the masses mi tend to one as B
then the terms C~l) in (6.9) all vanish as B

--+ 00,

and hence

Oral

=

--+ 00,

C~r

This conclusion leads to the conjecture. Moreover, this claim also implies that,

if all the masses lie between ~ and 2, so that l~i is less than unity, the second
order is the leading term in the series (6.9), and hence, the truncated formulae
(6.3) and (6.4) can be expected to approximate the exact quantities. In fact,
one can still expect the truncated auto correlations to approximate the exact
autocorrelations if some masses do asymptotically vanish, provided they do
not do so too fast.

6.1.2

Gaussian Autocorrelations and Fluctuations

The truncated autocorrelation functions (6.2), together with the formula (2.22),
generate a truncated expression

Fv

for the fluctuations of an observable V.
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The asymptotic quantum ergodicity issue described in Section 2.1 can be discussed in terms of these truncated fluctuations.
where Tv decays,

Tv

~lor('ovcr,

in the situations

is expected to approximate the exact fluctuations Fv.

A direct calculation shows that, for an observable V with ii = 0,
-

tr(V L)2

_

:Fv -

11.

(trL)2

•Ep,{J' [V L . n· V L] {J{J'

+ 211.

(trL)2

(6.12)

This formula motivates the following criterion for asymptotic quantum ergodicity to be met in an increasing sequence of quantum graphs.

Conjecture 6.2 An increasing sequence {(G S')}'E:N of ergodic simple grophs
"
is asymptotically quantum ergodic if and only if

for any acceptable sequence {Vz}/EN with

iil = O.

This conjecture relies on two facts. Firstly, suppose that the second order
term C~~ in (6.9) does not asymptotically vanish. Since the other terms C~)
are of higher order in the inverse masses, they cannot compensate the nonvanishing term C[~?, and hence, the fluctuations (o.12) do not decay. Secondly,
in order for the truncated fluctuations to decay, the non-zero masses mit 2 ~
i ~ 2B, have either to stay away from zero, or to approach zero slowly enough.

This statement will be made more precise in Section 0.2. In such a slow
approach situation, the evolution of the exact nutocorrc1ntions as B increases
is captured by the lowest order term in the inverse masses, that is, by the
truncated fluctuations.
Moreover, if the stronger condition R,

-+

0 is fulfilled, COllj('ctUrc G.1 states

that full universality is met. The convergence rate of iv, and hence of Fv, is
then universal.
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6.2

Strong Conjectures

6.2.1

Universal Models and Fluctuations

The crossed formulae for the Gaussian autocorrelation functions in Theorem 5.9 differ from the formulae in Theorem 5.8, which are used in the previous
section. These expressions only involve the diagonal components (a, a) and
the components (a, &) of the matrix R. However, they also contain an extra
back-scattering term. In this section, the universal Gaussian models and the
asymptotic quantum ergodicity issues are discussed in terms of the crossed
formulae.
\Vith the Gaussian components given by Theorem 5.9 instead of Theorem 5.8, the formula (6.2) for the auto correlations C[a,a'] of degree two becomes
x
C[a,a')

-

-

It is not difficult to see that, in (6.13), the Gaussian contribution from the

diagonal modes in direction space, namely the second and third terms, are
obtained from the Gaussian contributions in (6.2) by inserting a factor <Sa,a"
This remark is actually already made in (5.74). Besides, the back-scattering
term of C~,a'l' namely the last term in (6.13) vanishes if

Q'

= 0", and hence,

for a = a', the formulae (6.2) and (6.13) agree.
Despite their different aspects, the truncated autocorrelations in (6.2) and

(6.13) are obtained from the same calculation scheme, starting with two equivalent initial formulae, and can thus be expected to incorporate the same dynamical characteristics of quantum graphs. The next conjecture is the analog
of Conjecture 6.1 obtained from the truncated auto correlations (6.13).
Conjecture 6.3 An increasing sequence {( G l , Bz) }lEN of ergodic simple graphs
asymptotically follows the universal Gaussian random waves. model if and only

if it satisfies
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• Rl,o:co Rto:o:

-+

0 as 1 -+

00

for all a E N2D, if Ii. = 1

The crossed truncated autocorrclations (0.13), together with (2.22), gen-

f:v for the fluctuations of an observable

erate a formula

V

= 0, this

tr(VL)2 2tr(VL)2R (
l)2tr(VL)211at
(trL)2 + (trL)2 + K (trL)2
tr(VL)2
2tr(VL)2RK
-K (2B)(trL)2 + Ii.
(trL)2

(0.14)

V. If

formula reads

}:,VX
-

K

Let us now consider observables V such that VbLb = ~~ on half of the bonds,
and VbLb = - ~J; on the other half. The set of such ouscrvllul('$ is actually
sufficiently large to compare the intensitics of the wavcfullction on the different
bonds. Moreover, they provide acceptable sequences, according to (2.0). For
such observables,
1

-

K2B

2trR

+ (2B)2 + (K -

1
-K (28)2

2trRat
1) (28)2

2trRK

(6.15)

+ K (28)2 .

It will be seen in 6.2.2 that the back-scattering term, namely the fifth term of

(6.15) decays if the massive term, that is the second tcrm, decays in the limit of
large graphs, and hence, it cannot forbid nsymptotic quantum ergodicity on its
own. Besides, since this back-scattering term is positivc, it cannot compensate
a possible residual massive contribution to (0.15) in tho limit of large graphs.
These remarks motivate the next conjecture.
Conjecture 6.4 An increasing sequence {(G" 8,) l,eN oj ergodic simple graphs

with K

= 1 is asymptotically quantum ergodic if and only if
R
lim ~
1-00 (2B)2

2: 1 20,

= lim

1
1-00 (2B,)2 ~-2

TTll.4
m/,i

=O.

If K = 2, such a sequence is asymptotically quantum cryodic if furthcnnore

. trR,af
}1m

1-00

(28)2
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= 0.
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6.2.2

Bounds on Back-Scattering Terms

By Lemma 5.3, the eigenvalues of K2 can be written 1 - P{3, where

(6.16)
For a dynamically connected graph, P{3 E (0,2) for all {3 E N. Since P{3 = P/3'
this eigenvalue is also denoted by Pb, where b is the bond supporting {3 and fi.
Lemma 5.3 also asserts that Pb = P{3

--?

0+ as B

--?

00

if and only if the bond

b becomes asymptotically disconnected, that is

(6.17)
both asymptotically vanish. Let Mo be a map obtained from M by completely
disconnecting the bond b, and suppose that

11M - Moll

is small. First, from

the trivial identity

(6.18)
one deduces that, at first order in the perturbation

11M -

Moll, Pb

f'V

x{3 + x/3'

Besides, !'vIa has a second eigenvalue one, and one finds

(6.19)
One can imagine a continuous way to reach !'vI from Ma, and this process
transforms the eigenvalue

Ag =1 of Mo into an eigenvalue Ab of M.

At first

order,
Ab

f'V

f'V

f'V

1+

~ ((e{31 + (e/3l) (M

- Mo)

(le{3) + le/3))

1 + ~ (M (3/3 + M/3{3 - MO{3/3 - M O/3{3 )

~ (AI{3/3 + AI/3(3)

(6.20)

The second expression in the right-hand side of (6.20) comes from the lack of
loops on the graph. This short calculation shows that the mass

mb

= 1-

Ab

behaves like
(6.21)
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In summary, with every bond b for which Pb tends to zero ns B
associate a mass

mb

-+ 00,

one can

going to zero at the same rute.

The previous argument shows in particular thl\t the spectral gnp ~K' of
11. - [{2 cannot vanish faster than the spectrnl gllp ~M of 1 -

terms, there is a constant C

~

1\1. In other

0 such that

(6.22)
\Ve can now show that tr R, controls tr Rf in the incrcn..c;ing sequence

{(G" S')}IEN. For convenience, we order the honds bEND, in each grnph
of the sequence such that PI,h

< PI.b+l

for a11 b e NII,_I' \Vith this convention,

the most disconnected bonds come first. Now, for rnth lEN, one introduces
the natural number

h(l)

= max {b E NIJ,I,I~~PI.h = o} E Nil,.

(6.23)

The increasing sequence {h(IH/EN diverges if and only if infinitely mnny bonds
get disconnected in the large graph limit I

-+ 00.

For nny fixl'(l lEN, the

back-scattering contributions to the truncated fluctuations j:/~; in (6.15) can
be written

4~

h(l)

,,1 - PI.h
I v, - (2B)2 L-

j:,BS

=

,

I

h=1

PI,b

4~

II,

, , 1 - Pu
+ (2D )2 L..J
.
I

(6.2.1)

Pu

"-h(I)+l

In the right-hand side, the factors 4~ corne from tho fnctor 2~ in the bnckscattering term in (6.15) on one hand, and from tho d<'gcurrncy ('"

== P3 =

p~

of the spectrum of K2 on the other hand. Notice that, by definition of It(l), it
exists 6 > 0 independent of I such that, for all i E {It(l)
Hence, the second term of (6.2·1) can

4~

,,1Pu
L...J
8,

(2D)2
I
b=h(/)+ 1

+ 1, ... , D/ }, PI,. > 6.

ue bOllud('(1 hy
~

Pl,i

<
13·1

E-1
II,

1
,~
(2IJ,P "-h(l)+l
4~

(2LJI)'l

()

D, - "(1)
~
<-.
6
- 6lJ,

(6.25)
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Therefore, the second term of (6.24) asymptotically vanishes, and one can
write

h(l)

j:,BS

4K ~ 1 - PL,b
(2B I )2 L..J
Pl,b
b=l

rv

L,Vi

(6.26)

The meaning of this relation is that the left and right-hand sides either both
go to zero, or both converge to some positive value, or both diverge as 1 --+
Besides, for any fixed lEN, the massive contributions to the truncated

00.

fluctuations can also be split
h(l)

2 ~ 1 - ml,b
I,Vi = (2BI)2 L..J ml b

j:,M _

b=l'

masses

where, for b E {I, ... , h(l)},

ml,b

1-

2

+ """'(2-B---'I)~2 other positive

=1-

Al,b

mi'
,t

(6.27)

ml,i

ml,i

is the mass corresponding to

Pl,b

in the construction (6.20)-(6.21). By (6.21) and (6.26), one can write for any
fixed lEN
1 - BS

- !If

:Fl,v,

rv

2K :Fl,v,

~

2

+ (2BI )2 otherL..J
positive

1-

mL,i
ml,i

(6.28)

masses ml,"

In the right-hand side of (6.27), the second term can behave in several ways
as I

--+ 00.

6.2.3

However, it is always positive. Hence, f:"AJr"

--+

0 irn,plies f=f,~

--+

O.

Ergodicity and Classical Spectral Gap

Sufficient conditions for the first limit in Conjecture 6.4 to be zero or not can
be given in terms of the sequence of spectral gaps
spectrum of .A! is ordered such that

{~MlhEN

Imd < Imi+11 for all i

E

of

11. -

MI' The

N2B - 1 • With this

ordering,
(6.29)
Suppose first that the masses do not approach the origin, that is
(6.30)
Then, clearly,
2BI

-M

.1i,Vi

=

2 ~1-ml'
(2B )2 L..J
,t
I

i=2

ml,i
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<

-

2(2B,l)
(2BI)28

(6.31)
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which decays as 1 -+

00.

Suppose now that the spectral gnp npproaches the origin, nnd thnt it docs
so with an exponential rate a > 0, that is

(G.32)
as I

-+ 00.

The matrix R has real coefficients since ;\1 is real, the vcctor 11) is

real, and by definition

R

= lim (
«-0

2e

Ale _ e11)(1 )
1
1 - AI,
1 - e- 2c

(G.33)

Therefore, the massive fluctuations can he written

=_2_
I: lR 1 - m, = ~ " 3~mj _ 2(28 - 1)
(2B)2 i=2
m.
(2B)2 ~ Im,p'
(28)2'
28

j:,M
v

2n

(G.34)

which shows that they decay jf and only jf

_2_"
211

j,M =
!Rmi
v - (2B)2 L..J Imil2

(G.35)

i-2

decays. The best possible estimates for the real part of a complex number mi
in the disc

11 - zl ~ 1 are
(G.3G)

From the first inequality, we obtain
28

j:,M < 2 , , 1
v - (2B)2 ~ Imil
Therefore, if a

2

2B - 1

S (28)2 Im21 -

(211)n-l

.

(G 37)

.

< 1, the massive fluctuations decay. The f>('Coud inrqunlity is

not sharp enough to provide a sufficient criterion for tlw lI1n...c;sivc fluctuations
not to decay. Indeed, it merely leads to
- AI

2

!Rrn2

:Fv > (2B)2Im211

1

2! (2D)2'

(G.3S)

which tends to zero irrespective of the sp(~ctrnl gnp Im 21. Notice that the
second inequality in (6.36) is fulfilled os nn equality if nml only if m. is on the
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circle

11 - zl =

1. Therefore, the non-occurance of m2 in the right-hand side

of (6.38) comes from the possibility for the mass
tangentially to the circle

11- zl =

m2

to approach the origin

1. Suppose now that

m2

does not approach

zero tangentially to this circle. In this case,
12

=sup \ arg

ml,2 \

LEN

<

7r,

2

(6.39)

and the second inequality in (6.36) can be replaced with
(6.40)

Making use of this new lower bound for the real part of m2 yields

This proves that, if (6.39) is fulfilled and
not decay.
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~

2, the massive fluctuations do

Chapter 7
Discussions
Our main results are the formulae (6.3) and (6.4), which nre expressions for
the autocorrelation functions of the amplitudes

qn) defined in

(2.57). These

formulae depend on the quantum graph only through the matrix R, and this
matrix, which is defined in Corollary 1.2, only involves the underlying classical
dynamics AI. Hence, our results relate the statistical propcrti~ of the quantum
energy eigenfunctions to properties of the classical dynamics on the graph.
Moreover, they also reveal that the system dependency has no chance t.o vanish,
and hence, a finite graph cannot be entirely described by the universal random
waves model developed in Section 2.2 or even be quantum ergodic. These
properties can only be met asymptotically in sequences of graphs in which the
number of bonds diverges to infinity. The four conjectures listed in Chapter 6
provide classical criteria for such a sequence of growing quantum graphs to
be asymptotically described by the universal random wave model or to be
asymptotically quantum ergodic. The criteria for asymptotic full universality,
that is for the universal model to be satisfied in tho lnrgo grnphs limit, arc
more restrictive than the criteria for asymptotic quantum crgodicity, since
this latter property only depends on the second moment of the intensities, and
the fluctuations

:tv in (6.12), which measure the devintioll to crgodicity, can

possibly decay in a non-universal way as the number of honds incr(',nscs.
The general formulae (6.3) and (6.4) for tho autocorrelation functions, and
138

in particular the formula (6.12) for the fluctuations Fv , have been obtained by
a saddle-point analysis of the exact field-theoretical expression in Theorem 3.4.
A comparison with the two periodic orbits approaches in 2.1.4 and 3.2 reveals
how the field-theoretical scheme exactly proceeds. The first term of :Fv in
(6.12), which is universal, originates from our exact calculation on the saddlepoint manifold, and it coincides with the result predicted by the long diagonal
orbits in 2.1.4. This draws a parallel between zero mode, that is uniform
component of the classical map M, and long diagonal orbits. This is in fact
not surprising since the zero mode is precisely the one that does not decay, and
can thus survive in long orbits. The second term of ftv involves the systemdependent matrix R, that is the massive modes, and it coincides with the
system-dependent contribution of the diagonal approxi;nation exposed in 3.2.
Hence, one deduces that our field-theoretical approach discriminates between
the different modes of the classical map M. The uniform component of M is
treated in an exact way, which the diagonal approximation in 3.2 cannot do,
while the massive decaying modes are treated in a perturbative way.
It is also interesting to compare our results with those obtained by S. Gnutz-

mann and A. Altland in (40] and [41] concerning the asymptotic spectral twopoint correlation function R2(S) in a sequence of growing quantum graphs.
Their theory relates the function Rz (s) to the sequence of spectral gaps b. of
the matrices 11. - M. If the spectral gaps stay away from zero, the random
matrix two-point correlation function is obtained in the limit of large graphs.
The condition in Conjecture 6.1 for the universal random waves model to be
met in this limit is that all the non-zero eigenvalues of 11. - M tend to one,
which is obviously a much stronger requirement. Hence, even in situations
where the random waves model does not hold, there is a possibility for random matrix theory to describe R2 (s), but if the random waves model does
hold, then R2(S) must be universal. Moreover, if the sequence of spectral gaps
vanishes as b. "" B-a. as the number of bonds B becomes large, Gnutzmann
and Altland's theory predicts different outcomes for R2(S) depending on the
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value ofthe positive number o. If 0

<

~, a random matrix behavior is reached,

whereas a non-zero system-dependent contribution always remains if a

>

1.

In the intermediate regime a E [!, 1), the asymptotic two-point function R2(S)
depends on the proportion of vanishing modes,
we found that

0

<

llS

explained in [·U). In 6.2.3,

1 implies asymptotic quantum ergodicity, whercns ct

forbids ergodicity. Therefore, universality for R2 (s)

ill1pli~

>2

asymptotic quan-

tum ergodicity. However, in the domain a E [!,1), qunntum crgodicity is
always reached, whereas R2(S) can be non-universal.
To conclude, let us mention some possible improvcmcllts of our method
and some interesting directions for further resenrch. In the main formulae
(6.3) and (6.4), the system-dependent terms originate from the Gaussian approximation around the point Q = u~ in the directions that nrc transverse to
the saddle-point manifold. A true Gaussian approximation should expand the
exact action to second order around every point of the saddle-point manifold.
The two procedures nrc indeed equivalent if the manifold pnrnmetrized by the
general fields (Z, Z) looks the same around each saddle, but this fnet should
be proved. Moreover, in this second order expansion, the higher order terms
have not been controlled. Estimating these terms remains a major problem
of this field-theoretical method. Besides, it has been seen that different but
equivalent conventions for the autocorrelation functions in Theorem 2.3 lead
to different outcomes by our second order expansion !ichcJne. In particular, the
results provided by the parallel and crossed conventions, which serve as basis
for the four conjectures in Chapter 6, do not agree in geneml. This provcs
that our second order expansion is not nn expansion in nny intrinsic pnrrullcter of the quantum graph. Another nrising question is whether the formulne
(6.3) and (6.4) are suitable to describe other quantum syst.ems if the matrix .\1
is replaced with the Perron-Frobenius operator. The field-theoretical method
used here is probably difficult to genernlize to other systems. An idea would
be to develop a periodic orbit npproach that rC[lrOdUCl~ the nut.ocorrelation
functions (6.3) and (6.4) and then to transfer it to other type:; of systems.
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Appendix A
Time Inversion on Quantum
Graphs
A.1

Time Inversion in Quantum Mechanics

A.I.I

Heuristic Introduction

The goal of this appendix is to briefly expose the general theory of time inversion in quantum mechanics, which can be found in the textbook [69] by
Wigner, and to apply these general ideas to quantum graphs. Some notions
about time inversion on quantum graphs, and in particular about the effects
of this operation on a Bose-Fermi structure can be found in (41] and [44]. In
A.2, the same notions are explained in more details, and the basic algebraic
rules are developed.
Some isolated quantum systems admit the transformation consisting in
reversing the direction of time t

~ '-t

as a symmetry. In this case, there

exists an operator () acting on the Hilbert space of the physical states, which
represents time inversion and commutes with the Hamiltonian. These systems
are said to be time-reversal invariant. For such systems, the time inversion
operator () is required to satisfy the relation

(A.l)
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where Ut is the evolution operator and ..\1 E C is some constnnt. The physical
meaning of () implies that for any state '1/1, 02'1/1 and the state t/J itself provide
the same mean values. Hence, one must impose 02

= ,,\1, and equation (A.I)

is thus equivalent to
(A.2)

for some ..\2 E C.
It is well-known that a symmetry is either described hy n group of unitary

operators or by an antiunitary operator. Indeed, these operators are precisely
those preserving the transition probability I(1/Jl, 1/J2) I between the states 1/-'1 and

'1/12, that is

(A.3)
Let us recall that an operator T is said to be antiunitnry if and only if it
satisfies (A.3) and it is antilinear, that is
(A.4)
for all

Clt C2 E

C and all states

tPl, th.

Dy contrast, the unitary operators can

be characterized as the linear operators satisfying (A.3).
Let us consider a time-reversal invariant system, that is n system having
a symmetry () satisfying (A.2), and let us show that 0 cannot be unitary, and
is thus antiunitary. In order to do that, suppose 0 unitary, and assume for
simplicity that the spectrum of the Hamiltonian is discrete. TheIl, let {lPk} be
a complete orthonormal set of eigenfunctions of the Jlnrniltoninn. Since 0 is a
symmetry of the system, it must commute with the lIamiltonitul t and 0,/'1.; is
also an eigenfunction of the Hamiltonian with same eigenvalue ns 1/'10 sny Ek •

It follows that, for any ¢ = Lk C'tk'l/1'0

UtO¢ =

Ok

E C, , the formuln

L C'tke-iE"'Ot/Jk

(A.5)

k

yields the time evolution of the state O¢. On the other hand, since the operator
() is assumed unitary,

()U-ttP - 0

L OkeiE"''l/Jk = L oke'E"'O~}k'
Ie

k
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This equation together with (A.5) is incompatible with (A.2). If () is assumed
antiunitary, the same argument leads to Ut()cP = ()U-tcP, which precisely corresponds to (A.2) with the constant '\2 = 1. Hence, equation (A.2) implies
that the time inversion operator must be antiunitary. However, any antiunitary operator would satisfy this equation, and hence, (A.2) is not sufficient to
determine the time inversion operator.
Notice that any antiunitary operator () can be decomposed as
()=UK

(A.7)

where U is unitary and K is the complex conjugation. For any unitary operator
U, it is convenient to introduce the notations
U*

=KUK

and

UT

=ut*,

(A.8)

which correspond to the usual complex conjugation and transpose when the
Hilbert space is finite-dimensional.
The time inversion operator () has an additional important property. From
the physical requirement

()2

=

Xl, ,\ E

te, and from the normal form (A.7),

one gets

= ()2

'\11.
Besides,

uut = 11. by unitarity.

= UKUK = UU*.

(A.9)

Hence, U = ,\U*-l = ,\UT, and, by taking the

transpose UT = ,\U. We deduce that A = ±1, that is
()2

= ±ll,

or equivalently

UT

= ±U.

(A. 10)

Making use of the identity (A.IO), the equation (A.l) implies that a timereversal invariant system satisfies

(A.ll)
To summarize, if () is an anti unitary operator commuting with the Hamiltonian and satisfying

()2

=

±1, then it satisfies (A.l1). Conversely, if () is an
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antiunitary operator satisfying B2

= ±11.

and (A.ll), then it commutes with

the Hamiltonian. Indeed, if i~ stands for the Hamiltonian, we have

BUtB = ±U-t iff ±O(l - il~t)O = 1 + iid
iff ±Oid)

= it

iff [it,O] =

o.

(A.12)

Finally, notice that if () is antiunitary, commutes with the Hamiltonian, and
satisfies

()2

= ±1, so does ei'll().

Hence, the time invcrsion opcrator is defined

up to a phase.

A.1.2

Definition of the Time Inversion Operator

In this section, a time inversion operator is defined in the cose of a system of
particles without spin and in the case of a system of particles with spin 1/2.
Defining a time inversion operator is equivalent to defining the unitary oprrator
U appearing in the normal form (A.7). This has to be done in accordance \,ith

the algebra of observables considered and how time invcrsion is wanted to act
on these observables.
In the context of time inversion, it is rcquircd to distinguish between three
types of observables, that is betwcen thrce typcs of sclf-adjoint operators.

a. of type A, such that aO¢ = aO¢ IlS a¢ = a¢. Examples
position ij and the hamiltonian it of n tirnc-rcvcrsru invariant

• The operators
are the
system.

b of type B, such that bO</> = -bO</> ns L¢ = b¢. Examples
are the momentum p, the angular momentum iJ and the spin sJ.

• The operators

• The operators

c of type

C that nrc non trivial sums of opcrnt.ors of

type A and B. Their eigenvalues and eigenfunctions do not obey an easy
transformation law. A physical example is the hamiltoninn i, of a part.icle
in a magnetic field.
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Lemma A.I A self-adjoint operator of type A commutes with 0, whereas a
self-adjoint operator of type B anticommutes with O.

Proof. For sake of simplicity, we consider

a with discrete spectrum only.

Ej

O:j'tPj, where {1/1j} is a complete

Any state

</>

can then be decomposed

</> =

orthonormal set of eigenfunctions of a. We will write a'IjJj = aj'IjJj, with aj E JR.
Since 0 is antiunitary,
oa</> = 0

L O:jaj'IjJj = L o:jajO'IjJj.
j

(A.13)

j

Besides, if a is of type A, then

aBc/> = a

L o:j(}1/1j = L o:jaj(}1/1j.
j

Therefore, oa =
b1/1j

a().

(A.14)

j

b be a self-adjoint operator of type B and write
By antiunitarity of 0, (A.13) with b in place of a and bj

Now, let

= bj'IjJj as before.

in place of aj still holds. But

b(}</> = b

L o:jO'IjJj = - L o:jbjO'f/;j.
j

This shows that

(A.15)

j

Ob = -b(}, which finishes the proof.

o
A direct consequence of this lemma is that the product between two operators
that are both of type A or both of type B yields an operator of type A, whereas
the product between an operator of type A and one of type B is of type B.

Spinless Particles
Let us treat the case of spinless particles. For sake of simplicity, we consider
a single particle in a one-dimensional space. The generalization to several
particles in a higher dimensional euclidian space is then obvious. The algebra
of observables for a particle without spin in one dimension is generated by the
unity 1\., the position

q, and the momentum p. It is important to emphasize
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that the subsequent calculations are performed in the position representation.
It will be seen that another representation would lead to other possible choices

for

e.

Using the normal form

e=

UK, and the fact that Ii is of type A, we

have that for all state ¢
eli¢> -

U J(q¢> = Uq¢/

efj¢ -

fje¢ = qU¢*

(A.16)

by lemma A.l

Besides, since p is of type B,

(A.17)

eft¢

The relations (A.16) and (A.17) show that U commutes with

q and p and

therefore with any observable. This implies U = c· ll, for some c E C on
the unit circle. Since

e is defined up to a phase, we can choose U =

1, and

consequently
(A.IS)

0= 1<.
It is important to notice that the choice 0

= I(

is justified in the position

representation but can be unappropriate in other representations. For example,
in the momentum representation, the position and momentum operators read

8
(xt/J)(P) = .i p t/;(P) and (fit/;) = pt/;(p).
a

(A.l!)

Calculations similar to (A.16) and (A.17) would show that the unitary operator
of the normal form of () must anticommute with

x and ii.

Particles with Spin 1/2

Now, let us look at a system of particles with spin 1/2. In order to avoid
cumbersome notations, the case of one particle of spin 1/2 in a one-dimensional
euclidean space is first treated. The Hilbert space of such a system is the
tensor product of the configuration space L2 (lR, elx) and the spin space C2 • It
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is natural to define a time inversion operator that acts independently on each
of these spaces,
(A.20)
where

()e

and

are antiunitary operators on the configuration and the spin

()s

spaces respectively. The configuration time inversion operator is precisely the
one that has been found in the previous section. In the position representation,
we thus have ()e = K. The algebra of observables on the spin space is generated
by the unity (type A) and the three Pauli matrices aI, a2 and a3 (type B). For
a E {1, 3} and

Z

E ((:2,

()ao.z -

UKao.Z

()ao.z -

-ao.()z

=
=

Uao.z*
-ao.U z*

by lemma A.I

(A.21)

The same calculation for a2 provides
()a2 z -

UKa2z = Ua;z* = -Ua2z*

()a2 z -

-a2()z = -a2U z*

by lemma A.1

Therefore U must commute with a2 and anticommute with

al

(A.22)
and a3' This

requirement is satisfied by U = a2, and consequently
(A.23)
For a system of particles with spin 1/2, the time inversion operator on the
whole Hilbert space is merely
(A.24)
where the number of factors K ® a2K is equal to the number of particles. For
a sytem of n particles with spin 1/2, () satisfies
(A.25)
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A.1.3

QUllIltUIll

GrllplJs

Action on Obscrvablcs and TR Invariancc

In the previous sections, a time inversion operator 0 has bccn built, depending
on the algebra of observablcs considered. \Ve now suppose that n Hilbert space
and a time inversion operator 0 = U /( are given. One can n..c;sociate with 0 a
corresponding action on the observnblcs by imposing

(A.26)
After some algebra, one easily gets

(A.27)
Two equivalent definitions of time-reversal invariD-ncc naturally follows from
what has been exposed previously. The system is TR invariant if and only if
one of the two conditions
• () commutes with the Hamiltonian
• () satisfies condition (A.l1)
is fulfilled. In this case, (A.12) shows that the second condition is automatically
satisfied. There is now a third equivalent definition of Til illvnrianrc, and this
is precisely the one to be uscd for quantum graphs. Tho system is TR invariant

if and only if

Indeed, for

(}2

U:

= ±l, or equivalently UT = ±U, we have
= Ut

iff UTU,rU·

= U,

iff Utu,tu

= U,·

iff U- t = uutU t = U J(U,J(U t
iff U- t = U/(U,UTI< = ±U/(U,UJ( = ±OU,O,

(A.2S).

which is precisely the condition (A.ll).
The fact that the time invcrsion operator cnn either satisfy 02
(j2 = -1 naturally leads to the following definitions.
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Definition A.2 The set of quantum systems can be considered as the disjoint
union of three different classes.
• The class A contains all quantum systems with broken TR invariance.
• The class AI contains all TR invariant systems with

(}2

• The class All contains all TR invariant systems with

= 1.

(}2

= -1.

The reader interested in a thinner classification of quantum systems (involving
chirality) can refer to [44] and the literature cited in this source.

A.1.4

Magnetic Field and TR Invariance Breaking

In this paragraph, we show that adding a magnetic field to a TR invariant
system breaks TR symmetry. Consider the Hamiltonian of a particle of mass
m = 1/2 moving in a d-dimensional euclidean space subjected to a potential

V(q),

h = f? + V(q).
A suitable time inversion operator is (} = K, and since

type A, lemma A.l implies that (h, (}]

=

(A.29)

q and p2

are both of

O. Consequently, such a system is

time-reversal invariant.
Now, suppose that a magnetic field is switched on. If A(q) is a classical vector potential generating the magnetic field, the quantum Hamiltonian
becomes

hA =

(p - eA(q))2

+ V(q).

(A.30)

The algebra of observables remains the same, and hence, (} = K is still valid.
However, a direct calculation leads to

(A.31)
showing that, unless eA(q) = 0, the time-reversal symmetry of this system is
broken.
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A.2

Time Inversion on Quantunl Graphs

In this section, the action of time inversion on quantum grnphs is cxplicitely
deduced from the previous general considerations. Then, we expose how timereversal invariance can be dealt with in the field theoretical description of
quantum graphs.

A.2.1

Time Inversion in the Anlplitude Space

The Hamiltonian considered on the graph is the one of a free particle on each
bond. \Ve restrict our attention to the case of a spinlcss particle, and therefore,
the corresponding time inversion operator over 1R would merely be 0 = 1(.
Time-reversal invariance could directly be broken uy the introduction of some
magnetic field on the graph. However, in the absence of mngnetie field, it can
still be broken by the boundary conditions specified at the vertices.
Firstly, it is natural to impose on the time inversion operntor 0 to act
separately on each bond, that is
B

ffitl'b

(A.32).

H

b=1

b... l

Then, on each bond b, we have 0 = 1(, so that

OtPb -

0 (ab+cik(:r-~) + ab_c-iJ.(Z-!of»)

_ ah+e-ik(Z-!j) + ab_etk(:r-~)

(A.33)

One can deduce form this map an action T of time inversion on the amplitudes
space A. It reads

la)
where

I-t

Tla)

= atI<la),

at is the first Pauli matrix acting in the direction spnce.

the action

(A.3-1)
Notice that

T obtained is an nntiunitary operator on the amplitudes space A.

This action T on physical states defines nn action on tho nlgcbra of obscrvabIes by the identity

(A.35)
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for all (J E

N2B

and for all matrix A E L(A). One easily get
(A.36)

Time-reversal invariance for graphs is defined similarly as in A.l.3 for a
system of particles in JR.d. A graph is said to be time-reversal invariant if its
evolution matrix U(k) is left invariant under time inversion. This means that
for all k

~

0,
(A.37)

=

Setting k

0 first, and then letting this parameter vary shows that this

identity can only be realized if

atT(k)at

= T(k)

and atsT at

= S.

(A.38)

The first condition fails if and only if a magnetic field is considered. Indeed,
a magnetic field makes T(k) non trivial in the direction space Ad. The second equation provides a condition on the scattering matrix S, that is on the
boundary conditions at the vertices. It can also be written
(A.39)
Neumann boundary conditions are thus an example of TR invariant boundary
conditions.

A.2.2

The Time-Reversal Space

A convenient way to deal with TR invariance in the field theoretical approach
to quantum graphs is to introduce a time-reversal space. This space, denoted by T R, is the 2-dimensional (>linear space spanned by
consider the space X

= A (9 en,

{i, n. Let us

where A is the amplitude space. In prac-

tice, the two interesting cases are n = 1, in which case X

= A,

and n

=2

with e2 standing for the retarded-advanced space RA. We introduce a Grassmann algebra A and the Grassmann envelope (X ED X)(A) as defined in Appendix B. \Vith any supervector 'IjJ E (X ED X) (A), we associate a supervector
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\lI E (X ® TR $ X ® TR) (A) defined uy

1/J

1-+

q,

=~ (

:¢ )

=

Tn

~ u~. )

(A.40)

(

1

Til

The new supervector \II is referred to as the time-reversal doubling of t/J, and
the index T R indicates that the matrix structure is written in the time-reversal
space. Notice that in (A.40), time inversion merely stands for complex conjugation on the component

en of X,

while it acts on A nccording to (A.34).

That is the reason why the symbol T is kept.
Similarly, one can also associate with each matrix N E L(XIX) a new
matrix N E L(X ® T R/X ® T R) dcfint'd by

N

1-+

N=

0) T= o
(N
(N
o NTn

0 )

C1 d1 NT (1d1

(A.41)

,
Tn

and the supermatrix N is referred to ns the time-reversal doubling of N. In
fact, the Bose-Bose blocks of N and NT have the sallle characteristic polynomiaI, and consequently the same eigenvn.lucs. Indet'd,
det

(tl - (C1tATC1t) IJD) =

dct

(1.1 - C1t,1 Dlt (1t)

_

det (

-

det

(C1ttlC1t) T

-

ADD)

(tl - AIIII)

Since we work with the convention X" =

(A.42)

-x for any odd clement of A,

the complex conjugate and the hermitian conjugnte of q, in (AAO) have to be
deduced with care. They read

'11' =

.~ ( C1 atV,)
q,

v2

d BF
1 3

and

\fit

Tn

= .~ (\lit, \fiTafFat) .
v2

(A.43)

Til

The presence of C1!/F leads to sarno entnnglcrnr.llts ht,tw(,(!Il the time-reversal
and the Bose-Fermi spaces.

Lemma A.3 Let Vb 1/;2 be sU]Jcrocctors in (X <D X) (A), ancllct N e L(XIX).
Denote by 'lit, q,2 and N their timc-7tvcrsal doubles. Then,
1

\lJ\Nw:z = 2(tP~NtI'2 + 1/)~N1/)l)'
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Proof. The second formula in (A.43) implies that

(A.44)
and it therefore suffices to prove that the second term here is equal to the
second term in the right-hand side of the lemma. Let i, j be indices for the
components in the space X and s, Sf E {B, F}. Then,

T

n/. (J3BF
If-' 1

*
N T nl.
If-'2

"'"""
L- ( - l)Snl.
If-'lis (NT) is,js' .1.*
If-'2js'

=
"

,

..

,

',J,8,S

I,},S,S

"'""" (_1)s+s'(s+1) (_l)s(s+s')N. . nl• . nl.*
LJs',tslf-'hSlf-'2js'
..
I
I,},S,S

.. ,

I,},S,S

"'""" (_1)8'+ss'(_1)S'(S+8').,.* N. I . .1•. '
LIf-'2js' Js ,tS If-'hs

.. ,
I,},S,S

L

1f;;j S lNjs',istPlis

(A.45)

= '¢IN'¢1

i,j,s,s'

o
Corollary A.4 The most important case in the previous lemma is '¢1

= '¢2,

which yields

Lemma A.5 Let N E L(XIX) be a supermatrix defining a convergent Gaussian superintegral

I

=f D'¢ exp(-'¢tN'¢).

Then, after TR doubling, the Gaussian superintegral becomes

/ Dw

exp (-w'Nw)

= (/ Dtf;

exp (-w'Nw) )'

= I'.

Proof. The second equality of the lemma directly follows from Corollary A.4.

For the first equality, one first notices that N is diagonal in TR. Moreover,
(A.42) ensures that the eigenvalues of

NBB
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N BB, but the first are twice more degenerated. Therefore,

N also defines a

convergent Gaussian superintegral, and

(A.46)

o
The time-reversal doublings introduced in (A..10) and (A.41) cn11 for a new
definition of duality for supermatrices in L(X ~T nix ®T R). Let us introduce
the supermatrix

0)

= a1d

-iafR

0

(

BF

(IfF)

tnF

o

(A.47)
7'Il

This supermatrix is invertible, and its inverse rends T- 1 = afFT, thnt is

0)

i(lTR
2

= (IId

0
(lIJF

(

DF

It can be readily checked that TT =

(A.48)

3

T- 1 •

Lemma A.6 Let 'l1 E (X ® T R ED X ® T R) (A) be a supervcctor obtained

from some t/J E (X ED X) (A) by time-reversal doubling. Then
W= T'l1*

and ~t

= ~TT.

Proof. First, notice that the second relation is obtained from the first by
transposition. In order to get the first equality, we compare the components
of w* given in (A.43) with the components of

w. This gives

Wf

-

1
-t/J= ad1 a3lU' \II *1

(A.49)

'lit

-

1
_(ldt/J.
-- ald'lJ*T'
..;21

(A.50)

V2

These equations, once written in a matrix form, yield the first equnlity of the
lemma

o
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Let N be any supermatrix in L(X ®T RIX ®T R). The generalized transpose

NT of N is defined by
(A.51)
where .AfT denotes the usual transpose of N. This operation is tailored in
order to get the following property.

Lemma A.7 Let N be any supermatrix in L(X ® TRIX ® TR), and let

W1, W2 E (X ® T R EIJ X ® T R) (A) be supervectors obtained by time-reversal
doubling. Then,

Proof. Let i,j be indices for the components in the space X and s, Sf be
indices in Bose-Fermi space. A direct calculation yields

i,j,s,s'

..

l,J,S,S

,

i,j,s,s'

(A.52)
But, by Lemma A.6,

wf = W~T-1 and Wi = T-1W1.

Injecting these identities

into the previous equation, and making use of T-l(jfF =
,T.t ,.(,T.

,T.t -1 BF.rT -l.T.

"'-'lJV"'-'2="'-'2T

(j3

JV-T

,T.t.rT -l,T.

"'-'1="'-'2 TJV - T

T,

gives

,T. tNT ,T.

"'-'1="'-'2

"'-'I

(A. 53)

o
Remark A.S The following properties of the generalized transposition are direct consequences of the previous results.

3.

If N

is obtained by time-reversal doubling, then,
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NT

=

N.

Appendix B
The Bose-Fermi Space
The goal of this appendix is twofold. Firstly, it can be considered as an extremely short introduction to Grassmann algebras,

~-graded

linear spaces

over these algebras, and as a presentation of some useful analytical results.
However, it can by no means be substituted for n. more complete treatment,
like the one in the excellent textbook [8] for example. The main gonl of this
appendix is rather to clearly define the conventions used throughout this work.
These conventions, although frequently used, nre not completely standard, and
there is rather a multitude of equiva.lent but cliffcrcllt cOIlventiolls that can be
found in the literature.

B.l

Supervectors and Supermatriccs

Let us introduce a set X = {Xk : k END}, with D ::! 1. The complex D-

dimensional Grassmann algebra A is the set of all the polynomials in C[x] with
the additional rule
XkXI

+ XIXk = 0 e C.

(B.I)

The elements in X are called generators of A. In fnct, it can be seen that A
has many different families of generators. It has thus nil iutrinsic ('.xistcncc,
independent of X. The anticommutation relations (D.1) imply in particular
that any generator Xk satisfies X~ = O. Hence, any polynomial
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expressed as
D

f(x'}

= I:

I:

fkl, ... ,kpXkl··· Xk p,

(B.2)

p=O kl< ... <kp

for some suitable coefficients fkl, ... ,k p E Co Besides, a Grassmann algebra A
can be decomposed as a direct sum

(B.3)
where AD is the subset of elements commuting with any other elements in A.
The decomposition (B.3) makes A a Z2-graded linear space. If !(X) E A(j, all
its terms are products of even numbers of generators. Hence, AI can be chosen
as the set of polynomials whose terms only contain odd numbers of generators.
In fact, the commuting elements AD do not depend on the particular choice
of generating family X, whereas AI as defined above does. One also has the
rule ArA] C Ai+j for i,j E {a, I}, where the addition is performed in Z2. This
property makes A a Z2-graded algebra. Any Grassmann algebra A possesses
an homomorphism m, which associates with each element !(X) the complex
number f(O) obtained by sending all the Grassmann generators to zero. This
element (m!)(x) = 1(0) is called the body of the Grassmann number !(X), .
whereas the remainder f(x) - f(O) is referred to as the soul. These two notions
are independent of the generating family

x.

Let X be a n-dimensional C-linear space with basis {ed. The set X EB X
has elements of the form
n

V

=

n

I:Vdei EB I:V{e~
i=l

(BA)

i=I

where {ea is the same basis as {ed, and the coefficients Vd, Vii E Co This is
also a

~-graded

linear space. One can now consider the expressions of the

type (BA) where the coefficients Vc: belong to AD and the coefficients VIi belong
to AI. The resulting objects are of the form

V(x) =

n

n

i=l

i=l

L: V~(x)ei ED L: V;'(x)e~,

where VB(X) E Ao, VF(X) E Ai,

(B.5)
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and are called supervectors. The set of such supcrv('ctors, denoted by (X ED

X) (A) is sometimes referred to as the Gras.9mann envelope of X eX. Once
the basis {ei} is fixed,

Vex)

in (D.5) is repn'.scntcd by
,,1
tp

(B.6)

VB =

with

VJj

Vp

In the last formulae and in the sequel, the dependency on th(l generat.ors X
are kept implicit. The 2-dimcnsional structurc written in (D.G) is cnllcd BoseFermi space, and the first and second sectors arc respcctively called bosonic

and lermionic. In thc literature, thc set of supcrvcctors (D.G) is sometimes
denoted by Anln. However, the notation (X <DX}(A) is often preferred since it
explicit ely refers to the underlying spacc X and not only to its dimension. The
body of a supervector m V is the complex vector ohtained by only retaining
the bodies of all its components.
\Ve endow the Grassmann algebra A with an involution

I ......

r, charac-

terized by the rules

(ft + 12)* = Ii + 12

(Jl . 12)* =

(a + ib)* = a - ib for a, bE lR

Xk-

The element
show that

= -x

Ii . 12'

r is naturally callcd complex conjugate of I.

r* is equal to f

if

I

E Ao, and to

choice Xk* = -Xk implies (XkXk)*

= XkXk.

-I

if

(B.7)

if Xk E X.

I

The rules (B.7)

E At. ~Iorcovcr, the

Although such nn involution is

commonly used in the literature, its introduction is not ncccssary, and all the
calculations can be performed without referring to this notion. However, it
enables to generalize the concepts of unitarity and hermiticity.
For a supervector V, V* denotes thc supervcctor containing thc complc.x
conjugates of the components of V. Beside tho involution, two other operations
on supervectors are needed. Let V E (X eX)(A) be as in (D.G). Its trnnsposc
and its hermitian conjugate are respectively defined by
VT

=(V,B T "F T)
y,

vt = ("B t "F t)
Y,

Y,

"T
,Yn,F

== ("1
vlI.F··· V"
D.F )

' BV., F t =
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Hence, one can write V t = V*T = VT*. However, because of the convention
(B.7) for the involution, we have the unusual rule

vtt = o-fFv, where

a:F is

the third Pauli matrix acting on the Bose-Fermi space.
In order to preserve the commuting and ant commuting properties of the
Bose and Fermi sectors, an endomorphism A on the set of supervectors

X) (A)

(X E9

must be of the form

(B.9)
where each block is n x n, the coefficients of ABB and

AFF

are in Ao, and the

coefficients of ABF and A Fs are in Ai. In the writing (B.9), a particular basis
for the underlying space X has been assumed. Such endomorphisms are then
called supermatrices, and the set of all supermatrices is written L(X\X). In
practice, each underlying space considered has a privileged basis, and therefore
the writing (B.9) is unambiguous. Notice that an endomorphism A can be
written as the direct sum of its diagonal and off-diagonal blocks. This shows
that L(XIX) is also a Z2-graded algebra. The body rnA of A is the supermatrix
obtained from replacing all the components with their bodies.
We define the superdeterminant of A E L(XIX) by

(B.lO)
The matrices in the two square brackets have commuting components, and
their determinants have to be understood as usual determinants. Notice that
this definition is meaningful when det AFF =J O. It is not difficult to check that

sdetAB = sdetA . sdetB. The supertrnce of A is
strA

= trABs -

trA FF .

(B.1l)

It is related to the superdeterminant through the fundamental formula
sdetA

= estrlog A •
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The adjoint At and the transpose AT of a supermntrix A E L(XIX) are
defined by the equations

(B.13)
for all Vi, 112 E (X $ X)(A). A short calculation shows that, jf .11 is given by
(B.9), then

(B.14)
where in each block t and

denote the usual hermitian conjugate and trans-

T

pose. In particular, (D.14), together with the definition (U.7) of the involution,
shows that Aft

B.2
B.2.!

= A, but ATT = ufFAufF,

Grassmann Analysis
Grassmann Analytic Functions

In the previous section, the Grassmann algebra A has been defined, and some
linear algebra over A has been introduced. In Grassmann analysis, the main
ingredients are the so-called Grassmann analytic functions. In order to define
these functions, the set of variables on which they nct has first to be described.
Let U be a domain in Cd, The variable algebra A(U) consists of the clements
D

v(x, X) =

L L

Vkl ..... kp(X) Xkl ' ..

Xl-p '

(B.15)

p=O kl< ... <kp

where the complex functions

Vklo ....kp

are analytic in U. This algebra contains

two types of distinguished variables, The even, or commuting, variables are of
the form

j(X, X)

=

L 2:

jkl .....l·p(X) Xkl ••• Xk,.

(B.16)

p even kl < ... <kp

and they compose the set A1IO(U). The odel, or anticommuting, variables assume the form

<p(X, X) =

L L

<Pkl .....k,,(X) Xkl ... Xk,.

p odd kl <... <k"

lGD

(B.17)
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and they form the set A011 (U). When x runs over U, the variables

f (x, xJ

and ip(x, X) indeed vary in AIIO(U) and AOll(U). Moreover, the identification
of A(U) with AIIO(U) E9 AOll(U) makes A(U) a Z2-graded algebra. However,
it is often required to work with several variables, and this necessitates the
introduction of different variable sets,
(B.18)

Basically, an element of Anlm(u) assigns a supervector to any point in U. Besides, notice that an-tuple f
can always be split as f

= (It, ... , fn)

E

AnIO(U) of commuting variables

= mf + s, where mf = (m/I, ... , mfn)

contains the

bodies of the variables, and the remainder s contains the souls. Finally, the
spectrum of f, denoted by Spec(f), is defined as being the range of mf.

The Grassmann analytic functions are objects of the form F(f, <p), where

f

E AnIO(U) and <p E AOlm(u). They are defined in two steps. Let V

c en

be an open domain, and let G be a complex analytic function on V. One can
define
G(f)

=

(B.19)

for all f = mf + s in AnIO(U) such that Spec(J) C V. Since the souls in s
are nilpotents, the series stops. Now, for J E AnIO(u) and <p E AOlm(u), the
expression

m

F(f, <p) =

E E

Fh •... i'l(f)'Pil· .. 'Pi 'l ,

(B.20)

q=O il< ... <iq

is called Grassmann analytic function if each FiI, ... i 'l is as in (B.19). A Grassmann analytic function thus assigns an element of A(U) to each element of
the variable set Anlm(u). Moreover, it is said to be even (resp. odd) if the
polynomial (B.20) only involves products of even (resp. odd) numbers of anticommuting variables 'Pj. Besides, it is said to have compact support if all the

AI .... j., 0 m vanish on the boundary of Spec(f).
Let f E AnIO(U) and <p E AOlm(u). Their union f U <p E Anlm(u) is said to

complex functions

generate a subalgebra L C A(U) if and only if any element vEL can be seen
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as a Grassmann analytic function of (J,CP) os in (B.20).
There is also a concept of derivative in G rn.'~SIllanl1 analysis. If F(j, cp) is
a Grassmann analytic function, one wants to write a small variation of F as
dF =

+-

a

D

01; F(f, cp) . clh + F(!, cp) Dr.pj . dcpj

(B.21)

-+

-

d/j

•

a~j F(f,cp) +dr.pj· D~j F{f,cp)

(B.22)

where the summation convention is implicit. The derivative operator d is
also required to be linear and to satisfy some generalized Leilmitz rule. The
derivative ofJF with respect to the commuting variable
by replacing the functions

Ii

is simply defined

FiI,...J., in (D.20) with the corresponding derivatives

ojFi1 ....i." which in turns come from considering the complex function DjFi.,...i.,o
m in (B.19) in place of Fil, ...i., 0 m. The right and left derivatives of F{f, cp)
with respect to an anticommuting variable <pj arc rcsp('ctivcly defined by
l'

l:

c5j •i/t (-1 ),,-kcpil

... ,pi" ... CPi,

(B.23)

... r;iAl ... <Pi,.

(B.24)

k .. l
-+

l'

{)

-0'Pi! • .. 'Pi,.
'Pj

- l: c5

j •iAl (-1 )k-lcpil

k=l

and by linearity on the expression (D.20) for F. In other words, in (D.23) CPj
is brought to the right of the monomial and then erased, wherens in (B.24)
'Pj is brought to the left of the monomial. It is ensy to sec that right and left

derivatives are the same if F is odd, and arc opposite to each other if F is
even.

B.2.2

The Bcrczin Integral

The goal is to integrate Grassmann analytic functions F : Anlm(u)

-+

A(U),

where U is a domain in Cd. First, let G : AnIO(U) ..... A(U) be Grassmann
analytic. Its superintegral is defineu by

!

G(J)Df

==

r

Js pf'JC (I)
IG2

G(x)

fr,-1

dxtclx"
1T

(8.25)
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where the right-hand side has to be understood as an usual complex integral.
Notice that this definition basically treats the commuting variables

fi as usual

complex variables. Let us now turn to the superintegral of a more general
Grassmann analytic function F : Anlm(u)
one defines

J

F(f,cp)DfDcp

-+

A(U). If F is given by (B.20),

=JF1, ... ,m(f)Dj,

(B.26)

and the right-hand side is defined as in (B.25). In fact, the definition (B.26)
amounts to work with the measure Dcp = drpl ... drpm and the Berezin's rules
(B.27)
Notice that integrating an expression with respect to an anticommuting variable

C{Jk

amounts to differentiate this expression with respect to this variable.

Let (f,cp), (g,,p) E Anlm(u) be two systems of generators of a subalgebra

L C A(U), and define

(fia!.)
a
(i,j)eNnxNm ) .

(B.28)

3

( a'l/1'
3

'-Pi) (i,j)eNmxNm

This quantity is called Berezinian of the change of variables (f, cp)

-+

(g, ,p),

and it plays the role of Jacobian in superintegrals. Indeed, if F(f, cp) is Grassmann analytic with compact support, then
(B.29)
This equality has several far-reaching consequences. In particular, it shows
that, in order to perform the superintegral of a Grassmann analytic function,
it is not needed to go through the sometimes long and tedious expansions
(B.20) and (B.19) to express this function in terms of the previous commuting
and anticommuting variables 9 and,p. Instead, provided the Berezinian is
correctly taken into account, one can rather integrate the new anticommuting
variables cp according to Berezin's rule, and perform the remaining integrals
over the commuting variables f as if these 'variables were complex numbers.
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Hence, Berezin's integration rules do not depend on the systcm of generators

x.

In practice, one does not need to constantly refer to the initial system of

generators and one can rather consider the anticoIllmuting variables at each
step of the calculations as new generators.
For the formula (B.29) to hold, it is crucial that F is compactly supported.
If F is not compactly supported, some boundary terms must be added to the
right-hand side of (B.29). However, for a change of variables (/, cp)

(9,1/J)

-+

with /(9, 1/J) = /(g, 0), these boundary terms vanish and the validity of (B.29)
is restored. A more detailed account on these terms can be found in [8].

B.2.3

Gaussian Supcrintcgrals

A particularly important type of superintegrnls arc the Gaussian superintegrals.

A

E

Let X be a n-dimensional C-linear space, V E (X ED X)(A) and

L(XIX) be as in (B.6) and (B.D) respectively. Suppose that all the

eigenvalues of mA BB arc positive and that mAFF is not singular. Then

J

e-

vfAV

DVBDVp

= sdet- 1A.

In particular, if it exists AI E L(XIX) with det AIFF

D

= AI- 1AAI is block diagonal and

DBB

i: D and such that

= DFl", then tho integral (B.3D)

gives 1. In this case, the integrand is said supersymmetric.

16·1

(B.3D)

Appendix C
Derivatives of Determinants
The derivatives of determinants of some particular kind playa key role in our
method. In general, they appear as the way to get the quantities of interest,
as moments or autocorrelation functions, from some generating functions. We
group here the rules governing these derivatives. A recurrent object in these
formulae will be the P factor

Po. ((J)

= anumber of cycles in

q

(C.1)

defined for any a E lR and any permutation (J. The main result is the next
theorem.
Theorem C.l Let A be an n x n invertible complex matrix, and for sEN,

let A (1) , ••• A (s) be s complex n x n matrices. Then, for a E lR,

where j and A are the s-dimensional vectors containing iI, ... ,is and the matrices A (1), ••• , A (S) respectively.
Proof. Let bit b~, ... bs , b~ E Nn • One first shows the result for the particular
h
Ebi,b~
~ biUX~
~
h'
choice A'( 0) = Eb'..b'i were
.•.•
. .,-i,', = UXi )
. , b~,
, t at IS

(C.2)
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where E denotes the s-dimensional vector formed with Bbl.bl, .. . Eb•.b~. Then,
I

writing
(C.3)
performing the change of variables

in the left-hand side of the expression in the theorem nnd npplying (C.2) brings
us to the general case.
The proof of (C.2) goes by induction over s. For s

= I, the left-hnnd side

of (C.2) reads

~ det

-0

all

(1 -

i l A - 1EbJ'bi)

-

a~l exp ( -otrlog (1 - i l A- 1EbJ'bi ))

-

odet - 0

(1- ilA-lEbl,bi) ~1 tr ~ ~ (il A-

r-.

1

fj..fJl.biY
(C.5)

as il tends to zero. This result is in nccordnnce with the right-hand side of
(C.2) since the unique clement of 8 1 is the identity permutation which contains
exactly one cycle.
Now, let sEN, s > 2, and suppose the statement vnlid for ., - 1. Let j
(ill'"

=

,is-I) and E = (E(jl.PI, ... , E(j·-l.IJ'.-I). Then, one bus by nssumptioll
O

fJ
det A
O
{}is-l ... Bit det (A - i,lEb•.b~
{}

-

detO

(~e~o:.Eb•.V,)

-

I
j . E) J ... o

eLs Po (0') (A - j Bb•.b~ ) -1"i .6.(1)
.-1
II

(I

(C.6)
since, for ), small enough, the matrix A - i,Eb•• b~ is still invertible. Taking
the derivative with respect to i,l on the first factor of the right-hand side and
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evaluating at js = 0 gives, by (C.5),

QA-\~,b..

L

A-\~_l,b"'("_l)

Pa(a)A-\p"'(l)'"

qES.. _l

(C.7)

In order to get the derivative on the permutation factor in (C,6), one first
needs to calculate

o - ~
_

(A - jE"b'r' (A - jE"") Ij~O

~ (A _ jEb,b

l
)

8)

-11

A - A- 1 E b,b',

(C.8)

;=0

which implies that
'Ebb'
-8 ( A - )
' ) -1
8j

_ (A

I
b",b

lll

-1 Eb,b'

A-I)
b" ,bill

jq=O
-

A-I

b",b

A-I

(C.9)

b',b'"

Making use of this formula, taking the derivative with respect to js on the
permutation factor in (C.6) and evaluating at jq

= 0 yields

(C. 10)
Now, for each pair (a,j) with a E Ss-1 and j E Ns T q ,;

E

b

define the permutation

S8 in the following way:
1

T q ,; :

...

( a(l) ...

j-l

j

j+l

8-1

a(j - 1)

8

a(j + 1)

a(8 - 1)

from a, one breaks the arrow j

(C.ll)
a(j) and replaces it

In order to obtain

Tq ,;

by j

a(j), that is, one inserts the new element s between j and

-+ 8

and

8 -+

-+

a(j). Notice that Tq ,; is indeed a permutation in S8 and that the columns in

(C.ll) are exactly the components indices of the matrices A- l appearing in
the term (u,i) of (C.lO). It is easy to convince oneself that
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(a,j) = (a',j'). Thus, the set {TC7J : (J E S,_I,j E N,-tl has (s - l)(s -I)!
elements, and TC7J(S)

= s is never ren1ized.

Besides, the set {(J E S, : (J(s) =F s}

also contains (5 - 1)(5 - I)! clements. Therefore, one deduces that these two
sets are the same.

po(a)

=

~Ioreover,

(J and TC7J have snme number of cycles, and thus

Po(TC7J)' \Vith all these remarks, (C.lO) becomes

(C.12)

Adding this contribution to (C.7) terminates the proof of (C.2) by induction.

o
In the proof of the previous theorem, the next important particular cnsc
has been shown.
Corollary C.2 Let A and j be as in the thco1'Cm, awl let E be the vector of

matrices (Ebl.b1, ... , Eb•• b~) Jor some bI , b~, ... , bIt b~ E Nn , where Eb.b' denotes
the n x n matrix having one as component (b, b/) ancl zero et'crywhere else.
Then

Let us also mention the following interesting result asserting that the p
factor can be seen as a quantity generalizing the signature of n permutation.
Theorem C.3 Let (J E S,. Its signature (_I)" is given by

Proof Using the same notations ns in Corollary C.2, we will show by induction
on s that

8!J
det (A - j . E)
8' ... 8'
detA
')1

'),

I

= (-1)
JaO

·~ (/ Il' A
L.,;(-l)

"cS,

-I

~.l

b:.b.(.,.

(C.13)

A direct comparison with Corollary C.2 then tcrminntc!s the proof. The case

s = 1 has already been checked in the proof of Theorem C.1. In<1('('(I, it is
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sufficient to set a = -1 in (C.5). Similarly to (C.6), one writes the induction
assumption

• ••

(

A - J.S Eba,b~ )

-1

(C.14)

b~_l ,b... (s-l)

One has now to take the derivative with respect to

is

on the expression and

evaluate at is = O. If this derivative is performed on the ratio of determinants
in the right-hand side of (C.14), one finds as in (C.7)

-

(_1)S "

L...J

crES.

(_l)cr A- 1b,l' b... (1)

.• • A- l , b
b8' ... (s)

(C.15)

a(8)=8

Similarly to (C.10), if the derivative is taken on the permutation sum of (C.14)
one finds
(_lYEs-l A-I
( _l)S-l"
LJaES._l
j=l
b~ ,b.,.(l)

• ••

A-I

bj_l,b... (i-l)

A-I

bj,bs

(C.16)
One can define the permutations rcr,; E 8 s as in (C.ll). Let us recall that
when

(J

runs over 8 s - 1 and j runs over Ns -

b

T cr,;

E 8s

runs over the set

of permutations in 8 s that move the element s. Let us now investigate the
relation between the signature of (J E Sq-l and the signature of T q ,; E Sq. For
this purpose, decompose (J as a product of cycles. Of course, j and a(j) belong
to the same cycle, and in this cycle a(j) follows j. Write also

ra,j

as a product

of cycles. In this decomposition, j, sand a(j) are consecutive elements in one
of the cycles. It is clear by the definition (C.ll) of
(J

and

raj

rO',j

that all the cycles in

coincide apart from the one containing j and aU) which contains

one more elements in rcr,; than it does in a. Since the signature of a k-cycle
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is completely determined by its length k through the formula (-1 )Hl, one
deduces that the signature of T(fJ is nlways the opposite of the signature of (1,
whatever j E N.s- 1 is. 'Vith all these remarks, the (lxprcs."ion (C.W) becomes
(C.17)

Adding (C.l5) to this result finishes the induction step.

o
In the case where only one source j is considored, the formula. ill Theorem C.l can be generalized to determinants of nonlinear functions. This is
precisely the purpose of the next result.

Theorem C.4 For any Q E it and any subu71itary matrix "/(j),

~ log dct (I -

AlU))· = -ntr [AI' U) 1 -

~I U)]'

Proof. If L denotes the left-hand side of the equation in the theorem, one can
write

L -

a ~ trlog (1- A/(j))

~ ---:tr,H
1 D "[(j)n

-

-0' L...J

-

-0

n-I nD)

~! tr[n"tu)n-I At'U)]
n-l

-

-ntr ["I'(j) 1 -

~t(j)]'

(C.lS)

The third equality is obtained by invnrinnce of tho traco under cyclic peflllUtations, and the fourth by summing the gcometric

f;l·ri(!.~.

o
Lemma C.S For any 0 E JR, and any integers
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From this lemma, one can deduce the following result

Lemma C.6 For any integer N EN, the following equality holds.

Let us start by introducing the following block-diagonal

Proof of C.5.

matrix,
.M(n, m)

=( one(n, n)
o

0
) ,
one(m,m)

(0.19)

where one(p, q) denotes the p x q matrix having all entries equal to one. Let
us also define the determinant

(0.20)
depending on n + m real numbers )1 I

••• ,

)n+m forming the vector j. Working

out the matrix in this determinant, it can be seen that D factorizes as D(j)

=

Dl(j)D2(j), where

DI(j)

=

1- )1

-jl

-jl

-)2

1- )2

-12

-in

-jn

1- )n

(0.21)

and D 2 (j) is given by the same formula with)n+ll .. . )n+m in place Of)l, ... ,in.
In (C.22), one can add to the first row all the other rows without modifying
the value of the determinant. This yields

D,(j) = (1-

t

jk )

1

1

1

-h

1- )2

-)2

-jn

-jn

1- )n

(C.22)

k=l

The remaining determinant is then easily shown to be one. In order to see
this, it is indeed sufficient to add )k times the first row to the row number k
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recursively for k = 2, . , , ,n. Therefore,

D(j)

= ( 1-

L jk
n

)

(

1-

1:=1

L

ntnt

j"

)

(C.23)

'

1:-"+1

Let us now take the derivatives on D(j). Firstly, from the ('()un.tion (C.23), it
is not difficult to see that
[}'V
a'')1",
a'')N D-

O (

')1

1

i=O

=

(1
' )-n (1
,)-nl .
a{)"+m
'no'".
-).
-}2
11 12
)1-13- 0

(C.2·')

Notice that the right-hand side of this equality is pr<'CiS('ly t.he right-hand side
of the first equation in the lemma, One

htL':;

thus to show thnt the left-hand

sides coincide. But making usc of Corollnry C,2, the Idt-hlllld side of (C.2·I)
indeed reads

a'

I)-V{)

')1· ••

2:

=

,D-n(j)1

')N

i-O

po(O').

(C.25)

«7ES", ...

This proves the identity in the lemmn.

o
ProofofC.6. Lctusdcfinc[IJ

= (I-i)-l 'In<1(2) ~ {l-h)-l. Thcsymbols

81 and fh will denote the derivatives with respect to il ami h f('Sp('Ctivc1y. One
makes usc of Lemma C.S to write the left-hand side n.'i

t (~)DlnD2N-n

[1]'/2!2j1/lIJ_O

"-0

:: (0.

+ Ih)N (JJl/l(2J1 /2

I.o'

(C.2G)

i

The proof will now go by induction over N. As N == 1, tlw f('Sult follows from

(C.2G) and the trivial identity 1/2 + 1/2 == II. Now, for

(~I\('h

N e Nt I('t us

introduce the function of it and h
(C.27)
Notice that TN can also be dcfinrd hy the

Ontl

step inclucti\'Cl process 7N+l ::

(81 + fh) TN "1th initial condition To :: [1]1/2[2]1/2. \\'ith thi~ notntion, the
identity (C.2G) \\ill prove the lemma once the WC11rsivc rdntic)I1
TN+J(O)

= (D, + {}.z)TN(O) == (N + l)TN(O)
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is shown to hold. In order to prove (C.28), the main idea is to consider the
function TN(j) as the sum of 2N contributions of the type
(C.29)
where x

= (x(l), ... , x(N»

is a sequence in {1,2}. It is interesting to notice

that the process (C.27) to obtain TN(i) by letting N grow can naturally be seen
as a finitc and rootcd 2-rcgular tree, ill which each end-vertex is at a topological
distance N from the root. In this trcc picture, the contributions t[x] of TN(j)
are precisely the cnd-vertices, and, as the operator 81 + 82 is applied, each of
them gives rise to two different neighboring contributions t[x, 1] and t[x, 2] to
the next trcc TN+l(j). Since all the terms in TN+l(j) can be grouped in this
way in pairs of neighboring contributions arising from the previous tree TN (j),
it is sufficient to show that

t[x,lJ!;=o + t[x, 2]1;=0 = (N + 1) t[xJ!;=o

(C.30)

in order to prove the recursive relation (C.28). Now, for any sequence x in

{l,2}N, let us define the real numbers sdx] and S2[X] by the relation
(C.31)
It is easy to convince oneself that Sl[X] + S2[X] = N

t[x, 111;=0 + t[x,211;=0 -

+ 1.

Therefore,

(81 + 8:2) t(xllj=o

-

(Sl[X] + S2[X]) t[x] 1;=0

-

(N + 1) t[x] 1;=0'

(C.32)

which proves the induction step (C.30), and hence the lemma.

o
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Appendix D
Determinants of Block Matrices
In this appendix, some useful rules to compute determinants of block matrices
are presented. We first give the result in the commutative case.
Theorem D.I Let F be a commutative ring and let R be a commutative subring of Mat(n, F). If M E Mat(m, R), Al can also be seen as an element of
M at( mn, F) and

The non-trivial part is of course when the subring R C Mat(n, F) is noncommutative. Let us first give an example. Consider the matrix

(D.1)
where A, B, C, D E Mat(n, F). First, if the matrices A, B, C, D commute with
each other, then it exists a commutative subring R of Mat(n, F) containing
A, B, C, D, and Theorem D claims that

(D.2)
However, if this commutation property is not fulfilled, then any subring R of
Mat(n, F) containing A, B, C, D is not commutativc, and dctuAf is ill-defined.

In this example, AD-BC will in general differ from DA-BC and DA-CB,
and we can expect these matrices to have different determinants over F.
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We now give an analog of this theorem in the noncommutative case for
m = 2. One can directly consider the most general case where the commutative
ring F is replaced with the Grassmann algebra A.
Theorem D.2 Let R

= Mat(Cn/C n)

and consider the supermatrix

in Mat(2, R) having invertible blocks A and D. Then,
sdet M

A-I BD- C)
1

-

sdet(AD)sdet(l -

-

sdet(AD)sdet(l- D-ICA-IB).

Proof Decompose the supermatrix M in the theorem as the product
= (A 0) ( 1 A-I B) .
( CA B)
DOD
D-IC
1

(D.3)

Taking the determinant on both sides of this equation and applying the next
lemma finishes the proof.

o
Lemma D.3 Suppose that M is as in the theorem with A

= D = 1.

Then

sdet M = sdet(l - BO) = sdet(l - OB).

Proof Start with the identity
sdetAl = expstrlog [1 +

(~

:)].

(D.4)

Then, expanding the logarithm as a power series yields
sdetM

=

exp

(0 B)
L (-1)n C
str
O
00

n-I

n

n=1

L
00

-

exp

(_l)2n-l
((Bo)n
2n str

0

n=1
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where we have used the fact that the odd powers of 11,1 - 1 are traceless. In
the last forumla, the supertrace is equal to 2str(Bc)n and 2str(CB)n. Using
one of these expression and then the other leads to the two equalities in the
lemma.

o
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Appendix E
Variation of the Action
E.l

Supertrace Functionals

The goal of this appendix is to obtain and solve the saddle-point equations
induced by the source-free action
So[Z, Z]

=

1
-str log(1 - Z Z) + 2str log(1 - ZS! zr Sf)

1
g(
+2"strlo
1-ZrZ-) .

(E.1)

One first needs to define what is meant by variation of the action. For any functional p : L(cnlcn ) -+ A, the derivative of p in the direction lV E L(cnlcn ) is
defined by

-I' p(Z + fW) - p(Z)
D wP (Z) = 1m
.
f~O

(E.2)

€

An important case for our purpose is when p is the supertrace of some matrix map. In this situation, one can give a simple formula for its directional
derivative.

Lemma E.1 Let f be an analytic function on an open domain

nc

C. lVe

also denote by f the mapping it induces on the elements of L(cnlcn ) whose
bodies have eigenvalues in

n.

Let p be the functional

p(Z) = str[f(AZBZ)] ,

where

177

A, B E L(cnlcn ).
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Then, the derivative of p in the direction lV is
Dwp(Z) = str[!'(AZBZ) (AlV BZ + AZBW)].
This lemma can easily be generalized to p(Z) = str[J(A 1 ZA 2 Z ... AkZ], The
derivative of such a functional P is obtained by taking the sum of derivatives
with respect to each factor Z separately.
Proof. One can always suppose that

n is

a neighborhood of the origin in

the complex plane, since otherwise this situation is achieved by shifting the
variable. By the definition (E.2), one has
1

Dwp(Z) =!~ ~str

f(n)(o)

L
00

n!

([A(Z+dV)B(Z+!lV)r - [AZBZr) , (E.3)

n=O

Now comes the simplification due to the supertracc. Indeed, observe that at
first order in

€,

str[A(Z + flV)B(Z
-

+ flV)r

str[AZBZr + f· str[n(AZBz)n-l AlV BZ]

+€. str[n(AZBZ)n-lAZBlV]

(E.4)

Injecting this result into (E.3) terminates the proof.

o
Examples We now give three examples of usc of this lemma that will directly
lead to the variation of the source-free action So.
1. Consider the functional Pl[Z] = -strlog(l- ZZ). By the lemma

DWPl[Z]

= str ((1- ZZ)-llVZ) .

(E.5)

Similarly, if p;[Z] = -str log(! - ZZ), then
(E.6)
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2. Consider the functional P2[Z]

= str log(l-ZS! zr SE).

The lemma implies

that

DW P2[Z]

=

(D1,wP2[Zb Z2] + D2,wp2[Z1, Z2]lzl=Z2=Z'

(E.7)

where p2[Zl, Z2J = strlog(l- ZlS!ZfSE) , and Di,w is the derivative with
respect to Zi in the direction W. The first term yields

To compute the second term in (E.7), we use the fact that the supertrace
of the genera1ize~ transpose of a matrix is equal to the supertrace of this
matrix. Since S; = Sf' this second term thus becomes

D2,wP2[ZI, Z2J -

D 2,wstrlog (1- S£Z2S!Zr)
-str

[(1- SEZ2S!Z[)-lS£~VS!Z[J.

(E.9)

And finally, using the invariance of the supertrace under cyclic permutations, one obtains

(E.10)
3. Consider the functional P3 [Z]

zr

= str log( 1- Z) . Using the same method

as before,

(E.11)
where ,03 [Z1' Z2J = str log(l - Z[ Z2). The second term can immediately
be computed and reads
(E.12)

For the first, we take the generalized transpose of the argument in the
logarithm, and then we use the invariance of the supertrace under cyclic
permutations. This yields

Dl,WP3[ZI,Z2] -

Dl,wstrlOg

(1- Z;Zl)

-str[(l- Z;ZltlZ;W].
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Therefore

(E.14)

E.2

Saddle-Point Equations

The two saddle-point equations are

(E.15)
for all WE L(TR®AITR®A). Notice on (E.1) that they take the form

DWPl[~] + ~DWP2[~] = O(€)

(E.16)

{ Dwp;[Z] + 2DwP3[Z] = 0

where the Pi functionals are those defined in the previous examples. Using the
results of these examples provides
str[(1- ZZ)-lZ - (1- S!ZTS(Z)-lS!ZTS(]lV = O(€)
{ str[(1- ZZ)-lZ - (1- ZTZ)-lZT]lV

=0

(E.17)

. Since these equations must be satisfied for all lV, the supermatrices in the
square brackets must vanish. The second equation leads to Z = ZT, or

(E.18)
Making use of this relation, the first equation of (E.17) implies that Z and
S must commute with each other. The requirement SZ - ZS = 0 can be

explicitly written in time-reversal space as

(E.19)
If the graph is in the orthogonal class, ST = S, and thus each component

of Z must commute with S. But the supermatrices Z and

Z, which originate

from the color-flavor transformation leading to Theorem 3.4, are diagonal in
the bond space A b • Therefore, since the classical map Jvl{3,{3' = ISfj,{3,1 2 is
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supposed mixing, the only matrices diagonal in bond space and commuting
with S must be the multiple of identity. In other terms, Z and

Z can

be

written
(E.20)
for some supermatrices Y, Y E L(TRITR) satisfying the condition

Y=Y

T

•

(E.21)

The couples of supermatrices (Zo, 20 ) satisfying (E.20) and (E.21) constitute
the zero mode, or the mean field mode, of the orthogonal symmetry class.
If the graph is in the unitary class, the condition S = ST must be released.

The commutation requirement (E.19) then becomes a stronger condition than
before, and the set of supermatrices Z satisfying this requirement is a subset
of the supermatrices Z found in (E.20). The equations in the diagonal components (j, j) and (1,!) of (E.19) remain unchanged, but the off-diagonal ones
become
(E.22)
Since, in these equations, the first factor does not vanish, the second factors
must be zero. Hence, in the unitary symmetry class, the zero modes are the
couples (Z, Z) satisfying (E.20), (E.21), and the additional condition to be
diagonal in time-reversal space.
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The Q Supermatrices
F.1

Description of the Efetov's

(J'

Model

In Section 4, the Q matrices are defined from the zero mode (Y, Y) which lives
in L(TRITR). We give here some information about the geometry of the Q
matrices and describe the so-called Efetov's a-model. This short account is
mainly a summary of what can be found in [76J.
Let us first suppose that T R ~ Cl, which means that no time-reversal
doubling has been performed, and let us consider the Lie supergroup

G = L(TR ® RAITR ® RA),
Let also H be the centralizer of

ariA

(F.1)

in G. This subgroup consists of the

supermatrices of the form

h=(~ :.tA
The elements of G moving

(F.2)

ariA form the coset space G / II. The body of G / H,

that is the set found as all the Grassmann variables arc set to zero, reads
m(G/H)

=

L(TR®RA)/L(TR)

,

x L(TR)

'V

#

DB sector

$L{TR® RA)/L{TR)

,

..,..
FF st.'Ctor
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x L(TR)
"

(F.3)
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Besides, the elements of the coset space G/ H are in one-to-one relation with the
supermatrices Q = gafAg-l. In the Efetov's u model with unitary symmetry,
one is interested in integrating Grassmann analytic functions /(Q) over the
domain m(Q) E AfB x AfF in m(G/ H), where
J.fB -

U(TR, TR)/U(TR) x U(TR),

(F.4)

J.fF

U(TR0 RA)/U(TR) x U(TR).

(F.5)

-

Notice that, similarly to (F.3), the product U(TR) x U(TR) is the centralizer
of

a!iA

in both the pseudounitary group U(T R, T R) and the unitary group

U(T R0RA), so that J.[B (resp. J.IF ) is the set of pseudounitary (resp. unitary)

matrices moving ufA in U(TR, TR) (resp. U(TR0RA)). This remark implies
that AfB x MF is indeed a subgroup of m (G / H).
The integration measure DQ used in the Efetov's u model is the G-invariant
measure, so that for all go E G,

1

DQf(Q) =

r.n(C1/11}

1

DQf(goQ).

(F.6)

r.n(C1/1f)

As explained in [76], a shift by 90 E G may not leave the integration domain
J.fB x AfF unchanged. But if the function

f is Grassmann analytic, the domain

can be deformed back to J.IB x M F . Hence, the equality (F.6) with J.IB x MF
in place of m( G/ H) still holds in this case. An usual technique to find out
the explicit formula for the measure DQ in any set of coordinates is to use
the invariance under G of the quadratic form dQ

I-?

str (dQ)2 on Lie(G). One

indeed has
str(dQ)2 _ str (dgufAg-l - ga-f'Ag-ldgg- 1)2
-

str ([g-ldg, ufA]2) ,

(F.7)

and the invariance of this quadratic form follows from the invariance of g-ldg
under the shift 9 1-+ gog for any go E G.
Let us just introduce some convenient notations. For any supermatrix A
having a retarded-advanced structure, one defines

(F.8)
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where lC is the supermatrix

lC It is easy to see that

(~~ ~)

BF

A = A and AB

(~ _:BF)
3

=

(F.9)
RA

BA. Moreover, if A also possesses

a structure in time-reversal space, then AT = AT. Besides, it follows from
these definitions that a supermatrix A satisfying the equation AA

=

1 has a

body m(A) that is pseudounitary in the BB sector and unitary in the F F
sector. One often just says that A is pseudounitary, remembering that the
signs defining this pseudounitarity are those given by the matrix lC in (F.9).
Notice that the rr block of such a matrix is unitary, whereas the aa block is
pseudounitary. Similarly, if A satisfies A = A, then its body is pseudohermitian
in the BB sector, and hermitian in the FF sector. In particular, a supermatrix

Q in the Efetov's a model space satisfies QQ = 1 and is thus pseudounitary.
And since by definition of Q one also has Q2 = 1,

(F.lO)
which precisely implies that Q is pseudohermitian, that is, pseudohermitian in
the B B sector and hermitian in the F F sector.
Let us now turn to the relation between the zero mode (Y, Y) and the
supermatrices Q = gafAg-l introduced above. As already mentioned, this
last formula puts the Q matrices in one-to-one correspondence with G / H.
Besides, it is not difficult to check that the supermatrices
and R =

_

_

1

( Y = ca- 1

Y = bd1

1

)

(F.ll)
RA

are in the same coset in G/ H. Therefore, one deduces that Y and Y parametrize
the Lie supergroup G defined in (F.l) through the formula

(F.12)
The components of this Q matrix in the retarded-advanced space are easily
found to be given by the relations (4.6) - (4.9). Let us now impose some
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conditions on the matrix parameters Y and
Efetov's

(J

Y in order for m(Q)

to be in the

model space AlB x MF defined in (FA) and (F.5). Let us first

impose the required unitarity in the Fermi-Fermi sector. Dropping the F F
indices to keep the notations as simple as possible, one has

~ Y) (~ y)
(Y
1 Y1
t

= (

1+ yt~ Y+ yt )
yt + Y 1+ yty

(F.l3)

which corresponds, by the procedure in (F.l1), to the RFF matrix

(F.l4)
Therefore, imposing unitarity in the Fermi-Fermi sector merely amounts to
require that the fields YFF and YFF satisfy
(F.15)
Moreover, the complex matrix m(Y)FYFF) is always positive, so that there is
no further restriction for the inverse matrices occurring in (F.l4) to exist. Let
us now similarly impose pseudounitarity in the Bose-Bose sector. Dropping
the B B indices, one has
(JM

3

1 Y)

(Y

t

(JM

1

3

(1 Y) = ( 1_yty Y_yt
Y

Y _ yt

1

)

1 _ yty

(F.16)

which corresponds, by the procedure in (F.ll), to the RBB matrix
1
(

(y - yt) (1 - yt y )

-1

(Y - yt) (1- yty)-l )
1

.

(F.17)

Now, we first need to impose that the eigenvalues of the positive Hermitian
matrix m(YJBYBB) are smaller than one, and then, one also has to require
(F.18)

Together with (F.15), these requirements are exactly those of the color-flavor
theorem. If no time-reversal doubling is performed, the fields Y and Y obtained
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by a saddle-point argument from the color-flavor fields Z and

It

are precisely

the parameters of the Efetov a model space with unitary symmetry.
One can now easily compute the dimension of the Efetov
with unitary symmetry and with T R ~
the supermatrices Y and

([;1.

(J

model space

If this space is .parametrized by

Y, one has:
4 real parameters

(F.19)

4 odd parameters

(F.20)

Let us now consider the case where T R

~ ([;2,

which means that a time-

reversal doubling has been performed. Everything remains similar to what
is exposed above. The difference is that now, for the Efetov's

(J

model with

orthogonal symmetry, the matrices Y and Yare twice larger than before but
are required to satisfy the additional constraint
y=y r

(F.21)

.

From the components (4.6) - (4.9) of Q in retarded-advanced space, it is direct
to check that this new constraint implies

(F.22)
These supermatrices Q form a subgroup of Gj H where G is defined by (F.I)
with T R ~ ([;2 called orthosymplectic Lie supergroup. It is easy to see that
this subgroup contains 8 real parameters and 8 anticommuting ones. More
details about the Efetov's

(J

model with orthogonal symmetry can be found in

the third section of [76]. Let us just mention that in this model, the integration
domain is MB x MF, where

MB -

SO(TR,TR)jSO(TR)

SO(TR),

(F.23)

MF -

Sp(RA ® TR)jSp(TR) x Sp(TR}.

(F.24)
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These are subgroups of AlB and MF in (FA) and (F.5) with TR ~ C2. furthermore, the Efetov's

(T

model with unitary symmetry can also be treated

with T R ~ C 2 • For this purpose, one imposes to the parameter Y the additional condition to be diagonal in the T R space. By doing so, one recovers 4
real and 4 anticommuting parameters.
Let us briefly summarize the main points of this section. The parameters Y
and Y described above are precisely the solutions of the mean field equations,
and thus constitute the zero mode. The equation (F.15) translates the unitarity
in the F F sector, whereas (F.18) translates the pseudounitarity in the BB
sector. The constraint (F.21) is due to time-reversal doubling, and the possible
additional condition that Y is diagonal in time-reversal space enables to treat
the unitary case with time-reversal doubling.

F.2

The Polar Coordinates

F .2.1

Without T R Doubling

It is sometimes convenient to parametrize the Efetov's

coordinates different from Y and

Y.

(T

model space using

We describe here the polar coordinates

introduced by K. Efetov and explained in the textbook [34]. Let us first work
without time-reversal doubling, that is T R ~ C 1 . The supermatrices Q are
written as a product
(F.25)
where the supermatrix U1 diagonalizes Q in the Bose-Fermi space and satisfies

U1 U1 =

1. Then, it is straightforward to check that the supermatrix

Q~ = (Q~B ~ )
QOF

(F.26)
BF

has to carryall the symmetries of the original supermatrix Q in the RA space,
that is

_ Q-'o·
Q'0_- Q,-l
0
187
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These two equalities can be translated into separate requirements on the BB
and F F sectors, namely
an d Q 'OF = Q'-1
OF = Q't
op·

Q,-1
RAQ't RA
'
Q OB
= OB = 0"3
OB0"3

(F.28)

It is not difficult to show that the most general matrices Q~B and Q~F having

these properties are

, (COShBB
QO B =
.
e- tX

for

sinh eB

_eiX sinh BB)

,

- coshBB

(F.29)

RA

BB E [0, (0) and X E [0, 27r), and
i

e </> sinBF )
- cosBF

,

(F.30)

RA

for Bp E [0,7r] and ¢ E [0, 27r). The matrices Q~B and Q~F involve four real
parameters, that is, by (F.19), the full count of real parameters of the space
we want to describe here.
By the count performed in (F.20), one still needs four odd parameters.
Those are contained in the pseudounitary supermatrix U1 diagonalizing Q in
Bose-Fermi space. Since Q~ contains the whole structure in retarded-advanced
space, one can choose U1 diagonal in this space, and one writes
(F.31)

The pseudounitarity UIUl = 1 then becomes
(F.32)
(F.33)
Here and in the sequel, when it is clear that some supermatrices u and v
belong to the rr and aa sectors respectively, we write by abuse of notation u
and

v for the quantities as in (F.32) and (F.33).
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one takes the
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exponentials of some antihermitian and hermitian matrices respectively. For
example,
Ul

exp

_

(0

21J

VI

-21J*)

0

(1-

21J*1J
-21J*)
21J
1 - 21J1J*

=
BF

= (2;~ -2:~')
exp

BF

(F.34)
BF

(1 ~::.~ 1+2~::. )

=

BF

(F.3S)

The four odd parameters 1J, TJ*, "', ",* are the four odd variables of the Efetov's
space.
In the textbook [34J, the pseudohermitian supermatrix

Q~

is decomposed

further as
(F.36)
where the supermatrix U2 is pseudounitary, U2U2 = 1, and obviously chosen
diagonal in the Bose-fermi space, that is
(F.37)
with the pure blocks
eiljJ

2F

and U

=

(

0

0)
1

(F.38)

RA

for angles ~,4> E [0,211"). Defining the pseudounitary matrix U

=

U1U2 , the

original Q matrix factorizes as
Q = UQotJ.

(F.39)

Previously, the supermatrices Q~ and U2 have first been decomposed in BoseFermi space, and only then in retarded-advanced space. For calculation purposes it is also convenient to decompose them in the other order. It is easy to
check that the pseudohermitian matrix Qo can be written
A

cos()

Qo=

isinB )
-i sin () - cos(}

(

iOB

A

A

,

RA
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for BB E [0, (0) and BF E [0,7r]. We finally introduce the following notations
in retarded-advanced space.

(F.4l)
The supermatrices Ul and VI being given by (F.34) and (F.35), this defines the
supermatrices

U2

and

V2.

And by comparison with (F.37), one finds

(F.42)

F.2.2

Unitary Symmetry with TR Doubling

We give here the expression of Q in terms of polar coordinates in the unitary
symmetry case where a time-reversal doubling has been performed. According
to the end of Section F.l, all the parameters introduced in F.2.l will become
2 x 2 matrices acting on the time-reversal space. These matrices must be such
that the initial symmetries Q = Q-l

= Q are conserved and such that Q fulfills

the new identity QT = afjAQ(JfjA. Moreover, since we are here interested in the
unitary case, these matrices have all to be diagonal in the T R space. These
new constraints make Q have the same number of parameters as before, that
is, four real parameters and four odd ones. With all these remarks, it is natural
to start as before with

= UQoU,

Q

where Qo and U have to satisfy Qo

Qo =

COS
(

e
"

i sin

= QOl = Qo and UU =

e)
"

-i sin B - cos B

RA

,

(F.43)
1. We set

as before
(F.44)

Now, BB and BF are diagonal matrices in the TR space. In order for Qo to
remain pseudohermitian, BBand BF must be real symmetric. One also imposes
T _
aRAQ aRA
Q0
- 3
03'
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which forces

We choose

(}l

0)

(h

(}s =

( o

(}l

(F.46)

,
TR

E [0,00) and () E [0,7r] as previously. Qo thus contains two of

the four real parameters. Similarly as before, the pseudounitary matrix U is
chosen diagonal in the retarded-advanced space and is decomposed U = U1 U2,
with U1 and U2 both pseudounitary. Furthermore, these two supermatrices are
required to satisfy
(F.47)
so that their product U =

U1U2 has the same property, and, together with the

requirement (F.45), one has
(F.48)
as wanted. The matrices Ui are written in retarded-advanced space as previously in (F.4!), that is,

Ui=(Ui 0)

o

V·a

(F.49)
RA

Th'e component Ui must be unitary whereas Vi must be antiunitary. Moreover,
the time-reversal doubling constraint (F.47) implies a constraint on
another constraint for

Vi.

Ui

and

Writing explicitly' these constraints in time-reversal

space leads to

ClBF
Uill
T Cl3BF
3

T _

U·

&

=

(

(F.50)

0

and

v[ =(ClfFVihClfF
o

0)

!

Cl: F

T

viii

(viii
0

TR

0 ) Cl: F
t
viH
TR

Notice that in (F.50) and (F.51), the equalities in the

=

Vi

(F.51)

ii components are

equivalent to the equalities in the H components, so that it is sufficient to
impose the latter, which are themselves equivalent to
(F.52)
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Let us first look at UI, whose purpose is to diagonalize Q in Bose-Fermi space.
It contains all the four anticommuting Grassman variables, and is written as

in (F.34) and (F.35), that is
Ul

U1 =

(Ulo 0)
VI

=

(

1 - 2r/ ry

-2ryt

2ry

1 - 2ryryt

(F.53)

RA

K

are 2 x 2 diagonal matrices acting on the T R

space whose components are all anticommuting. It follows that
-K,

BF

with

In these equalities rJ and

Ktt =

)

1]tt

= -ry and

and that ry and", commute with their conjugate. Therefore, U1

is pseudounitary as wanted. Moreover, the matrices

1]

and", must also fulfill

(F.52). It is not difficult to check that this is the case if one writes
1]=

rJOI
(

and '" =

(

"'01

(F.54)

Let us now turn to U2 • This matrix must contain the two remaining real
parameters. One starts by doubling the matrix U2 found in (F.42). This yields

(F.55)

where

:=: and

<I> are 2 x 2 diagonal matrices. Then, it is easy to see that the

time-reversal doubling requirement (F. 52) forces

(F. 56)
where the angles € and ¢ lie within [0,271").
To complete the description of the Efetov's a model with unitary symmetry
using these coordinates, it just remains to be said what the measure dQ is.
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The quite tedious calculation of this measure is performed in [34J and yields
A

(F.57)

dQ = J1dR 1 J2dR2 dO,
with the definitions

(F.58)

F .2.3

Orthogonal Symmetry

The polar coordinates for the Efetov's a model space with orthogonal symmetry are obtained in a way totally similar to the unitary case in section F.2.2.
The only difference is that the Q matrix is not required to be diagonal in the

T R space anymore, and one thus needs twice more real and anticommuting
parameters. One starts with
(F.59)

Q = UQoU,

where Qo is diagonal in the Bose-Fermi space and carries the symmetries 00 =
Q01 = Qo. This job is achieved by
Qo=

cosB

iSino)

( -i sin {j - cos {j

0=

(iBB
o

RA

0) ,

OF

(F.60)

BF

where ()Band ()Fare 2 x 2 real symmetric matrices acting in the T R space.
Let us write
OF-

The time-reversal requirement

(

() 011)
()" 0'

(F.61)
TR

Q'O = crfAQOcrfA reads
(F.62)
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Here, we used the fact that Qo is diagonal in Bose-Fermi space and thus all
its components in time-reversal space commute with afF. Since BB and BF
are symmetric in T R space, Qo is also symmetric in this space, and hence,
among the 4 equations in the components of (F.62), only two are independent.
Moreover, these two equations decouple in Bose-Fermi space, and they can
thus be written
RAQ
RA
QOsHT = (1)8
0'3
OsU0'3'

=

for s

B,F with the conventions (_l)B

=

1 and (-IV

=

(F.63)
-1. The two

equations (F.63) take place in the retarded-advanced space. With (F.60) and
(F.61), the first equation leads to

()3

= ()l

and ()'

trivially satisfied in the bosonic sector but forces

= ().
(jlf

The second equation is

= 0 in the fermionic one.

Hence, the angle matrices (F.61) become

(F.64)

with

()l

E [0,00) and

(j

E [0,71"], and they already contain 3 of the 8 real

parameters we are after.
As in the previous section, the supermatrix U is taken pseudounitary, UU =
1, and diagonal in the retarded-advanced space. It is factorized as the product
of two pseudounitary matrices U = U1 U2 , where U1 diagonalizes Q in BoseFermi space and contains all the 8 anticommuting variables, and U2 contains
the remaining 5 real parameters. These two matrices are also required to
satisfy the time-reversal doubling condition (FA7).
Let us first investigate U1 . In retarded-advanced space, one just has

U1 =

where

Ul

is unitary and

VI

(UI

o

0) ,
VI

(F.65)

RA

is pseudounitary. The choice made in [34], that we
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will follow, is

(F.66)

(F.67)
where 7J and K are 2 x 2 matrices with anticommuting components. The peculiar
choice for the supermatrices in the exponents will generate quite simple coefficients once the exponentials are performed. Notice that log UI and log VI are
indeed pseudohermitian and hermitian respectively if 7]tt
and similarly for
quirement U[

K.

= -7], (7]t7])t

= 7]t7],

One also has to impose the time-reversal doubling re-

= [ft as in (F.47), that is u{ = ut

and vI

= ufF vtufF.

These

equations can also be v,Titten in terms of the exponents in (F.66) and (F.67)
as

(F.68)
It is not difficult to check that the generalizations

7J

=( 7Ji7]2

T]2)
7]1

and K.
TR

=( Ki/'\:2

"'2 )
"'1

(F.69)
TR

of (F.54) fulfill all the above conditions. In particular,

(F.70)
Performing the exponentials in (F.66) and (F.67) yields

Ul

VI

-

( 1-2q'I1+ 6(I1'I1)'
-2(1- 2'1''1)'1' )
27](1 - 27]t7J)
1 - 27]7]t + 6(7]7]t)2

( 1 + 2"',, + 6(,,' ,,)'
2i~(1 + 2K.tK.)

(F.71)
BF

-2i(1 + 2,,',,),,' )
1 + 2K.K.t + 6("'K.t)2

(F.72)
BF

Let us now turn to the 5upermatrix U2· This matrix is diagonal in retarded-
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advanced space and in Bose-Fermi space, so that one can write as previously

U2 =

U2 =

(u,o 0)
V2

(U'Bo 0)
U2F

BF

with

(F.73)

RA

V2 =

(~B
o

0)
V2F

BF

It must contain the 5 remaining real parameters and satisfy the time-reversal

doubling and the pseudounitarity conditions, that is

The first condition on

U2 = u~

v2 = v~

U~U2 = 1 ,

V2V2

U2

(F. 74)

= V~V2 = 1.

implies that the blocks

U2B

and

U2F

must be of the

form
(F.75)

The difference of sign in the component (2,1) of these matrices has a big impact.
Indeed, once the pseudounitary condition in (F.74) are imposed to
U2F

in (F.75),

U2B

is found to be diagonal, whereas

U2F

U2B

and

just needs to have

determinant unity. In other words

U2B =

itqTR
e"
3

and

U2F

=

(a b*) ,
-b a*

where

e E [0,271") and a, bEe are such that lal

set of such matrices

U2F

parametrize the matrix

2

(F.76)

TR

+ Ibl 2 = 1.

Notice that the

is precisely SU(2) which is of real dimension 3. We
U2F

in SU(2) as in [34]. First, it is easy to convince

oneself that any matrix A in U(2) can be written

A = (1 - iM) (1 + iM) -1 for M =

mi)
m
(
ml m'
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m',

some hermitian matrix. The four parameters m,

~ml

and

~ml

can be

seen as parameters for U(2). Then, it can be checked that A as determinant
unity if and only if m' = -me Therefore,

= (1- i.M) (1 +iAf)-l

U2F

can be written

U2F

with M

=

(m mi) ,
ml

.

for mER and m1 E C. Hence, altogether

U2

-m

TR

contains 4 real parameters.

One real parameter is still missing and has thus to be contained in
by (F.74)

V2

(F.78)

has to satisfy exactly the same conditions as

U2,

V2.

Since

it is natural to

choose
(F.79)
for X E [0,271'"). This ends the description of the Efetov's a model space with
orthogonal symmetry.
Finally, the invariant measure dQ introduced in (F.6) in these polar coordinates is found to be
dQ

= J1dRIJ2dR2d6,

(F.80)

where

J1 - 2;0 (Ch(Ol + (2) - cosO) -2 (ch(01 dR l

-

dry1dry~dry2dry;dKidKldK;dK2

J2

-

212 sin3 () sh(}1 shB2
71'"4 (1 + m 2 + Iml12)3

dR2

-

dmdm1dmid¢dx

dB -

( 2) - cos 0)-2

d(}d(}ldB2.

(F.8l)

The reader interested in the derivation of this formula can refer to [34].

F.3

The Mean Field Integrals

In the mean field theory exposed in Chapter 4, the integral 11T(~' a) in (4.33),
which provides the autocorrelation functions, can be performed exactly. The
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purpose of this appendix is to calculate this mean field integral in the unitary
symmetry case, making use of the polar coordinates introduced in F.2.2.
In Theorem 4.1 the mean field source-free action

Sr

F

is defined. It is direct

to check that, in the case of unitary symmetry, this action can be written in
terms of the polar coordinates introduced in F.2.2 as

st

1F

=

2BE( cosh(h - cosO).

(F.82)

It is convenient to work with the new variables
Al

=cosh 0

1

E

[1, (0) and A = cosO

E

[-1,1]

(F.83)

instead of 01 and O. In the unitary case, the mean field integrals for the
autocorrelation functions are always of the type
(F.84)
(F.85)

The index n stands for an integer n > 2. In these last two formulae, fn(Q) is
a function of the 8 parameters describing Q. It satisfies
(F.86)

where Tn(Q) is of degree inferior to 4 in the anticommuting variables, and
(F.87)

In practice, this function corresponds to some derivatives of the supersymmetry
breaking factor p[a](j) evaluated at vanishing sources. In (F.85), the measures
dR l and dR2 are those defined in (F.58), and the ratio in the integrand is made

from the exponential of -S!fF and the factor J 1 of the Berezinian (F.58).
Notice that the functions sinO and sinh 01 in the part

J2

of this Berezinian are

absorbed by the change of variables (F.83), and the numerical factor in front
of the superintegral (F.85) comes from the numerical factors in J 1 and J 2 •
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The unitary mean field integrals (F.84) are singular as

€ -t

0, and the most

singular term yields an autocorrelation function. It will be seen in the sequel
that, with In{Q) of the form (F.86),
c (n - 2)!
. n-11 ( )
1
t:~E
n € = - 23 (2B)n-1'

(F.88)

which is positive and finite.
In fact, the explicit calculations of the unitary mean field integrals show
that In (Q) does not depend on the angles ¢ and

~

originating from the pseu-

dounitary matrix U2 in (F.55). Hence, the integral of the differential dR 2
merely yields a factor (27T)2, and (F.85) becomes
1
In(€) = 24

1 11 J
00

1

dAl

dA

-1

e- 2BE (>'1->')

(F.89)

dR l (AI _ A)2 In(Q).

However, the following arguments are independent of this remark. In particular, the result (F.88) still holds if In(Q) depends on ¢ and~. But for the sake
of simplicity, we will subsequently work with (F.89).
Let us start with an important remark. The function In in (F.84) is a
polynomial in the four Grassmann variables contained in U1 • If one of the
monomial does not involve all the four anticommuting variables, its Berezin
integral over these anticommuting variables vanishes. But on the other hand,
the integrand in (F.89) coming from this monomial may have a non-integrable
singularity at Al

= A = 1 so that, if the integration of the variables Al and

A is performed first, one gets a divergence. In order to find out what really

1:

becomes of such a monomial, one considers the derivatives

I:(€)

= ~21°O dAl

dA

This procedure kills the singularity at Al

J

dR 1 e- 2B t:(>'1->') in(Q).

(F.90)

= A = 1 in the integrand, and hence,

it removes the previous ambiguity. Now, a monomial of In that does not
involve all the four anticommuting variables cannot contribute to
motivates the following definition. For

I~(€).

This

I and l' two polynomials in the four

Grassmann variables, one writes
(F.9!)
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whenever the monomials in

I

and

I'

containing all the Grassmann variables'

coincide. Two polynomials equivalent under this relation thus yield the same
function II/(€) in (F.90). Besides, In(€) can be recovered from I~(€) by integration. Indeed, for any a > 0,
(F.92)
However, only the first term in the Laurent series of In(E) is relevant. Since a
singular contribution will indeed be found in In(E), the last two terms in the
right-hand side of (F.92), which are analytic, can already be dropped. One
deduces that two functions In(Q) and I~(Q) that are equivalent under (F.91)
lead to the same mean field integral (F .84) up to analytic terms in

E.

In other

words, the function Tn(Q) defined in (F.86) is irrelevant for our purposes.
There is another important general observation that can be made about the
asymptotics

€ -..

0 of the unitary mean field integrals (F.84). By the preceding

remark, In(c) in (F.89) can be written
(F.93)
where in(>..l, A) is given in (F.86). Once again, the forthcoming argument still
holds if In, and in particular in, depends of the angles ¢ and X. In practice,
the function I~ always involves a factor killing the non-integrable singularity
at Al

= A=

1. In fact, the integrand of (F.93) can even be continued at

this point. The singularity of In(€) at the origin comes from the region of
asymptotically large AI. In order to see this, let us rescale
(F.94)
Multiplying In(€) in (F.93) by the regularizing factor En-I, and then taking
the limit of vanishing

E

provides
(F.95)
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Taking the limit

€ -+

0 in the integration domain of '\1 and in the integrand,

and making use of the asymptotic behavior (F.87) shows that

lim€n- 1I(f) =
£ ..... 0

-

_ c
24

{':yo dA~

Jo

r dA A~n-2e-2B~i
i-I
1

c (n - 2)'
- 23 (2B)n-1 '

(F.96)

which is precisely the result announced in (F.88).
In fact, when dealing with a unitary mean field integral (F.84) , it is more
convenient to make use of the two preceding remarks in the reverse order, and
one first isolates in the function In(Q) the leading terms as Al

-+ 00.

It is then

convenient to introduce the equivalence relation

.

fI(Q) ~ h(Q) iff

h(Q)

hm j (Q) = 1.
).1-+00 2

(F.97)

This notation means that 11(Q) and 12(Q), seen as polynomials in the 4 anticommuting variables, become identical in the limit of large AI. This relation is
stable under multiplication, that is, if

fI ~ 12

and 91 ~ 92, then fI91 ~ 1292'

The relation ~ introduced in (F.91) does not have this property. In practice,
the function rn(Q) defined in (F.86) always has the property
(F.9S)
for some non-zero polynomial 9 of degree inferior to 4, namely, rn(Q) is exactly
of same order in Al as in(Q). Hence,
(F.99)
Now, only the first term in (F.99), which involves all the four anticommuting
variables, contributes to the singular terms of In(€). We therefore introduce
a new equivalence relation between the functions I(Q) of the type (F.99) and

write

(F. 100)
where

Cl

and

C2

refer to the real numbers c in (F.99) for fI(Q) and h(Q)

respectively. Two functions fI(Q) and h(Q) equivalent under this relation
yields the same result (F.88).
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F.4

Proof of Property 4.2

We show that ~~F(O,jr) = 1 for all jr E lR in a sufficiently small neighborhood
of the origin. The other cases treated in Property 4.2 can then be obtained
after some simple generalizations of the argument shown here. Let us first
write the retarded source jr as
jr

= 1 + 8.

(F.lD1)

The mean field generating function at ja = 0 becomes
~(3MF( O,)r")

=

J

dQ e_SMF
0
det [1+8
1 + -2-(QBB;rr -1)

]-!

(F.102)

The fact that the supersyrnmetry breaking factor in the integrand only involves
one source parameter 8 enables to define a change of variable Q ~ X of unit
Berezinian leaving the mean field source free action unchanged and such that
8 disappears from this supersymmetry breaking factor. Indeed, if one sets
Q

~ X = ( 1+ 8
o

0)

1-8

Q+

(-8 0) ,

RA

0

8

(F.103)

RA

the mean field source free action satisfies
(F.104)
up to terms of higher degrees in

€.

To get this equality, we used strQaa =

-strQrn which can be seen on (4.6) and (4.7) for example. Moreover, ~~r(O,jr)

can be written as,

MF( O,)r")
~[Q:l

=

J

[1

dX e _SMF
0
det 1 + 2(XBB;rr-1 )l-~

(F.I05)

The Berezinian of (F.103) is indeed one since the measure dQ is invariant under
a shift. The integration domain is not invariant under (F.lD3), but it can be
deformed back without crossing any singularity.
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